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NOTE

The training materials in this book are explained by, and meant

to be used in conjunctiou with, Volume 1, the Final Report of the

Stanford University - System Development Corporation project. Mow;

of the materials are still, technically speaking, in a development

phase. They should be used in the context of evaluative dati,

presented in Volume 1. Furthermore, they should be used ackotively,

with the expectation that better rather than poorer training will

result if allowances are made for advantages and disadvantages of

a local training setting.



SESSION NO. 1

OVERVIEW

I. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF MODULE

A. Ob ective

To outline the training activities and clarify relation-
ships among sessions and among "tracks" for different
personnel roles.

To elicit training priorities and topics of particular
concern to trainees.

To make ancillary arrangements -- e.g., for travel between
training sites, for expense reimbursements, etc.

Upon completion of this module, trainees should:

1. Understand the training schedule and its
requirements.

2. Feel that their priorities and concerns have
been taken into account.

3. Understand and approve the ancillary
arrangements.

B. Participants

Trainers: Training director, members of training
staff who have announcements to make

Trainees: All

C. Summary of Module Activities

The training director presents an overview o. activities.
Members of the training staff make announcements as
necessary. Group discussion that follows deals with,
among other topics, the trainees' priorities and concerns.

D. Duration

One hour
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II. REQUIRED MATERIALS AND AIDS

A. Trainer Preparatory Reading

1. Trainers' Book-(read or skim carefully for
overview of trainers' responsibilities)

2. Materials and instructions governing ancillary
arrangements (e.g., trainee expense reimbursement,
if relevant)

3. Training session schedule

B. Trainee Preparatory Reading

1. Trainees' Book (read or skim carefully for
overview of trainees' responsibilities)

2. Materials and instructions governing ancillary
arrangements

3. Training session schedule

C. Aids and Equipment

None

III. SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

Topic Activity Minutes

Step 1 Welcoming Remarks; Overview
of Training Activities

Presentation 15

Step 2 Necessary Announcements by Presentation 10

Other Members of Training
Staff

Step 3 Review of Ancillary Presentation 5

Arrangements

Step 4 Discussion of Trainees' Group Discussion 30

Priorities and Concerns

IV. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

The "hidden agenda" of this session is to get the training activities
off on a participatory footing. It is often true that the trainees
who most need individual attention are the least likely to speak up
or come to the trainers' attention until they have become discouraged
or alienated.
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V. CONDUCT OF THE SESSION

Although most other modules are structured, it is well for trainers
to approach this module spontaneously. They should, however, watch
the clock and not let their presentations continue into the group dis-
cussion time.

At the beginning of Step 4, trainers should open the discussion
with questions like:

As you look over the schedule, do you see most of the

topics you hoped to cover? What topics seem to be

missing?

Do you see any topics listed in the schedule that you

don't understand -- that is, you're not sure what's

being covered in those sessions?

Would you like to suggest that the group undertake

some activities in addition to, or instead otg'

activities in the schedule?

Trainees' remarks and suggestions should be recorded and analyzed
at the earliest opportunity (e.g., the lunch hour). The training
staff should give careful consideration to content changes or schedule
changes that several trainees concur in suggesting.



SESSION NO. 2

SELF-ASSESSMENT OF KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS

I. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF MODULE

A. Objective

To provide a baseline for evaluation of trainees'
progress through the training materials.

To provide trainers with a superficial but timely
indication of areas in which trainees report
much versus little knowledge and skill.

After sampling the range of training topics in this
self-assessment, trainees should be able to:

1. Formulate their needs for specific information
and experiences in the sessions that follow.

2. Note, and discuss with training staff, discrepancies
between topics they expected to cover and topics
assigned to them in the assessment.

B. Participants

Trainers: Training director or assistant

Trainees: All

C. Summary of Module Act4vities

There is a different five-page self-assessment form for
project managers, retrieval specialists, and field agents.
However, each form is divided into two parts, the first
on knowledge/understanding and the second on skills.

After the self-assessment is completed, and before it is
turued in, trainees and training staff discuss trainees'
reactions to points covered (and not covered) in the
form for each personnel role.

D. Duration

One hour
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II. REQUIRED MATERIALS AND AIDS

A. Trainer Preparatory Reading

None

B. Trainee Preparatory Reading

None

C. ;ids and Equipment

Self-assessment form in Trainees' Book

III. SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

Topic Activity Minutes

Step 1 Explanation of Self Presentation 5
Assessment and its
Rationale

Step 2 Completion of Self-
assessment Form by

Individual
Written Work

20

Trainees

Step 3 Discussion of the Group Discussion 35
Self-assessment and
Other Topics It
Suggests

IV. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

None

V. CONDUCT OF THE SESSION

Step 1 Explain that the trainers and the trainees themselves will
benefit from the assessment. Clarify the use of the
assessment -- that is, not to "grade" the trainees. State
that the assessment form will be used again in the final
session of the training sequence.

Step 2 Distribute forms for completion by trainees. Remark that,
on the average, forms take less than 15 minutes to complete.
Suggest that trainees finishing first take a coffee break
or write notes for the group discussion to follow.

Step 3 When all trainees have completed their self-assessments,
but before the forms are turned in, initiate a discussion
of the assessment itself and any new topics it suggests
for continuing the discussion of the previous session.



SESSION NO. 3

"POST-SPUTNIK" TRENDS IN AMERICAN EDUCATION
AND THE EMERGENCE OF EDUCATIONAL DISSEMINATION SYSTEMS

I. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF MODULE

A. Objective

To provide historical context for the development of
"active" dissemination systems in education.

To show the pressure for "active" dissemination generated
by educational research & development programs since
the late 1950's.

Upon completion of this module, trainees should:

1. Understand the spurs to federally supported
research & development (in all fields of
research) after World War II, and resulting
"kncvledge explosions."

2. Understand the roles of scientific information
systems in shaping the growth of the educa-
tional dissemination system -- often to its
detriment.

3. Understand the several phases by which the
educational dissemination system moved from
a "passive" to an "active" posture.

B. Participants

Trainers: One instructor

Trainees: All

C. Summary of Module Activities

This is the first of several "expository" modules for
which trainees are expected to prepare by reading a
background paper. The session itself is chiefly a
discussion of topics raised in the paper.

D. Duration

One hour
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II. REQUIRED MATERIALS AND AIDS

A. Trainer Preparatory Reading

1. Price, Derek. Little Science, Big Science
New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 1963.

2. Educational Research and Development
in the United States. National Center
for Educational Research and Development,
U.S. Office of Education, DHEW, 1970.

3. Paisley, William. "Improving a Field-Based
(ERIC-Like) Information System." Journal
of the American Society for Information
Science, November-December 1971, 399-408.

4. Background paper attached to this module
in Trainers' Book and Trainees' Book.

B. Trainee Preparatory Reading

1. Background paper attached to this module.

C. Aids and Equipment

Presentation alludes to tables and figures in the
background paper.

In addition, it would be desirable to acquire copies
of the references cited above and place them on a
table for trainee browsing.

III. SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

Topic Activity Minutes

Step 1, Review of Points Raised
in Background Paper

Presentation 20

Step 2 Additional Points that Presentation 10

Training Staff Wishes
to Raise

Step 3 Discussion of Topic Group Discussion 10

IV. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

None
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V. CONDUCT OF THE SESSION

Step 1 Review of Points Raised in Background Paper (20 minutes)

The trainer can summarize the background paper by
mentioning, and briefly elaborating, the theme of
each section. In addition, each table and figure
can be reviewed to be sure that trainees understand
the differences or trends that are being depicted.

Step 2 Additional Points that the Training Staff Wishes
to Raise (10 minutes)

The background paper will fail to cover some points
that the training staff would like to include in
the discussion phase of this session (e.g., in a
particular state, the development of in-service
extension training for teachers and administrators
through the state university, and its role in
introducing new practices into the schools).

Step 3 Discussion of Topic (30 minutes)

The discussion will gain its own momentum after a
few minutes, but it can be stimulated with questions
like:

What is your general reaction to points raised

in the background paper?

Do you feel that the author of the background paper

omitted some significant points, or exaggerated

the 5"iportance of other points?

Do you interpret the post-war expansion of research

and development, or the "knowledge explosion,"

differently from the author of the background paper?

Are there any false premises or mistaken assumptions

in efforts that have been made thus far to improve

educational dissemination?
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"POST-SPUTNIK" TRENDS IN AMERICAN EDUCATION

AND THE EMERGENCE OF EDUCATIONAL DISSEMINATION SYSTEMS

(Background Paper for Module 3)

Educational dissemination systems have come into existence in

response to pressure "upstream" in the flow of educational research

and development knowledge -- that is, pressure emanating from

researchers/developers and their sponsors. To understand the growth

of educational dissemination systems, we must first understand, in

score fashion, the growth of educational research and development

itself.

If we were to look at the growth of educational R&D as an isolated

phenomenon, we might be puzzled that, at one moment in history, the

federal government suddenly began to double its investment in

educational R&D each year for several years. Or, if we were not now

past that period of exponential growth, we might conclude that such

increases are simply "modern times," that a technologically based

society regulates itself through vast expenditures in research and

development (which is partly true anyway).

We can see now that the sudden growth in educational R&D was

more of an historical episode than a projection of the future.

Funding of educational R&D is now leveling off, but at the high

post-growth level of support rather than the low pre-growth level.
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Educational R&D is the offspring of more rigorous sciences such

as psychology, sociology, and statistics. Its sudden growth began

at a moment in history when:

(1) the post- . emergence of "Big Science" had

clarified the relationship between the federal

government as a new sponsor of research and

scientists as unaccustomed beneficiaries of

large-scale support;

(2) the source fields on which educational R&D depen:,

psychology in particular, had developed theories

and methods that promised to be productive when

focused on educational problems;

(3) external pressure was applied for rapid, major

improvement in the quality of American education.

Let's examine the convergence of these trends. The post-we

emergence of "Big Science" was a striking occurrence in the history o:

mankind. It signaled a different approach to control of the environ-

ment, to production, to the provision of services, to social planning,

etc. Industries that had been labor-intensive became knowledge-

intensive. New knowledge industries were born. And, most indicative

of all, the pre-war model of small-scale "solo science" gave way to

large-scale organized science with teams of resaarchers, specialization,

and division of labor.

"Big Science" was a by-product of the Second World War. It is

the post-war extension into all fields of science of the organizational



principles of the Manhattan Project and other ordnance-related projects.

It could be argued that "Big Science" was born in Nazi Germany, since

Hitler mobilized the scientists of that country somewhat earlier than

their counterparts were mobilized in the United Kingdom and the United

States.

In recent decades, according to the historian of science Derek

de Solla Price, various forms and products of science have been

doubling every 10 to 20 years. Thus it can be shown that the number

of practicing scientists doubles every 15 years or so, and that some

of their products (such as technical reports) double faster than this

rate while other products (such as substantial or "classic" journal

articles) double slower than this rate.

The traditional first step in research is to acquaint oneself

thoroughly with the work of one's predecessors, then to choose a

promising topic from their legacy of unsolved problems. from the 17th

century (when science became a recognized activity of certain men

through the founding of associations such as the Royal Society of

London) to the early 20th century, there was an orderliness in this

process that derived from the relatively small number of scientists

and the relatively show pace of their work.

With the advent of "Big Science," however, twin new pressures

overstressed the existing dissemination systems of science. First,

there was the immediacy of one's "predecessors." If the number of

practicing scientists doubles every 15 years or so, it follows that,

at any moment, most scientists who ever lived are now alive. Working

with hypothetical data, a doubling period of 15 years would produce
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a world population of scientists in 1930, 1945, 1960, and 1975 of

2 million, 4 million, 8 million, and 16 million. Since all the

scientists who had lived before a given p °riod (e.g., 1930) would not

exceed the doubling value of that period (the doubling value of a

period is the limit for cumulated previous doubling4, we see in

the post-war period a great immediacy in research. One's predecessors

are one's contemporaries, and their work is not to be read in leather-

bound journals from the past.

Second, the team approach, a hallmark of "Big Science," produces

documents at a prodigious rate. Individually, the documents at not

as valuable a the documents of "Little Science," but there are vastly

more of them and they conceal their differences in quality.

Between them, these two factors produced what is now referred to

as the "knowledge explosion." Existing dissemination systems sagged

under the unprecedented volume of documents, and new systems had to

be invented to avoid disastrous amounts of duplicative and erroneous

research

To understand the timing of educational R&D's growth, we must note

that "Big Science" did not come to all fields of science at the same

time. The war-time managers of science, chiefly James Conant and

Vannevar Bush, were especially concerned for the support of post-war

physics. The National Science Foundation, whose legislation they

lobbied through Congress and past one veto by President Truman,

provided large-scale support first for physics, then for chemistry



(after chemists organized to complain, in the "Westheimer Report,"

that they were disadvantaged), then for geology and other hard

sciences.

The advent of "Big Science" in the life sciences came with

a series of bills introduced by Senator Lister Hill in the 1950's.

Lister Hill's patronage of biomedicine is the major single reason

for the growth of the NIH research empire.

After the physical sciences and the life sciences had each,

in their turn, made the transition into "Big Science," the time was

ripe for the social sciences and, finally, educational R&D. Some

support for the social sciences had come from the Department of

Defense throughout the war-time and post-war years. These funds

were greatly augmented when NSF and NIMH appeared on the scene.

In the late 1950's the stage was set for large-scale support

for educational R&D in the sense that conditions #1 and #2 (see

page 3-5) had been fulfilled. What was lacking was a trigger or

catalyst that would cause Congress to draft the new legislation,

pass it, and appropriate funds for it.

The trigger was Sputnik I. Indicating, as it then seemed to,

a superiority in Soviet science and hence presumably in Soviet

education, Sputnik I spurred Congress to pass, in 1958, the

National Defense Education Act. It was not the first educational

R&D legislation passed by Congress. It had been preceded by the

Cooperative Research Act of 1954. "Coop Research," however, was

a vestige of "Little Science," an invitation to solo researchers

to continue doing whatever they had been doing before, but under



small-scale federal sponsorship, while "NDEA" was a mission-oriented,

focused act that placed specific priority on certain kinds of research

that the government wanted from "Big Science" teams of researchers.

A series of federal authorizations for educational R&D, contained

in legislation such as the Vocational Education Act of 1963, the

Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, the Higher Education

Act of 1965, and the Educational Professions Development Act of 1967

(to name only a few acts), created a situation in which researchers

were force-fed funds that they converted to paper in unprecedented

volume. Tables 1 and 2 (pages 3-10 and 3-11) show how rapidly the

budgets of educational laboratories and R&D centers increased from

1966 through 1969, doubling on the average each two years. Figure 1

(page 3-12) shows how the total "research and training" outlay of

the U.S. Office of Education grew from almost nothing in 1956 to

more than $100 million in 1969, most of it channeled through the

Cooperative Research Act as amended by the Elementary and Secondary

Education Act of 1965.

As other federal agencies had discovered since the Second World

War, the U.S. Office of Education discovered that each million dollars

awarded competitively to researchers buys a vast amount of paper,

some of it in the form of technical reports directly related to

grants and contracts but perhaps an equal amount in the form of

papers, articles, books, and other proofs of busyness.
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TABLE 1. BUREAU OF RESEARCH SUPPORT FOR REGIONAL EDUCATIONAL LABORATORIES

1966 1967 1968 1969

Appalachia Educational Laboratory $ 319,880 $ 1,200,000 S 903,795 $ 895,478
Charleston, W. Va.

Center for Urban Education-New York, N.Y. 918,900 2,539,000 2,675,000 2,633,794

Central Atlantic Regional Educational
Laboratory-Washington, D.C. 570,257 780,000 390,000

Central Midwestern Regional Educational
Laboratory-St. Ann, Mo. 695,082 805,640 1,350,000 1,700,000

Cooperative Educational Research Laboratory,
Inc.-Northfield, III. 188,580 410,000 600,000 270,000

Eastern Regional Institute for Education
Syracuse, N.Y. 199,613 633,715 943,385 998,700

Education Development Center, Inc.
Newton, Mass. 168,270 267,000 1,041,162 959,655

Far West Laboratory for Educational Research
and Development-Berkeley, Calif. 375,000 730,249 1,250,000 1,685,170

Michigan-Ohio Regional Educational
Laboratory-Detroit, Mich. 184,240 299,600 800,000 384,500

Mid-Continent Regional Educational Laboratory
Kansas City, Mo. 600,000 900,000 730,000 937,713

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
Portland, Oreg. 420,810 1,333,000 1,543,500 1,690,000

Regional Educational Laboratory for the
Carolinas and Virginia-Durham, N.C. 190,209 349,472 693,744 820,000
Research for Better Schools, Inc.
Philadelphia, Pa. 406,447 1,603,377 2,089,240 2,700,000

Rocky Mountain Educational Laboratory
Denver, Colo. 285,700 646,156 514,039 346,000
South Central Region Educational Labo-atory
Little Rock, Ark. 180,705 451,000 870,000 320,000
Southeastern Educational Laboratory
Atlanta, Ga. 362,100 739,000 670,000 670,000
Southwest Educational Development Laboratory
Austin, Tex. 216,349 1,399,939 1,400,000 1,700,000

Southwestern Cooperative Educational Laboratory
Albuquerque, N.Mex. 294,200 696,900 751,867 862,244
Southwest Regional Laboratory for Educational
Research and Development-Inglewood, Calif. 830,225 1,570,000 2,235,000 2,486,726
Upper Midwest Regional Educational Laboratory
Minneapolis, Minn. 530,000 525,000 678,000 800,000

Total 7,366,310 17,669,305 22,438,732 23,250,047

'Actual obligations to laboratories for fiscal years, ending June 30.
Source: Educational Research and
Development in the United States.
Washingtbn: National Center for
Educational Research & Development
1970.
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The earlier forced-feeding of physics, chemistry, biomedicine

and other fields created information problems that federal agencies

dealt with in various ways, ranging from the establishment of new

federal information systems to the subsidy of private information

systems. Spurred on by early symptoms of an information crisis,

NSF established an Office of Science Information Service to support

research and development on documentation, bibliographic processing,

computer information retrieval, etc. OSIS invested heavily in the

information systems of the American Institute of Physics and the

American Chemical Society, hoping that these professional associations

could expand their bibliographic services fast enough to stay abreast

of documentation on its 10-15 year doubling cycle.

Biomedicine was fortunate enough to have one of the three

national libraries (the Library of Congress, the National Library

of Medicine, and the National Library of Agriculture) as its base

for new information systems. NIB invested only to a limited extent

in external information systems and instead developed MEDLARS as an

access system for the National Library of Medicine.

With initially vast sums at their disposal, the Department of

Defense and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration chose

to establish wholly new information systems for themselves and their

contractors. Despite some retrenchment, the Department of Defense .

still operates the country's largest network of specialized information

centers.

It was in the context of these varied "solutions" to the infor-

mation crisis that the U.S. Office of Education had to decide, in the

mid-1960's, how to cope with educational R&D information.



USOE's first solution, the network of Educational Resources

Information Centers (ERIC), was conceived in the early 1960's by

non-governmental researchers under NDEA funding. If ERIC came into

existence looking like a physics or chemistry information system,

the answer lay in the limited number of information system models

then available. Principles that are now well understood, such as

necessary differences in information systems for rer,cv.hers and for

"practitioners" and differences in vocabulary contro2 between "hard"

and "soft" sciences, were hammered out in the late 1960's at the

expense of information systems that were failing in their missions

and had to be reconceptualized.

The 10-year-old concept of ERIC as a network of decentralized

processing centers or "clearinghouses" and a central coordinating

office was never invalid insofar as the important functions of

acquisition, processing, and archiving were concerned. However,

it was thought at first that users (educators, researchers, and

policymakers) would relate directly to ERIC, searching out relevant

documents through its bibliographic tools and ordering microfiche

or "hardcopy" from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service. While

some users (especially researchers) went through these steps, other

users ignored ERIC quite simply because access to it lay above the

"ceiling" of effort that they felt educational information justified.

Even with the promise of more accurate and complete information,

ERIC could not compete with the popular press of education, the

interpersonal grapevine, and the common alternative of not knowing

at all.



Expressed in the terminology of Figure 2 (page 3-16), early

ERIC stressed archiving and subordinated the parallel functions of

formal and iaformal communication. Although clearinghouses were

encouraged to produce reviews and state-of-the-art papers, there was

no procedure for distributing these products widely. To 99 out of

100 educators, they didn't exist.

A far more successful strategy for formal communication was

initiated at the close of the 1960's. A continuing series of reports

was published under the heading Putting Research into Educational

Practice (PREP). PREP reports were commissioned on topics of highest

current interest among educators. Writing and editing were relatively

polished according to prevailing standards in educational R&D. PREP

reports were directed primarily to state departments of education,

with the suggestion that the states republish freely, under their

own banners if desired.

Data from field studies showed that PREP reports were reaching

much wider audiences than other ERIC products. Certainly far more

educators read PREP than conducted ERIC searches.

PREP reports were only the vanguard of a series of user-oriented

publications. Booklets on model programs (e.g., reading, compensatory

education), an audiovisual "educational products minikit," and catalogs

like ALERT (Alternatives for Learning through Educational Research

and Technology) were created under ERIC and other auspices to apprise

educators of the most promising programatic outcomes of educational

R&D. "Repackaging the educational knowledge base" moved from the

status of concept to successful practice in just a few years.
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Figure 2. Simplified flow-chart of information system functions.
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Yet to be solved, however, was the problem of bringing the

full resources of the ERIC system to educators who were incapable

or unwilling to conduct searches themselves. What could be done,

for example, for the teacher who seeks research-based alternatives

for teaching science concepts, or dealing with classroom behavior

problems? What could be done for the guidance counselor who has

been asked to recommend drug education films or career education

materials?

Since it is not possible to pre-assemble and publish all kinds

of wanted information in PREP-like formats, a system was needed

that would establish contact between users and the ERIC knowledge

base itself. An effective answer has been found recently in the

extension model that is such a familiar part of Department of

Agriculture service in this country. "Extension agents" can serve

as intermediaries between users and the ERIC knowledge base,

translating requests into the controlled language of the ERIC

Thesaurus, conducting searches of ERIC resources, obtaining documents

that are relevant to requests, conveying these documents to users,

and in some cases translating from researchers' language to

practitioners' language.

With the addition of an extension system, educational dissemi-

nation encompasses the three sets of functions shown in Figure 2.

According to the sophistication of the user and the nature of his

information needs, it becomes possible to approach ERIC via the

traditional access procedures of an archive, via formal communi-

cations like PREP, or via informal communication with extension

agents.
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The important lesson to be gleaned from the ten-year history

of federal effort in educational dissemination is not that some

systems are ineffective, as early ERIC was, but that systems can

evolve toward effective combinations of functions and channels

for particular users. Systems that were established in the mid-

1960's by professional associations and other organizations to

rival ERIC have largely disappeared because of their inability to

evolve beyond the archival phase.

The National Institute of Education is deliberating whether to

operate an entire dissemination system, including cadres of extension

agents, or operate only the archival and publication systems in

support of extension agents deployed by state departments of edu-

cation, school districts, and others. The emerging NIE policy will

be of some consequence to states and school districts that cannot

afford to field their own extension personnel, but other states and

districts will proceed with the full multi-function/multi-channel

service because they see the advantages of practicing education in

an information-rich context. If the federal government adopts a

retrenchment policy, it will be a state or consortium of states

that develops and tests the next evolutionary phase of educational

dissemination, whether it turns out to be multimedia packages

using cartridge/cassette technology, local comprehensive one-stop

resource centers, two -way cable video between schools and researchers'

laboratories, or one of the many imminent developments we lack the

imagination to predict.



SESSION NO. 4

PRESENT STRUCTURE AND FUTURE PLANS
FOR EDUCATIONAL DISSEMINATION SYSTEMS

I. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF MODULE

A. Ob ective

To provide trainees with up-to-date knowledge of
educational dissemination planning at various levels.

To suggest probable developments at the federal and
state levels.

Upon completion of this module, traineer should:

1. Relate the past decade of educational
dissemination systems growth to present
inflections of that growth.

2. Understand the rationale of the recent
federal-state partnership in this area,
and be aware of alternative models or
arrangements that have been proposed but
not supported during this period.

3. Understand both the potential and the
limitations of single-state and multi-state
systems operating without significant
federal assistance.

4. UnderstatO the probable rationale of future
federal planing in this area.

B. Participants

Trainers: Representatives of federal, state
dissemination agencies.

Trainees: All

C. Summary of Module Activities

The federal representative begins the session by
sketching the present and future federal educational
dissemination e tivity as it appears to him. One or
more state representatives respond to the points he
raises and make additional comments based on their
experiences and perspectives. General discussion follows.

D. Duration

One hour



II. REQUIRED MATERIALS AND AIDS

A. Trainer Preparatory Reading

None

B. Trainee Preparatory Reading

At the discretion of federal, state representatives

C. Aids and Equipment

None

III. SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

Topic Activity Minutes

Step 1 Immediate Past Developments
in Educational Dissemination

Presentation 10

Systems

Step 2 Present and Emerging Models
of Educational Dissemination

Presentation 5

Step 3 The federal Role in Educa-

tional Dissemination:

Presentation 10

Recent History, Alternative
Futures

Step 4 Funding Patterns: From Presentation 5

Subsidy to Subscription

Step 5 Discussion of Presentation
as It Pertains to Local

Group Discussion 30

Setting(s)

IV. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Except in favored circumstances, the financing of educational
dissemination projects will be a touchy issue for years to
come. This session raises questions ranging from job security
to the value placed upon dissemination work by educators and
policymakers.

It is important to staff this session with representatives of
all agencies that have find tial .esponsibility or monitoring
authority over the project(s) from which trainees are drawn.
If the training director has his choice in the matter, it would
be well to invite participants who can view current develop-
ments (whatever they may be at the time this module is presented)
in the perspective of more than a decade of constantly growing
support for educational dissemination efforts -- in other
words, participants who can conduct an "upbeat" session.
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V. CONDUCT OF THE SESSION

The division of topics among two or more participants in this
session will depend on the special interests or responsibilities
of each participant. Representatives of federal and state agencies
may also feel an obligation to discuss topics not listed here.
Therefore the schedule of activities is illustrative rather than
prescriptive.

Step 1 At this point, the chronology of events in educational

dissemination should be continued from Session 3.
Topics not covered in Session 3 will include "pioneer"
(e.g., RISE) and "pilot" (e.g., Oregon, South Carolina,
Utah) dissemination projects, as well as successor
projects like those in Kansas, Rhode Island, etc. The
first ten minutes of this session could fruitfully be
spent on a current survey of active projects around
the country.

Step 2 If Step 1 is handled on a "who-where" basis, it is the
purpose of Step 2 to identify the common models that
underlie projects in different parts of the country.
Most projects can be associated with one of three
models: (1) centralized information service accepting
queries in person, by telephone, and by mail; (2)

centralized information service with decentralized
full-time or part-time field agents; (3) centralized
information service with heavy reliance on bulletins,
fact sheets, newsletters, and other small-scale
publishing.

The immediate past, the present, and the immediate
future of federal involvement in educational dissemi-
nation should be sketched by an NIE representative.

Step 4 Some information services outside of SEA's
seem to be capable of moving from a subsidy to a
subscription basis. That is, an increasing fraction
of their operating costs is derived from user fees
(usually institutional, sometimes individual)
rather than sponsor subsidies. The potential of
this strategy should be explored as an alternative
to federal sponsorship.

Step 5 In the discussion time, trainees should be encouraged
to talk about their reactions to dissemination policy
shifts at the federal and state levels. They should
also speculate about support potential of any kind
that may be indigenous to the setting(s) in which
they work.



SESSION NO. 5

FIELD VISIT TO AN EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION CENTER

I. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF MODULE

A. Obiective

To provide trainees with an operational framework for the training
activities

Upon completion of this module, trainees should be able to:

1. Identify the major steps in the sequence of acquisition and
processing activities

2. Identify the major steps in the sequence of reference and
retrieval activities

3. Describe the Center's approach to current awareness services

4. Describe the equipment used in an information Center

5. Identify the types of collections housed in or accessed by
the Center and used in answering information requests

B. Participants

Trainers: A tour leader

Trainees: All

C. Summary of Module Activities

The tour leader begins the tour with welcoming remarks and an over-
view of the sequence of activities to be covered by the tour. The
tour leader then conducts the trainees through the Center, tracing
the acquisition, processing, retrieval, and reference sequence.
Trainees are subsequently introduced to special services provided
and to the types of equipment used by the Center. At the end of
the tour, the trainees have an opportunity to ask questions.

D. Duration

Two hours

II. REQUIRED MATERIALS AND AIDS

A. Trainer Preparatory Reading

1. Sherman, C. Neil, et al., The Educational Information Center:
An Introduction. Los Angeles, California: Tinnon-Brown, Inc.,
1969.
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2. Weisman, Herman M., Information Systems, Services, and Centers
New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1972.

B. Trainee Preparatory Reading

None

C. Aids and Equipment

"Guide to Information Center Activities" in trainee packets

III. SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

Topic Activity Mirutes

Step 1 Introductory Remarks and
Tour Overview

Step 2 Tour of the Center

a. Acquisitions and
processing (30)

b. Reference and
retrieval (45)

c. Other Center

activities (15)

Presentation

Presentation 90

Step 3 Question and Answer Session Question and Answer 15

IV. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

To provide trainees with the best sense of context and continuity, the
session should be held in an educational information center. The center
should be capable of illustrating the major features outlined for the
session, and should be situated in reasonable proximity (15-20 minutes)
to the main training location. If a center is not available for the
tour, it will be necessary to substitute an audiovisual presentation
following the same outline as the tour, as in Session 6.

If possible, the tour leader should be associated with the center to be
toured. This will facilitate preparation for the tour and the answer-
ing of questions raised by the tour. If necessary, an outside trainer
can conduct the tour, using remarks prepared by center personnel. In



this case, it would be especially useful for a member of the Center
staff to be available for the question and answer period.

V. CONDUCT OF THE SESSION

Step 1 Introductory Remarks and Tour Overview (15 minutes)

The person conducting the tour of the Center should prepare
introductory remarks following the outline given below.
Care should be taken to be sure that the remarks do not
exceed the time limit.

I. Introduction

A. Welcome

B. Name of the Center

C. Name of the tour leader; his association with/
position in the Center.

II. Background of the Center - This section should provide
a context for the Center and give a general picture of
its staff and clientele.

A. Sponsoring Agency of the Center

B. Length of Operation

C. Scope of Service

1. Geographic Area

2. Organizations Served

3. Client Emphasis (if any)

D. Identification of Center Staff

1. Size of Staff

2. Types of Positions

III. Tour Overview - This section should give a brief run-
through of the sequence of things to be seen on the
tour and point out the major steps that should be



noted in the Center's activities. Special note
should be taken of unusual systems, techniques,
and equipment used by this Center.

A. Acquisitions and Processing

B. Reference and Retrieval

C. Other Center Activities

At the conclusion of the remarks, till trainer should make
the following points:

The tour is intended to provide an overview of a center
in the context of an actual center. It is not intended
to give an exhaustive rundown on all aspects of Center
operations.

Most of the Center's functions will be covered in greater
detail in later sessions.

The "Guide to Information Center Activities" is an out-
line of the activities that will be covered in the tour.

Since time is limited, questions will not be answered
during the tour. However, trainees should note on the
Guide at the appropriate step questions to be handled
in the question and answer session following the tour.

Step 2 Tour of the Center (90 minutes)

The tour leader uses prepared remarks, following the outline
given below. This outline corresponds to the trainee "Guide
to Information Center Activities" and presents a recommended
sequence of steps for a tour of the Information Center.

For most steps, questions that should be addressed are indicated
in the outline. In a few cases, it is sufficient to note the
step in the sequence of activities without further explanation.
An asterisk (*) preceding a step indicates that suggestions
for illustrating the step are provided.

It should be noted that time permits remarks averaging only
a minute or '-.wo for each activity.

a. Sequence of steps for acquisitions and processing functions
(30 minutes)



(1) Determination of needs

How are needs determined for acquisitions beyond
the core collection?

Who may request an addition to the collection?

lb What criteria determine the appropriateness of
new materials?

(2) Checking existing holdings to avoid accidental
duplication

*(3) Consultation with sources and/or resource lists for
acquisitions

What are some of the channels or outlets for
acquiring new materials?

What bibliographic tools or buying guides are
used?

Illustration: Tools used in locating and ordering
new materials, e.g., Cumulative Book Index, Manheim's
Sources in Educational Research, publishers lists

*(4) Initiation of paper work for acquisitions

What is the mechanism for ordering new materials?
Is it done by the Center directly, or through the
purchasing office of the sponsoring agency?

What paper work is involved in ordering new
materials?

Illustration: Show form(s) used in ordering materials

(5) Check incoming material against requested material

How much time is normally allowed for the receipt
of materials ordered?

What is checked (e.g., completeness, damage)?

(6) Action to recover missing items



*(7) Cataloging/indexing new,acquisitions

How are various materials cataloged and/or
indexed, i.e., what systems are used for
what types of items?

Illustration: Show one or two examples of items
that have just been cataloged; have cataloger explain

*(8) Physical processing of new acquisitions

What physical processing do new materials undergo
before being shelved (e.g., property marks,
pockets)?

Illustration: Show examples of items that have been
processed

*(9) Arrangement of Center collections

What are the major collections housed in the Center?

How are they physically arranged?

What is the rationale for their arrangement?

Illustration: Show the major Center collections.
Point out any unusual equipment or file arrangements

*(10) Record keeping and filing

What is the final disposition of acquisition form(s)?

How are they filed?

Illustration: Show a completed form and the acquisi-
tions files

*(11) Maintenance of retrieval tools such as card catalogs,
book catalogs, and indexes

Review the main types of cataloging and indexing
used by the Center

What Steps are taken to be sure that the catalogs
and indexes remain up to date?

Illustration: Show the various catalogs and indexes
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*(12) Maintenance of a resource file on innovative programs
and local resource people, agencies, and organizations

Where does the input come from for the resource
file?

How often is the file updated?

What kinds of people, programs, organizations are
on file?

How is the file arranged?

Illustration: Show a sample entry in the file.
Show how the file is organized

b. Sequence of steps for reference and retrieval activities

(45 minutes)

[This sequence might best be illustrated by following a
representative, preselected information request through
all the steps.]

(1) Receipt of information requests

What are the ways in which requests are received
(e.g., welkin, telephone, letter, field agent)?

*(2) Initial processing of information requests

How are requests defined (i.e., negotiation of
the question)?

Is there any negotiation of requests that are
received through an intermediary or by letter?

How are requests logged in?

How are requests assigned for action?

Illustration: Show inquizy form started for the

sample request.

(3) Various types and levels of requests

What kinds of requests are most frequently
received by the Center?

4



What are the simplest requests to fill?

What are the most difficult or complex requests
to fill?

How are decisions made on the type of search for
a specific request?

*(4) Searching of inhouse fugitive and local collections

How is the search conducted?

Illustration: Show items retrieved for the sample
request

(5) Searching the program/people resource files

What approach is taken in searching the files?

What criteria are used to determine the appropriate-
ness of the resource?

*(6) Searching of major resources

What are the major resources used by the Center

How is a manual search planned and carried out?

How is computer searching different from manual
searching?

Does the Center use an on-line system or a batch
system?

How, briefly, is a search performed on the Center's
system?

Illustration: If the Center uses an cn-line system,
show a search being performed on the system. Show
results of both manual and computer searches.

*(7) Screening search results

What is meant by screening?

Who does the screening?



What are the kinds of things to look for in
screening?

How extensive is screening?

Illustration: Show a computer printout for the
sample request and explain how it was screened

*(8) Packaging of search results

How are the materials organized for presentation
to the client?

Are any materials adapted (e.g., abstracted,
review3d) for use by the client?

What are some of the factors that help determine
appropriate packaging?

Illustration: Show the package assembled for the
sample request

(9) Communication of search results

How are search results communicated to the
client (e.g., delivered in person, mailed
with letter or memo)?

What areas are covered in the communication
(e.g., suggestions for use, limitations of
package, suggestions for further research)?

At what level is referral to a resource program
or person communicated (e.g., name, address,
and phone number only? Arrange for meeting?)?

*110) Client feedback

How is client feedback elicited?

Illustration: If the Center uses a form for client
feedback, show form

*(11) Record keeping

Review forms used for search activities



How are records of searches organized?

Illustration: Show files of search records and
point out organization

(12) Quality control

Who is responsible for quality control on
a day-to-day basis?

At what stages are quality checks made?

Does quality control consist of the review of
all work, or spot checks?

Does the Center regularly review and evaluate
itself and its techniques (e.g., in staff

meetings)?

c. Other Center activities and equipment (15 minutes)

*(1) Special services

What special services does the Center provide
(e.g., SDI, bibliographies, newsletters)?

Who is responsible for these services?

Who receives these services

Illustration: Show or distribute examples of the
service products

(2) Information analysis products and special documents

What are these products and documents?

What are the areas for which these products
and documents are prepared?

How is the need for an I-A product or special
document in a particular field determined?

Who prepares the products?

What is involved in the preparation?
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*(3) Equipment

What are the major pieces of microform

equipment used by the Center (e.g., fiche
reproducers, fiche readers, microfilm cameras)?

Does the Center have any audiovisual equipment
that it uses for presentation or lends to
clients (e.g., cassette records, overhead
projectors)?

What computer-related equipment does the Center
use?

Illustration: Show equipment

Step 3 Question and Answer Session (15 minutes)

The tour leader should ask trainees to consult their "Guide"
for questions they have noted concerning activities or
features of the Center.



SESSION NO. 6

CONTRASTING SERVICE OPERATIONS

I. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF MODULE

A. Objec*

To illustrate some of the variations in operational models and
broaden the trainees' concepts of possible modes of operation

Upon completion of this module, trainees should be able to:

1. Describe alternative techniques and procedures in acquisitions
and reference activities

2. Describe variations in Center services

3. Identify differences in Center co.t'ections in content and

organization

4. Compare and contrast the political and organizational aspects
of the Centers explored in this module and the preceding one

B. Participants,

Trainers: An information center Director or Retrieval Supervisor
and a staff trainer

Trainees: All

C. Summary of Module Activities

The trainer who is coordinating this module first provides a brief
introduction to the module and its objectives and then introduces
the Center Director, who will give the presentation. After some
background remarks, the Director talks for 70 minutes on his Center's
activities and features, following the same sequence as the tour in
Session No. 5. The session concludes with a question and answer
period.

D. Duration

Two hours

II. REQUIRED MATERIALS AND AIDS

A. Trainer Preparatory Reading

1. Sherman, C. Neil, et al., The Educational Information Center:
An Introduction. Los Angeles, Calif.: Tinnon-Brown, Inc., 1969.
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2. Weisman, Herman M. Information Systems, Services, and Centers.
New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1972.

B. Trainee Preparatory Reading

None

C. Aids and Equipment

The trainer will require equipment for the visual illustrations, if
any, of his presentation. For example, he may wish to use an over-
hee' projector to display a sample search request form or resource
fil. entry. He may also want to use slides to show personnel and
equipment involved in Center activities.

"Guide to Information Center Activities" in trainee packets.

III. SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

Topic Activity Minutes

Step 1 Introduction to Module and Presentation 5

Center Director

Step 2 Background of the Center Presentation 15

Step 3 Center Activities and Features Presentation 70

a. Acquisitions and processing
(20)

b. Reference and retn'eval (30)

c. Other Center activities (20)

Step 4 Question and Answer Session Question and 30

Answer

IV. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

It is intended that this module be presented by a representative (director
or supervisor) of an educational information center that differs (e.g., in
staffing, size, services, or procedures) from the Center toured in the
preceding session. It is extremely desirable that the presentation be
supplemented by visual aids, so that the trainees will, in effect, see
the contrasting Center as if on a tour. If it is not possible for a
center representative to be present, a prepackaged audiovisual pre-
sentation may be substituted. If this is done, the trainer should
familiarize himself with the Center and be prepared to supplement the
presentation if it fails to cover any of the major points in the outline.
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V. CONDUCT OF THE SESSION

Step 1 Introduction to Module and Center Director (5 minutes)

The trainer :esponsible for coordinating this session begins
as follows:

We have seen some of the operations and procedures of one

educational information center. In some ways, most educa-

tional information centers are very similar to it -- in

the major functions, in the general sequence of activities,

in the major resources, and so on. But there are also many

individual differences between centers -- for example, in

scope, organizational structure, collections, or services.

To illustrate the kind of variation that can be found, we're

going to look at another center, [Name of Center]

[Name and position of Center representative] will

present the Center. The presentation will follow the same

sequet:e as the tour, so you should use your "Guide to

Information Center Activities" again to take notes or record

questions. There should be a copy of it for this session in

your packets. As before, we will handle questions in the

last part of the session.

stepi Background of the Center (15 minutes)

The trainer turns the session over to the representative of
the Center. At this point, if slides are to be used, the
lights in the room may be lowered. Enough light should remain
so that the trainees can use the "Guide".

The Center representative begins by giving the context of the
Center and a general picture of its staff and clientele. The

following points should be covered:



Sponsoring agency of the Center; how the Center fits
into the organizational structure of the sponsoring
agency.

Length of operation

Scope of service

- Geographic area
- Organizations served
- Client emphasis (if any)

Center staff

- Size of staff
- Types of positions

Step 3 Center Activities and Features (10 minutes)

The Center representative discusses his Center using the
remarks he has prepared following the outline given below.
This outline corresponds, in general, to the trainees'
"Guide to Il.formation Center Activities". However, some
of the steps that were included in the tour in order to
present a complete sequence of activities have been elim-
inated from the outline, since they are unlikely to differ
significantly from center to center.

For most steps, the kinds of questions that should be
addressed are indicated in the outline. An asterisk pre-
ceding a step indicates that suggestions for illustrating
the step are provided.

It should be noted that time permits remarks averaging
only a minute or two for each activity.

a. Sequence of steps for acquisitions and processing
functions (20 minutes)

(1) Determination of needs

How are needs determined for acquisitions
beyond the core collection?

Who may request an addition to the collec-
tion?

What criteria determine the appropriateness
of new material?



(2) Consultation with sources and/or resource lists
for acquisitions

What are some of the channels or outlets for
acquiring new materials?

What bibliographic tools or buying guides
are used?

*(3) Initiation of paper work for acquisitions

What is the mechanism for ordering new
materials? Is it done by the Center
directly, or through the purchasing office
of the sponsoring agency?

What paper work is involved in ordering new
material?

Illustration: Show form(s) used in ordering
materials

*(4) Cataloging/indexing of new acquisitions

How are various materials cataloged and/or
indexed, i.e., what systems are used for
what types of items?

Illustration: Show one or two examples of items
and explain how they have been cataloged

*(5) Physical processing of new acquisitions

What physical processing do new materials
undergo before being shelved (e.g., property
marks, pockets)?

Illustration: Show examples of items that have
been processed

(6) Arrangement of Center collections

What are the major collections housed in the
Center?

How are they physically arranged?

What is the rationale for their arrangement?



*(7) Record keeping and filing

What is the final disposition of the
acquisition form(s)?

How are they filed?

Illustration: Show a completed form

(8) Maintenance of retrieval tools such as card
catalogs, book catalogs, and indexes

Review the main types of cataloging and
indexing used by the Center.

What steps are taken to be sure that the
catalogs and indexes remain up to date?

*(9) Maintenance of a resource file on innovative
programs and local resource people, agencies, and
organizations

Where does the input come from for the
resource file?

How often is the file updated?

What kinds of people, programs, and
organizations are on file?

How is the file arranged?

Illustration: Show a sample entry in the file.

b. Sequence of steps for reference and retrieval activities
(30 minutes)

(1) Receipt of information requests

What are the ways in which requests are
received (e.g., walkin, telephone, letter,
field agent)?

*(2) Initial processing of information requests

How are requests negotiated?

How are requests logged in?

How are requests assigned for action?



How does the Center monitor the status
or a request?

Illustration: Show sample request form

*(3) Searching of inhouse fugitive and local collections

How is the search conducted?

Illustration: Show examples of items that
might answer a particular request

(4) Searching the program/people resource files

What approach is taken in searching the files?

What criteria are used to determine the
appropriateness of the resource?

(5) Searching major resources

What are the major resources used by the Center?

How is a manual search planned and carried out?

Does the Center use an on-line system or a
batch system?

How, briefly, is a search performed on the
Center's system?

(6) Screening search results

Who does the screening?

How extensive is the screening?

*(7) Packaging search results

How are the materials organized for presenta-
tion to the client?

Are any materials adapted (e.g., abstracted,
reviewed) for use by the client?

What are some of the factors that help
determine the appropriate packaging?

Illustration: Show a sample package and explain



(8) Communication of search results

How are search results communicated to the
client (e.g., delivered in person, mailed
with letter or memo)?

What are the areas co'ered is the communi-
cation (e.g., suggestions for use,
limitations of package, suggestions for
further research)?

At what level is referral to a resource
program or person communicated (e.g., name,
address, and phone number only? arrange for
meeting?)

*(9) Client feedback

How is client feedback elicited?

Illustration: If the Center uses a form or
questionnaire for client feedback, show form

(10) Record keeping

Review forms that are used for search
activities

How are records of searches organized?

How are they used in future searches?

(11) Quality control

Who is responsible for quality control on
a day-to-day basis?

At what stages are quality checks made?

Does quality control consist of the review
of all requests or spot checks?

Does the Center regularly review and eval-
uate itself and its techniques (e.g., in
staff meetings)?



c. Other Center activities and equipment (20 minutes)

*(i) Special services

What kinds of special services does the
Center provide (e.g., SDI, bibliographies,
newsletters)?

Who is responsible for these services?

Who receives these services?

Illustration: Show or distribute examples of
the service products

(2) Information analysis products and special documents

Does the Center prepare any I-A products or
special documents?

What are the kinds of areas in which these
products and documents are prepared?

How is the need for an I-A product or special
document in a particular field determined?

Who prepares the products?

What is involved in the preparation?

*(3) Equipment

What are the major pieces of microfilm
equipment used by the Center (e.g., fiche
reproducers, fiche readers, microfilm
cameras)?

Does the Center have any audiovisual equip-
ment that it uses for presentations or lends
to clients (e.g., cassette recorders, over-
head projectors)'?

What computer-related equipment does the
Center use?

Illustration: Show picture of equipment



Step 4. Question and Answer Session (30 minutes)

The Center representative answers questions that the trainees
have noted on their "Guide". If there are not many questions,
the staff trainer leads a discussion comparing and contrasting
the two centers.



SESSION NO. 7

THE RESOURCE AND THE CLIENT SYSTEMS

I. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF MODULE

A. Ob ective

To provide a basic introduction to the resource system
and the client system and to discuss some of the
factors within each of these systems that affect
knowledge dissemination and utilization.

Upon completion of this module, trainees should:

Have a general understanding of the knowledge
production system including the kinds of
agencies that produce knowledge, some of the
factors that affect knowledge production and the
effect the reward system has on horizontal and
vertical information dissemination.

Understand the composition of the client system,
be aware of some of the factors that affect
information seeking, and be aware of the general
adoption model.

B. Participants

Trainers: 1 instructor

Trainees: All

r Summary of Module Activities

This will be a group discussion based on background material
read by the trainees before coming to the training session.

D. Duration

1 hour
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II. REQUIRED MATERIALS AND AIDS

A. Trainer Preparatory Reading

1. Background paper on resource system (attached).

2. Background paper on client system (attached).

3. Havelock, Ronald G., "Dissemination and Translation

Roles," in Knowledge Production and Utilization,
Eidell, Terry L., and Kitchel, Joanne, M., eds.

B. Trainee Preparatory Reading

1. Background paper on resource system (attached).

2. Background paper on client system (attached).

C. Aids and Equipment

None

III. SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

Topic Activity Minutes

Step 1 Components of the Resource System Discussion 10

Step 2 Sources of Information Discussion 5

Step 3 Problems in the Resource System Discussion 10

Step 4 Reasons behind the Problems Discussion 5

Step 5 Who are the Clients? Discussion 5

Step 6 Problems in Interaction with Discussion 15

the Resource System

Step 7 The Knowledge-Flow Process Discussion 10

IV. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

This module is a group discussion based on background
papers read by trainees prior to the session. Trainer
should be familiar with the papers and should use them
to guide the discussion.
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V. CONDUCT OF THE SESSION

Step 1. Components of the Resource System
A. print channels
B. other media channels
C. Informal channels

Step 2. Sources of Information

A. researchers
B. research and development groups
C. subject specialists
D. packagers
E. educators

Step 3._ Problems

A. poor dissemination
B. poor reporting
C. lack of policy relevance and utility

Step 4. Reasons behind the problems
A. the reward system
B. the publication system

Step 5. Who are the clients?
A. state level personnel
B. district level personnel
C. school level personnel

Step 6. Problems in Interacting with Resource System
A. time
B. access
C. reward
D. need
E. overload
f. evaluation

Step 7. The Knowledge-Flow Process
A. multi-step flow
B. opinion leaders
C. innovators
D. defenders

(10 minutes)

(5 minutes)

(10 minutes)

(5 minutes)

(5 minutes)

(15 minutes)

(10 minutes)
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The Resource System

The resource system is the knowledge base - that is it is

the system that produces the knowledge and packages it for

access by the client system. To further understand the

diversity of the resource system, consider some of the many

'resources' it includes.

1. Components of the resource system.

Since the most common medium for information storage is

print, let us first consider the various forms of storage of

print. First, there are the formal print channels (e.g. the

traditional channels). The basis for the formal channels is the

journal article or paper. The journal articles are cataloged and

reduced into secondary formal print sources such as indexes and

abstracts. In addition, there are tertiary sources, such as

reviews which collect and synthesize groups of papers. Finally

there are books, which can either be reviews, and thus based on

journal articles, or they can be complete original compositions.

In addition to the formal sources or channels, there are also

a number of informal print channels. These channels are similar

to the formal channels, but since they are not distributed

through a formal mechanism, they often lack archival permanence -

that is they are seldom cataloged and they often tend to

'disappear' over time. Sources of this type include informally

circulated papers, monographs, and technical reports.

Another source, often overlooked in the resource system, is

the human resource. Human resources are consultants or subject
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specialists - individuals possessing a large amount of

information on a particular topic.

Other sources include audiovisual sources, such as tapes,

films, videotapes, etc. Unfortunately, the cost and time

requirements: of producing these sources makes it difficult to use

them as efficient channels for providing up-to-date information,

so they tend to be used more for illustration and demonstration

purposes.

2. Sources of Inforrr:ion

The information fed into the resource system comes from a

variety of sources: researchers prepare reports describing their

research; subject experts prepare guidance for teaching specific

topic areas; research and development groups issue papers describing

and explaining how to use their latest products; innovative

educators and field researchers perpare case studies describing the

acceptance of program 1-i.lvations; and experienced teachers and

subject specialists write 'how to' articles describing how to

conduct a new type of program. In short, nearly everyone in

education, frot researchers on down is a potential source for

the resource system.

3. Problems

Unfortunately, there are a number of problems which affect

the operation of the resource system.

Poor dissemination - One of the greatest problems is that of

poor dissemination. Many researchers tend to use only informal

channels to report _heir findings - finishing only with a

technical report or monograph which has only limited
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distribution. In such cases, the distribution is generally to

the researcher's peers - that is a horizontal distribution to

people of the same level of expertise. Vertical dissemination -

that is disseminating the results to those who can apply it in

actual situations (practitioners, rather than researchers), is

generally either ignored, or left to others.

Poor reporting - Another common problem is the resource

system is poor reporting. This area covers problems such as use

of scientific jargon, failure to properly interpret findings,

improper or incomprehensible statistics, etc.

Lack of policy relevance and utility - Much of the federally

funded research in education today is mission oriented - research

applied to solving specific problems. Unfortunately, many of the

researchers active today still prefer to do basic research -

particularly in universities, where applied research is

considered 'less proper' than basic research. Although

researchers accept funding to do mission-oriented research, they

continue to do basic research. The completed research often has

no policy relevance, and only infrequently are the results

translated into policy-relevant statements. This problem may

become less common as the federal government continues to stress

applied research - particularly if researchers are made

accountable for their work.

4. Reasons behind the problems

The reasons behind these problems generally have to do with

the organization of the research community. In particular, the

reward system in science, and the publication system both
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contribute significantly to the problems discussed above.

The reward system - The researcher receives his rewards from

his peers, not necessarily from those who will use the results of

his work. This statement has a number of implications. For

example, since the researcher receives his rewards from his

peers- either in the form of promotions, aclaim, etc., it follows

that most of his efforts to disseminate his work will be directed

towards his peers - e.g. horizontal dissemination. Since basic

research has more prestige than applied research, it also follows

that the reward system currently gives more "credit" for it.

Consequently, researchers prefer to do basic research. Also,

since applied research builds upon already completed basic

research, the scientist may feel less "visible" to his peers when

conducting applied research, while at the same time worrying

because he is not where the action is - out in the forefront of

his field doing basic research.

The publication system - The publication system also places

constraints on the resource system. Before it is published, a

journal article must first be reviewed by a group of editors, and

possibly be revised and reviewed again. After acceptance, the

article must wait until there is space for it in the journal.

All this takes time - called the publication lag. In some fields

the publication lag is as long as 18 months.

Because of this lag, the researcher often feels publication

is not worth the Iffort. Since he is really only trying to reach

a certain group of peers, it is easier for him to write up his

study and distribute it informally. Normally this is done before
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a paper is presented for publication anyway, so, he reasons,

since everybody who counts has already seen my paper, why go

through the fuss and bother of publication?

5. Summary

In summary, the points covered concerning the resource system

include:

1. The resource system is responsible for the production

and packaging of knowledge. This knowledge is transmitted

through a variety of channels including print channels,

electronic media channels, and through interpersonal

channels.

2. The knowledge produced in the resource system comes from

people occupying nearly every possible role in education.

3. There are a number of problems affecting the operation

of the resource system. Among them are: poor dissemination,

poor reporting, and lack or relevance or utility.

4. Two major causes of these problems are the reward

system in science and the publication system.
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THE CLIENT SYSTEM

The clients you will deal with come from two areas -

professional educators, at the state, district and school

level; and "civilian" advisors - school board members, PTA

groups, etc. The second group is not really a major target area,

however we will start by describing various professional

groups.

At the state level, according to recent figures, there are

some 825 administrative personnel, 5,221 state -wide professional

staff members, and 1,583 regional staff members.

In additional 26 states have intermediate administrative

units with a total of 2,300 superintendents and other

administrative staff, 1,372 consultants and supervisors of

instruction, and approximately 850 other professional personnel.

At the district level, things continue to change. The number

of school districts is steadily declining ( from 26,983 in 1965

to 18,244 in 1969). Although it is difficult to give accurate

district totals, in general, there are approximately 5 schools

per district, 103 teachers per district, and 2,308 students per

district. (All figures based on running means across multiple

reports for two consecutive years).

In 1968 there were some 93,241 schools

serving 44,687,332 pupils with 1,893,954 teachers. The mean

number of pupils per school was 479 and the mean teachers per

school was 20.3. In addition, there were 85,507 principals or

assistant principals, 29.005 consultants or supervisors of

instruction, 33,838 librarians, 41.716 guidance personnel 4,665

psychological personnel, and 12,548 other non-supervisory

instructional personnel.
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2. Problems in Interaction with the Resource System

Now that we have a limited picture of the size of the client

system, let's zero in on the problem area of major concern -

interaction with the resource base. To start, let us turn to

some of the problems found in this area.

Time - Time is one of the greatest problems in dealing with

the resourse system. The educator's time is closely scheduled

during the working day (and often at night) and leaves little

room for dealing with information.

Access - A second major problem in dealing with the resource

base is access. Even if time were available, the information is

not readily at hand, but is usually stored in some central, but

usually remote, location. Both access and time tend to interact -

to get access requires more time, etc.

Reward - The administrative structure found in most schools

and districts does little to encourage interaction with the

resource system. The reward system is usually based on seniority,

with little encouragement provided for innovation except personal

satisfaction.

Need - Becau3e of the various problems discussed above, there

generally has to be an awareness of a specific need to encourage

interaction with the resource system. Often the combined effects

of time, access and reward tend to delay if not completely

destroy any awareness of need.

Overload - For those educators who do have the time, the need

and access to the resource system, the mass of information

available in the system may overwhelm them. The volume is so
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great that the task of identifying and obtaining relevant

information is becoming increasingly difficult.

Evaluation - One last problem deals with the evaluation of

materials obtained from the resource system. The problem here is

essentially one of establishing the credibility and validity of

the material identified, and putting the information in the

proper perspective.

All these problems tend to serve either as barriers to keep

the client from using the resource system or as deterrents to

discourage him from using it. Given all these problems, let's

next look at how the knowledge flow process works.

3. The knowledge flow process.

Until the development of mass communication research

following World War II, most researchers felt that knowledge flow

was a direct process - an individual gained knowledge about a

particular process or product personal:y - either by trial or by

reading about it. Now, most researchers agree that social

processes are far more important in the transmission of

knowledge. This multi-step flow theory suggests that knowledge

flows through informal channels. These channels begin with an

'opinion leader' - someone who does interact with the resource

system and, in turn, passes the information to others who come to

him for for advice. The information then moves from the opinion

leader, through those who consult him directly, to the rest of

the group. The role of opinion leader may be topic specific-

requiring a number of opinion leaders to cover the range of

available topics in a particular group.



Another person who is active in the knowledge flow and

adoption process is the innovator. He is willing to experiment

and try new techniques, practices, etc. He may, in addition, be

an opinion leader, however opinion leaders, in general, serve as

information sources only and are not willing to innovate for fear

that an unsuccessful experiment may affect their credibility as

opinion leader.

A third role in the knowledge flow- innovation process is the

defender. A defender is one who plays the conservative role in

the process- criticizing new ideas and innovations as the are

proposed and introduced. It may appear that this role is

essentially a negative one, however we should point out that

there are 'fads' in education, as elsewhere, and one function the

defender serves is to encourage thoughtful consideration of any

proposed new practice.

4. Summary

The major points discussed concerning the client system

include:

1. The client system is extremely large and very diverse.

2. A number of problems constrain the clients from

interacting freely with the resouces system, including:

time, access, reward, need, overload, and evaluation.

3. Knowledge is generally transmitted through the client

system via interpersonal channels. These channels

interface with the resource system through opinion leaders.

Other roles you will confront in this informal system are

the innovator and the defender.



SESSION NO. 8

THE LINKAGE SYSTEM

I. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF MODULE

A. Ob ective

To provide a basic introduction to the linkage system,
introduce a set of models for linking institutions,
and discuss various personnel roles.

Upon completion of this module, trainees should:

Understand the role of the linkage system in the
dissemination and utilization of knowledge.

Be aware of some of the models that could be used
to design linkage systems, and the advantages and
disadvantages of each.

Know the various types of personnel roles involved
in the linkage system, and in each of the various
linkage models.

B. Participants

Trainers: 1 Instructor

Trainees: All

C. Summary of Module Activities

This is a group discussion based on background papers
read by the tranees prior to the session.

D. Duration

One hour
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II. REQUIRED MATERIALS AND AIDS

A. Trainer Preparatory Reading

1. Background paper on linkage system (attached).

2. Havelock, Ronald C., "Dissemination and Translation
Roles", in Knowldge Production and Utilization,
Eidell, Terry L., and Kitchel, Joanne M., eds.

B. Trainee Preparatory Reading

1. Background paper on linkage system.

C. Aids and Equipment

None

III. SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

TOPIC ACTIVITY MINUTES

Step 1 Problems Discussion 10

Step 2 Current Linkage Structures Discussion 10

Step 3 Models of Possible Linkage Discussion 20
Structures

Step 4 Roles Discussion 5

Step 5 Group Discussion

IV. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Discussion 15

This module is a group discussion based on the background
paper which trainees are to have read prior to the
session. Trainer should be familiar with the paper and
should structure discusson around it.
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V. CONDUCT OF THE SESSION

Step 1. Problems (10 minutes)
A. overload
B. marginality

Step 2. Current Linkage Structures (10 minutes)
A. libraries

B. information centers
C. information center/field agent combination

Step 3. Models of Possible Linkage Structures (20 minutes)
A. information center
B. information center plus liaison personnel
C. information center plus field agents
D. information center, needs analysis, print distribution
E. information center, needs analysis, multi-media distribution

Step 4. Roles (5 minutes)
Step 5. Group Discussion on Linkage System (15 minutes)



The Linkage System

The linkage system is the whole reason for this training

session - to train you to become members of a new type of active

linkage system.

As mentioned earlier, the linkage system is used to move

information and knowledge from the resource system to the client

system. In fields such as education, where the client system

(the educators) is so far removed from the respurce system, it

is essential that a strong linkage system be developed and

maintained, if information is to flow the the resource to the

client system. As we are all aware, this has not been and is not

now the case.

1. Problems

The linkage system is in the unfortunate position of having

to cope with both the problems of the resource and the client

systems, as well as problems specific to linkage. The problems

associated with the resource and client systems have already been

discussed, however tie should consider a few linkage- specific

problems.

Overload - The vast amount of information available from the

resource system creates overload - there is just too much

information avaiable to be processed and transmitted.

Marginality - Another problem is the status of the linkage

channel. Generally the linkage agency - be it a library, and

information center, or, perhaps, and extension agent - is not

part of the system it serves. This leads to problems when trying

to encourage both acceptance and utilization.



2. Current Linkage Structures

The library - The library is certainly the most common

linkage channel in use today. Essentially, the library collects

information from the resource system, generally in the form of

print, and catalogs and stores it so it is accessible to the

client system.

Unfortunately, there are problems with the library as a

linkage channel. One, mentioned earlier, is access - the library

cannot be located immediately adjacent to every client, so

clients must come to it to use it. Also, to utilize the library

properly, the client must invest time - first in learning how to

use the library, and secondly, in searching for the materials he

(or she) wants. In general, it seems fair to say the library has

a very passive role as a linkage channel - it requires the client

to do most of the work.

The information center - The information center (such as an

ERIC Clearinghouse or a state or local educational information

center) is really a subject-specific library with a slightly more

active linkage posture. Like the library it identifies, collects

and maintians information from the resource system, again,

generally in print format. Unlike the library, the informaticg

center specilizes in information on a specific topic or range of

topics.

Also, unlike the library, the information center is oriented

more towards serving remote clients. The center receives

requests from clients, conducts a search to obtain the requested

information, and then sends it to the client.
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The information center is a much more active linkage channel

than the library - it is more accessible and requires

considerably less effort on the part of the client to obtain

information.

The field agent - A third linkage channel is the

field agent - a person who works within the client system,

interacts with clients, and, in general, serves as an 'aavance

man' for an information center. Because he can deal directly

with the clients at their place of work, the field agent can

work with them to 'negotiate' their information need, obtain

feedback from them after they receive their information, and

later check with them to see if they need additional information.

The agent-information center combination is by far the most

active of the linkage channels, and is the one that appears to

be most effective in meeting the various problems of the linkage

system.

3. Linkage Models

One of the major tasks in developing this training package

was to develop a series of models for different types of linkage

organizations. The models, which follow, all assume 1)

availability of resources, 2) a range of personnel roles, 3) a

non-profit linkage organization, and 4) a subsidized (either

federal or state) operation. Variables that differentiate between

the models include: targets (either individual clients or groups

of clients); occurance of transactions (either episodic or

scheduled); delivery of information (either print, other media or

human resources); and products (either citations or abstracts,
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primary information, synthesized or compressed information, or

answers to specific questions).

Model 1 - A central reference facility (information center)

answers individual requests submitted by mail and via a telephone

hotline.

Model 2 - Same as model 1, except, field liaison personnel

(not paid linkage personnel) are added.

Model 3 - A central reference facility supporting a field

agent system.

Model 4 - A central reference facility 'keeping tabs' on

client needs through user needs studies and 73suing scheduled

reviews or newsletters to specific client groups.

Model 5 - Same as model 4, but use multi-media approach,

including cable television, etc.

4. Linkage Roles

Within these models, there are a number of roles - most of

which are common to nearly all models. The first four, project

director, project manager, print resources specialist and human

resources specialist, are common to all five models. The field

agent, is used only in model 3, the editor/publications

specialist in model 4, and the media specialis-. in model 5.

The roles include:

Project Director - responsible for overall operation of the

system.

Project Manager - responsible for day-to-day operation.

Print Resources Specialist - responsible fnr building,

maintaining and searching the print knowledge Lase maintained

by the center.



Hunan Resources Specialist - responsible for identifying and

maintaining liaison with consultants and subject experts who

serve as human resources.

Editor/Publications Specialist - responsible for repackaging

materials in print.

Media Specialist - responsible for repackaging materials in

forms other than print (e.g. television, films, etc.)

Field Agent - serves as interface between the information

center and the individual client.

5. Summary

1. The linkage system must overcome the problems of

both the resource lnd the client system and serve as an

interface between them to facilitate the transfer of

information.

2. Problems specific to the linkage system include

overload and marginality.

3. Current linkage organizations include libraries,

information centers and the information center/field agent

combination. These organizations are progressively more

active, that is, the information center requires less from

the client than does the library, and the center/field

agent combination requires the least effort on the part

the client, hopefully increasing the probability of client

acceptance.

4. There are a number of models for the development of a

linkage institution. The models differ primarily in type



of target, occurance of transaction, delivery channel and

products.

5. There are a number of role positions common to all

of the models and some that are model specific.
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SESSION NO. 9

INITIAL CONTACT WITH SCHOOL PERSONNEL--A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF MODULE

A. Objective

To provide a basic introduction to the field agent's initial task
of establishing himself in the district to which he is assigned

Upon completion of this module, trainees should be able to:

1. Understane the variety of functions to be performed and the
types of situations that might be encountered

2. Identify the kinds of interpersonal relationships that might
be developed with administrators and educators within their
district

3. Explain some of the considerations involved in gaining initial
access and acceptance for themselves and their services.

B. Participants

Trainers: A moderator and two panel members

Trainees: Field Agents and Project Managers/Diiectors

C. Summary of Module Activities

The moderator will begin by outlining the session objectives and
describing the role of the field agent as it relates to this

session. The two trainers will join the moderator in a discussion
of the session topic, "Initial Access and Acceptance."

A question and answer period will be conducted following each of
the discussion periods. Session attendees will be given the
opportunity of commenting and asking questions of the panel
members. The session will be concluded by a summary statement
'resented by the session moderator.

D. Duration

Three hours



II. REQUIRED MATERIALS AND AIDS

A. Trainer Preparatory Reading

Introduction to the Educational Field Agent.

Sieber, Sam D., et al., The Use of Educational Knowledge: An
Evaluation of the Pilot State Dissemination Program. New York:
Bureau of Applied Social Research, Columbia University, 1972
pp. 71-77.

B. Trainee Preparatory Reading

Introduction to the Educational Field Agent.

Sieber, Sam D., et al., The Use of Educational Knowledge: An
Evaluation of the Pilot State Dissemination Program. New York:
Bureau of Applied Social Research, Columbia University, 1972,
pp. 71-77.

C. Aids and Equipment

None

III. SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

Topic Activity Minutes

Step 1 Introduction to Session Presentation 10

Step 2 Initial Access and Acceptance Panel Presentation
and Group Discussion

105

Step 3 Session Summary Presentation 5

IV. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

None

V. CONDUCT OF THE SESSION

Step 1 Introduction to Session (10 minutes)

The purpose of this session is to provide information regarding

the field agent's initial task of "selling" his services to the

school personnel in the district where he is located. This

objective will be given proper attention. But first, let me



take a few minutes to comment on the role of a field agent, and

and some of the different organizational patterns of the school

districts in which he will serve.

To the best of my knowledge, no single definitive job description

has yet been adopted for the field agent. He has been described

as a "linker," that is, a "personal linkage" between individuals

who wish information and specific resource agencies, an "educa-

tional field agent," a "change agent," a "coordinator," a

"translator" of educational objectives, a "mediator," "interpre-

ter," and "innovator," just to mention a few. Seemingly, the

field agent is supposed to be "all things to all people." While

this generalization may be both impractical and impossible, it

appears that it may also contain more than a germ of truth.

I do not wish to confuse you further, but let me add one more

descriptor to those I have already mentioned. For the purposes

of this session, the field agent is a "salesman"--a salesman who

has a product he believes in, and a clientele that he understands

and respects. He is loyal to the organizztion of which he is a

part, but his primary concern must be for the clients that he

serves. He does not function within the organizational structure

of the "home office" as does the Retrieval Specialist. Instead, he

must learn the organizational and political structure of his



district, and identify with the daily as well as long range

problems of its educators and administrators. His personal concern

should be that he exhibit a professional level of competency that

will elicit the confidence and respect of those he serves.

The concept of a field agent who is attached to an educational

agency, yet functions in a relatively autonomous manner, is not a

traditional part of most school district organizational patterns.

Therefore, the degree of support a field agent can expect within

the educational agency to which he is assigned may vary. Admin-

istrative support may range from nonrecognition of the field agent's

role in the agencies overall plan of operation, to the expectation

that he can provide the solutions to every agency problem. Admin-

istrai.ors may provide little guidance or be overzealous in their

attempt to monitor the field agent's every action. Agency staff

members may view the field agent as a personnel threat or as someone

they can burden with their busy work. In any event, the personal

ability of the field agent to overcome these extremes, create a

professional image, and establish himself within the organizational

channels of the agency to which he is assigned will have an

important bearing on his future success with school district educators

and administrators as well as with the administrative and staff person-

nel within his agency.



Numerous approaches to the initial problem of gaining access

and acceptance within the school district have been attempted.

Briefly stated, it appears that the field agent 'last "educate

the educators" regarding the service he offers. While formal

meetings and official letters provide the field agent with a

mass method for reaching educators and administrators in his

district, small informal group sessions and individual inter-

views appear to yield better results.

Within the school district, the field agent must continua to

"sell" both himself and his service. The value of being

considered an "outsider," who can objectively assess and serve the

school district's needs, yet who is looked upon as an "insider,"

who understands and is not critical, must be demonstrated if the

field agent concept is to become fully accepted.

Step 2 Panel discussion of Initial Access and Acceptance (105 minutes)

The moderator should read or paraphrase the opening statement.
After that has been accomplished, he is to introduce each of
the topic areas that the panel members are to discuss. Follow-
ing each panel discussion period, the trainees should be
encouraged to ask questions or make comments.

a. Opening Statement

The reason the field agent has been cast in the role of

a salesman for this session is that it is believed that

the accomplishment of all the other field agent descriptors,

e.g., linker, change agent, innovator, and the like, are



dependent upon the field agent's success in first

selling himself and his service. Furthermore, studies

conducted regarding the opinions expressed by field

agents prior to their first job assignment have indicated

that the task of publicizing the program. and stimulating

requests, was not thought to be a very difficult one.

In fact, it has proved to be both challenging and time

consuming.

In order that we might communicate a few of the successes

and failures that other newly assigned field agents have

experienced in their initial attempts to gain access and

acceptance in the districts to which they were assigned,

we will review several of the case histories reported in

the Columbia University report, The Use of Educational

Knowledge. These case histories provide a c.ertain degree

of insight into the results of a va:iety of approaches

attempted by field agents in the Pilot State Dissemination

Program. Let me point out that none of the experiences

were really failures. Each experience did provide some

help in acquainting the potential clients Witt the field

agent and his services. The thing to remember is that

each form of contact has its limitations.



If time permits, there are a few additional questions

not specifically commented on in the portion of the

Columbia Study that you received in your trainee package

that we will also asA our panel members to comment on.

b. Topic Areas

From the Columbia Study, six areas seem to be of importance

within the context of this session's objective.

[Write these points on the chalkboard.]

(1) Gaining the Acceptance and Support of your Agency
and School District Administrators

Please comment on the importance of the field
agent's task of gaining initial acceptance and
support from his agency and school district
administrators in terms of the future success of
his program in the district to which he is
assigned.

(2) Large Group Meetings

What are the strengths and weaknesses of this
approach? Points you should cover include:

The understanding of individuals regarding
the functions of the program relative to
their own needs

The difficulty of overcoming the formality
of a large group meeting; also, the usual
time restrictions

The problems associated with a setting where
there is little two-way communication

The reluctancy of individuals to relate any of
their real problems in front of a large group
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An assessment of your realistic expectations
in terms of personal exposure, communication,
client requests, etc.

The advantages associated with getting yourself
and your service before a large group of people
in a relatively short time

Approaches that might be used to improve the
communication and increase the overall value
of the large group meeting, e.g., keep the
presentation simple and to the point, use audio-
visual aids during the meeting, and have
descriptive materials available for the attendees
to take with them

(3) The Small Group

This approach also has certain advantages and
disadvantages. Please include the following items
in your discussion:

The level of success you can expect relative to
the stimulation of personal group interest in
your service

The effect of a supportive atmosphere in which
the group begins to think of methods they might
use to solve a common problem

The intragroup communication that takes place
regarding previous experiences and availability
of inhouse resources

The difficulty of adequately covering a large
district if the small group approach is your
primary method of making yourself known

An assessme:!t of your realistic expectations
in terms of personal exposure, communication,
client requests, etc.

(4) Meetings with Individuals

This approach is at the opposite end of the spectrum
in relation to the large group meetings. What do
you think of this method of getting known in your
district relative to:



Generation of client requests?

Interperpersonal communication regarding the
value of your service?

Your ability to provide adequate district
coverage?

Your realistic assessment of the use of this
approach during the initial phase of your
program?

(5) Development and Distribution of Written Material
and Audiovisual Aids

The use of literature and audiovisual aids has obvious
advantages. Does it also have disadvantages in respect
to a new field agent's attempt to gain initial access
and acceptance? Consider the following points:

Time and cost of development

The expected response of literature recipients
who are not among the small minority that can
be classed as "innovators"

The danger of developing literature or audio-
visual aids before adequate knowledge of your
district's needs have been assessed

Your realistic assessment of the results you
would expect from this approach in terms cf
personal exposure, communication, district
coverage, client requests, etc.

(6) Prior Familiarity of the Field Agent with Administrators
and Educators Within His District

This seems to be helpful in getting a program started.
However, this is an either/or situation. Either you
are known in the district or you are not. If you
fall into the "not" category, you must do all you can
to get acquainted with the district and its people as
soon as possible. Conversely, if you are known, what
should your approach be with:



Agency administrators

Superintendents

Principals

Teachers

The following optional topics may be discussed by the panel
members and session attendees if time permits.

(1) The advantages of a field agent functioning within
an agency that provides him strong support

(2) The importance of a field agent being placed in an
agency that has a history of good working relations
with the local educators

(3) Definition of the field agent role from the point
of view of the field agent

(4) Definition of the field agent role as viewed by
school district personnel

(5) The problem of allocation of time and effort in
terms of field agent and school district priorities

(6) The differences in approach that are required by
the field agent located in an urban area versus the
larger district composed of small towns and rural
areas

(7) Client needs in terms of inform, aonal requirements,
field agent resources, and time restrictions of each

(8) Problem solvii g both terms of crisis situations
and long-range programs that require group action

(9) The selection and use of human resources

(10) Field Agent/Retrieval Specialist communication

Step 3 Session Summary (5 minutes)

The session moderator should provide a summary statement based
upon the material presented and the exchange of comments made
during the group discussion periods.



SESSION NO. 10

ESTABLISHING AND ORGANIZING THE COLLECTION

I. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF MODULE

A. Objective

To acquaint trainees with some basic materials that might form the
core of the Center's collection, with some of the alternatives in
building the inhouse collection, and with some procedures that
might be used in handling local and fugitive materials.

Upon completion of this module, trainees should be able to:

1. Identify some of the major reference and announcement tools
in the field of education and describe their scope and
arrangement

2. Outline alternative procedures for acquiring, processing
and maintaining a collection of local and fugitive materials

3. Describe several kinds of materials that might be included
in fugitive collection

4. Identify some criteria that might be used for including
material in the Center's collections

B. Participants

Trainers: An instructor (and an information center staff member]

Trainees: Retrieval specialists

C. Summary of Module Activities

The module begins with a presentation by the instructor on the types
of materials an information center might have and the ways in which
the information center's collection might be uniclio. The instructor
then introduces some basic tools that might be used by the retrieval
specialist in working with the collection and in conducting searches.
The trainees examine the tools individually, recording the important
features of each. Following this exercise, the instructor presents
several considerations involved in the maintenance of a fugitive and
local collection. The module concludes with small group exercises in
the handling of fugitive documents and a group discussion of exercise
results.

D. Duration

Three hours
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II. REQUIRED MATERIALS AND AIDS

A. Trainer Preparatory Reading

1. Burke, Arvid J. and Mary A. Documentation in Education.
New York: Teachers College Press, Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1967. [Skim for background, especially Parts Two
and rhree.]

2. Taylor, Celianna I. and Joel H. Magisos. Guide for State
Vocational Technical Education Information Dissemination
System's. Columbus, Ohio: The Center for Vocational and
Technical Education, The Ohio State University, 1971.
[Chapter IV and Appendix 4]

3. Sherman, C. Neil, et al. The Educational Information Center:
An Introduction. Los Angeles, Calif.: Tinnon-Brown, Inc.,
1969. [Chapter III, "Acquiring The Center's Collection")

4. Woodbury, Harda. A Guide to tklucational Resources. Berkeley,
Calif.: Far. West Laboratory for Educational Research and
Development, 1971.

B. Trainee Preparatory Reading

None

C. Aids and Equipment

The following reference tools are recommended as a minimum selec-
tion to be assembled for examination by the trainees in this session.
(See paragraph TV. SPECIAL COnIDERATIONS, below) The tools
should be arranged in broad categories as in this list.

Education Guides:

Burke, Arvid J. and Mary A. Documentation in Education.
New York: Teachers College Press, Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1967.

Manheim, Theodore, et al. Sources in Educational Research.
Detroit, Mich.: Wayne State University Press, 1969, Vol. I.

Winchell, Constare M. Guide to Reference Books (8th ed.).
Chicago, Ill.: American Library Association, 1967.

Woodbury, Marda. A Guide to Educational Resources. Berkeley,
Calif.: Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and
Development, 1971.
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Basic References:

Buros, Oscar K. The Seventh Mental Measurements Yearbook.
F rlhland Park, 1.J.: Gryphon Press, 1972.

Good, Carter V. Dictionary of Education (2nd ed.). New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1959.

Kawakami, Toyo S., and Lois J. Inskeep. Acronyms in Education
and the Behavioral Sciences. Chicago: American Library Asso-
ciation, 1971.

Bibliographies and Indexes (Recent issues):

Currant Index to Journals in Education (CIJE). New York:

CCM Information Corporation.

Education Index. New York: H.W. Wilson.

Psychological Abstracts. Lancaster, Pa.: American Psycho-
logical Association.

Research in Education (RIE). Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office.

Trainees will need the Bibliography Forms from their packets.

For the exercise on the handling of materials for the inhouse
collection, five or six examples of fugitive and local materials
will be needed for every two or three trainees. These should be
selected to present a number of different handling problems.
For example:

Materials that are of sufficiently general interest
that they should be included in the ERIC system

Materials that are of very limited interest or application

Materials that are in an area currently receiving much
attention

Materials particularly pertinent to one user group

Curriculum or learning "package3"
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III. SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

Topic Activity Minutes

Step 1 The Center Collection--An Presentation 20
Introduction

Step 2 Basic Reference Tools Presentation/ 60
Individual Exercise

Step 3 Acquiring and Maintaining
the! Collection

Presentation 20

Step 4 Handling Fugitive and Small Group Exercises 60
Local Materials

Step 5 Discussion of Exercise Group Discussion 20
Results

IV. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

The optimal setting for this module is in an educational information
center, where the Center's entire collection is available and its
organization and contents are visible. A member of the Center's staff,
using the Center's collections as illustration, would be valuable in
substantiating the session.

If it is not possible to conduct the session in a rinter, a sample
collection may be assembled for use in the session. A skeleton
collection of reference tools is listed in paragraph II.C. above. In
addition, an assortment of journals, curriculum euides, professional
books, and fugitive materials should be available to illustrate the
presentations.

V. CONDUCT OF THE SESSION

Step 1 The Center Collection--An Introduction (20 minutes)

In this session we are concerned with the collection

of an education information center. Perhaps we should

say "collections", since many different types of materi-

als combine to make up the Center's resources. In

considering the kinds of materials a Center needs for

its collection, we might first consider what are some
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of the ways in which the Center and its collections

are used.

Ask trainees to suggest what purposes might be served by
the Center's collections. Some uses that might be mentioned

are the following:

Center personnel might look to the Center's collections
for help in understanding the subject area of a request
or for guidance in planning an approach.

Center personnel wight 'Ise the Center's collections to
gain access to other sources.

The collections might be used to supply materials in
answer to information requests.

The various purposes that must be served obviously play

a major rolc 411 determining what kinds of materials the

Center will need for its collections. This session will

give you an opportunity to become acquainted with some of

the materials and the ways in which they serve tha purposes

we have identified. We will also be concerned with the

acquisitions of new materials and the decisions involved.

First, let's consider what are the main types of materials

that will serve the Center's purposes. To give the Center

personnel the support they need in deciding how to approach

research problems and in locating information or materials,

there must be a collection of reference tools.
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Once we know what a client needs in the way of

information, we must be able to call upon the

resources of the Center to provide this infor-

mation. So the Center should have access to one

or more collections of substantive materials. In

some cases, where the funds are limited, this may

involve cooperative agreements with other insti-

tutions that have the necessary materials.

If the Center engages in current awareness

activities such as newsletters or bibliographies,

there must be a collection of materials that can

be used by Center personnel to provide up-to-date

information on special interest areas. This

might include various periodicals as well as

topical publications produced by national, state,

and local organizations.

The Center may provide the mechanism for storing

and disseminating locally generated materials

and materials useful to the state that would not

otherwise be available. So this material might

make up another of the Center's collections.



will naturally vary to a large extent, depending on the

The total scope and size of the Center's collections

of materials but also for the staff and facilities needed

that is strictly a referral service to one that is able

funds that are available not only for the actual purchase

to maintain them. The possibilities range from a Center

to fill virtually all kinds of requests from its resources.
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[If the session is being held in a Center, locate the Center
on this spectrum.)

Even Centers that are able to provide fu,1 documents in

response to most requests rarely maintain and circulate

materials in book form. It is not practical or even

desirable for an information center to assume the functions

already covered by an existing institution such as a

research library.

Since the primary emphasis of the information center is on

providing access to educational information, it may be

desirable to have the capability of providing full documents

that are not readily available elsewhere, while maintain-

ing only et basic collection of important books in the field

of education for reference purposes and referring requests

for book materials to - ;,Jearch library.
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Step 2 Basic Reference Tools (60 minutes)

Let's turn now to some of the materials we have

identified as necessary to the Center's collections.

We'll begin by looking at some of the basic tools

that the Center's personnel might be using as

references.

Reference books fall into two main types--those that

contain the factual information sought and those that

show how and where to find the information. Within

these two main types, references break down into smaller

categories such as: dictionaries, encyclopedias, direc-

tories, handbooks, guides, indexes, bibliographies, and

so on.

Show trainees where the reference tools have been assembled
and indicate the categories into which they have been grouped.
Ask trainees to find their Bibliography Forms in theiz packets
and explain that they are to be used to record general biblio-
graphic information about the materials they are about to
examine. This information may be used in assembling a similar
collection for their own centers. Tell trainees that they
have about 60 minutes to examine the materials and.make nota-
tions on them. If the session is being held in a Center, the
trainer may wish to shorten the time to 45 minutes and use the
remaining time to show trainees the other Center references in
situ, providing a brief description of some of the more
important ones.
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Step 3 Acquiring and Maintaining the Collection (20 minutes)

Now that we have seen some of the materials that

comprise the basic collection of any Center, let's move

on to an area of m'ich greater flexibility among

centers--that is, the collections used by the Center to

supply materials in answer to information requests.

What kinds of materials might these collections include?

As we've a;ready noted, the variety and size of the

,re dependent on the funds, personnel and

facilities the Center has to maintain them. However,

the main types of collections that might exist in a

Center are:

ERIC--the complete Educational Resources Infor-

mation Center document collection on microfiche

and various ERIC clearinghouse publications.

Periodicals--this might range from a basic col-

lection of educational journals, magazines and

newsletters to a complete collection of the

periodicals indexed by CIJE and Education Index.



Fugitive literature file--this collection might

contain a number of different kinds of materials.

For example, locally generated curriculum mater-

ials, prDgram packages, or unpublished research

reports.

Vertical files--this might also be called a

pamphlet file or an information file. The collec-

tion might consist of miscalan rms materials such

as bibliographies, articles papers, pamphlets, etc.,

that do not fit easily elsewhere, arranged by broad

sthject areas.

We will be introduced to ERIC, the national educational

information system and will be working with i; exten-

sively in later sessions. ERIC will serve as one of the

Center's major resources, to be supplemented_ly the

other collections.

The periodicals collection might be dried either for

reference by the Center personnel or 'uo answer infor-

mation requests. If the Center does not have the

facilities for an extensive collection of periodicals,

it has the options of referring 616 '-lient to a

library to 1(..cate the materials himself or arranging

with a library near the Center for the use of their



materials. Uncopyrighted materials can be reproduced

and sent to clients. But materials covered by copy-

right must be handled differently. Either arrangements

must be made to lend the materials to the client, or

the client should be provided with the citation and

referred to a library. Since periodicals are accessible

through CIJE and Education Index, they do not require

classification or indexiag by the Center.

The -stablishment of a fugitive collection should be

done with an emphasis on materials generated within or

of special interest to user groups within the state.

Some preliminary decisions should be made on the cri-

teria for selecting mat.-ials for the collection. For

example, a Center may wish to limit itself, at least

initially, in the scope and kind:; of materials it

acquires.

The Center may acquire its fugitive collection is a

number of ways. Some materials may be submitted by

their developers so that they may receive wider expo-

sure. Others might be included as particular types

of documents that the Center wishes to retain (for

example, masters theses). Still others might be

solicited or ordered by title. Of course, gift

materials should be emphasized.
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When the material is in hand, it should be checked

against the ERIC system to determine whether or not

it is in the system. If it is, further processing

is unnecessary and the hard copy may be retained or

not. (If the space permits, some Centers prefer to

retain hard copies for use in the production of addi-

tional hard copies.) If the material is not in the

ERIC system, it should be decided whether it is of

sufficiently general interest to submit to Central

ERIC.

Materials may also be received that are not appro-

priate to the Center's collections, either because

they are beyond the predetermined scope or because

they are very limited in length or breadth of appli-

cation. These 3terials should not be retained.

(Here the instructor may wish to discuss some of the
selection criteria used by various Centers.]

In the tour of the Center, we saw some of the steps

in the acquisitions process. Let's look at those

steps a little more closely now as we consider the

kinds of decisions you will be making in establish-

ing your center's procedures.

I have already mentioned that some materials are

received without being specifically solicited.



These types of materials should be checked ' sely

for their appropriateness to the Center. HoweVer,

many materials that may be useful additions to the

Center will have to be ordered.

[Discuss with L.rainees some of the procedures for
ordering materials that they observed in the tour
of the Center.]

Each Center will have to develop its own procedures for

ordering, in keeping with the requisitioning process

required by the state. However, the basic steps are:

(1) Check for duplication in collection indexes and

other files

(2) Complete a purchase order or requisition form

(3) Send order to publisher or source with appro-

priate letter (directly or through channels)

(4) Fil. copy (or copies) of order slip in order file

Once the materials that were ordered have been received

and unsolicited materials have been accepted, they are

ready for processing. The main function of the process-

ing is the assignment of a unique identification to each



document. This identification allows fo.- retrieval

through printed index systems, manual card systems,

punched card systems, or computer systems.

When we speak of processing materials, we are speaking

of local materials that are not in other systems. Even

fairly simple processing is too time-consuming and

expensive to duplicate processing already performed

elsewhere. Therefore, existing indexing or cataloging

should be used whenever it is available. For example,

Library of Congress catalog cards should be ordered

for items in the book collection.

Local materials may be processed by any one of a

number of manual systems. Three types of systems are

described briefly in the Guide for State Vocational-

Technical Education Information Dissemination Systems

by Taylor and Magisos. (Refer to the suggested

readings.) Catalog card, snapform, and keyword card

are the three systems described.

[Describe the system
session is held. If

Center, describe the
Center as documented

used by the Center in which the
the session is aot held in a
system used by the Oklahoma
in Taylor and Magisos, Appendix 4.)

The physical processing of materials Lau also take many

forms. The possibilities range from simply adding the
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identification number and property marks to the docu-

ment to reproducing it in hard copy or microfiche.

Step 4 Handling Fugitive and Local Materials (60 minutes)

Considerable judgment is required in deciding

on the proper disposition of materials that

come into the Center. The purpose of this

exercise is to acquaint you with some examples

of fugitive and local materials and give you

some practice in deciding how they should be

handled.

Divide the trainees into teams of two or three. Dis-
tribute five or six sample fugitive materials to each
team.

Ask trainees to examine the materials and, given the
assumption that none of the materials is currently
included in the Center's collections, decide how each
of them should be handled. Review some of the possi-
bilities and write on the chalkboard:

Submit to Central ERIC

Retain in the fugitive file

Retain in the vertical file

Do not retain

Ask trainees to record their decieicn and tell them that
they have about 60 minutes for this exercise.
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Step 5 Discussion of Exercise Results (20 minutes)

Reconvene trainees for a group discussion of the exercise.
Ask each team to explain any difficulties they had in
deciding how to handle material and discuss these diffi-
culties. In addition, the following questions may be used
to stimulate discussion:

(1) What criteria did you use to decide whether or not.
document should be retained?

(2) What criteria did you use to decide whether or not a
document should be sent to Central ERIC?

(3) How would you suggest disseminating various fugitive
materials, in addition to use in answering information
requests?



SESSION NO. 11

INITIAL CONTACTS WITH SCHOOL PERSONNEL--B

I. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF MODULE

A. Objective

To emphasize the importance of the field agent's task of explaining
his role and related project activities to the various administra-
tors and educators with whom he works and serves. Also, to provide
the trainees with the opportunity of participating in one or more
role-playing exercises designed to demonstrate the similarities
and differences in client attitude they may encounter in their ini-
tial contacts with different users/user groups.

Upon completion of this module, trainees should be able tn

1. Prepare for presenting their role and services in making
initial contacts with different user groups

2. Explain the need for sensitivity to the differences among
users--and user groups--that will, in turn, affect the
approach they use

3. Recognize the basic similarities that exist in interactions
with individuals in all types of positions

B. Participants

Trainers: A session moderator and one or more of the panel members
who participated in Session No. 9

Trainees: Field agent

C. Summary of Module Activities

Following a brief introduction by the session moderator regarding
the purpose of the module, trainees will participate in a series
of five role-playing exercises. The five role-playing exercises
to be demonstrated and discussed during this session will simu-
late interviews between field agent and:

Agency administrator

Agency staff member

School district superintendent

School district principal

School teacher
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The purpose of the role-playing exercises is to develop a point
of departure for the discussion periods that follow each of the
exercises. The enactment of these situations will provide all
attendees with some insight regarding the effectiveness of
different approaches and the kinds of statements and responses
that might result within a given situational context. For each
exercise, a trainer will:

1. Introduce the trainees who are to participate in the role-
playing exercise, and get them started by either reading or
paraphrasing the "set the stage" information

2. Observe the trainees and make comments if necessary to re-
direct the discussion or keep it moving

3. Be prepared to critique and/or discuss the exercises in
terms of the major points made by each participant

After all five exercises have been completed, the session moderator
will summarize the overall results of the role-playing exercises
and discussion periods.

D. Duration

Three hours

II. REQUIRED MATERIALS AND AIDS

A. Trainer Preparatory Reading

None

B. Trainee Preparatory Reading

The "set the stage" scripts for each of the five role-playing
exercises

III. SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

Topic Activity Minutes

Step 1 Introduction to Session Presentation 5

Step 2 "Set the Stage for Field Presentation 3
Agent/Agency Administrator
Role-Playing Exercise

Step 3 Conduct of the Field Agent/ Role-Playing 5

Agency Administrator Role-
Playing Exercise
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Activity Minutes

Step 4 Discussion of Exercise Group Discussion 25
Observations

Step 5 Set the Stage for Field Agent/ Presentation 3
Staff Member Role-Playing
Exericse

Step 6 Conduct of the Field Agent/ Role-Playing 5
Staff Member Role-Playing
Exercise

Step 7 Discussion of Exercise Group Discussion 25
Observations

Step 8 Set the Stage for Field Agent/ Presentation 3
School District Superintendent
Role-Playing Exercise

Step 9 Field Agent/School District Role-Playing 5
Superintendent Role-Playing
Exercise

Step 10 Discussion of Exercise Group Discussion 25
Observations

Step 11 Set the Stage for Field Agent/ Presentation 3
School District Principal Role-
Playing Exercise

Step 12 Field Agent/School District Role-Playing 5

Principal Role-Playing Exer-
cise

Step 13 Discussion of Exercise Group Discussion 25
Observations

Step 14 Set the Stage for Field Agent/ Presentation 3

School Teacher Role-Playing
Exercise

Step 15 Field Agent/School Teacher Role-Playing 5
Role-Playing Exercise

Step 16 Discussion of Exercise Group Discussion 25
Observations

Step 17 Session Summary Presentation 10
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IV. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

The role-playing portion of this session need not be restricted to
trainees. The session moderator may use any combination of trainers/
trainees he believes will best meet the objectives of this session.
If more than one trainer is available, the session moderator may
elect to have two trainers conduct the first role-playing exercise.
Another option would be to use the trainee in,..the role of the field
agent and the trainer as the agency staff member, school, district
principal, etc. However, no matter what direction the role-playing
takes, you should help the trainees see what the action would do for
or to them and their program. Be ready to provide guidance so that
they can see the necessity of being confident but not arrogant,
willing to listen to leadership but keeping some autonomy of opera-
tion so that individual needs can be met.

V. CONDUCT OF THE SESSION

Step 1 Introduction to Session (5 minutes)

The object of this session is to demonstrate the concepts

discussed by the panel members during Session No. 9,

"Initial Contacts with School Personnel - -A," that relate

to the field agent's task of explaining his role and

project activities to the various administrators and

educators with whom he works and serves.

Session No. 9 emphasized the importance of the field agent's

task of selling himself and his service by creating an image

of professional competency--the outsider with valuable

resources, but the insider in terms of understanding the

people and problems within both his intermediate agency and

school district.
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The five role-playing exercises to be demonstrated and

discussed during this session will simulate interviews

between field agent and:

Agency administrator,

Agency staff member

School district superintendent

School district principal

School teacher

Step 2 Set the Stage for Field Ayent/Agency Administrator Role- Playing
Exercise (3 minutes)

This exercise places the new field agent in a position that
could develop into a direct role-conflict situation. The
field agent should attempt to avoid any direct confrontation
with his new supervisor, yet he must project himself as a
competent professional. This will require the field agent to
walk a fine line between appearing too inflexible or over-
confident and too passive or indecisive. One approach the
field agent might use would be to express his gratitude for
the personal interest the agency administrator was taking
in the program. This then could be followed with sore
specific evidence of the field agent's activity during his
first three weeks. An example of this might be a draft
of a six-month plan that indicates a general awareness of
the organizational stricture of the administrator's agency
as well ap the local scnool districts. This plan could
include (1) several approaches. to the field agent's
task of waking initial contacts with the local educator and
(2) suggestions for various methods he might employ to
ensure that his time was well scheduled, and that an
adequate set of records would be maintained to assess the
effectiveness and efficiency of his operation. By doing
his homework and anticipating the agency administrator's
suggestions, he has demonstrated his initiative and
professional approach. He also has avoided being caught
in a situation where he would be forced to operate withbut
the very thing he is purporting to provide through his service
i.e., information.
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The field agent reports to his agency during the absence of its

chief administrator, who is on vacation. The assistant to the

chief administrator advises the field agent to set up his office

and then go ahead and get acquainted with district personnel.

Three weeks later, the agency chief administrator returns from

vacation and immediately requests a meeting with the field

agent. The stated purpose of the meeting is to discuss the

results of the field agent's initial contacts with district

school personnel. However, the chief administrator quickly

moves to the subject of setting up guidelines for the field

agent's future mode of operation within the agency. The

guidelines include items such as who the field agent should

not contact, written reports regarding his discussion with

clients, and some rather firm suggestions as to how he should

go about making his initial presence known within the district.

The agency chief administrator begins the conversation by

greeting the field agent as he enters his office.

Step 3 Conduct cf the Field Agent/Agency Administrator Role-Playing
Exercise (5 minutes)

Step 4 Discussion of Exercise Observations (25 minutes)

The trainer should emphasize the portion of the role-playing
exercise related to the chief administrator's attempt to
establish agency guidelines for the field agent and discuss
the reaction of the field agent to the chief administrator's
"suggestions."
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Did the field agent:

Avoid direct role conflict with the agency administrator
without appearing too passive and indecisive?

Indicate he had anticipated any of the agency adminis-
trator's "suggestions" and prepared himself in terms of
logical alternatives or documented plans/schedules
regarding his approach to gaining access and acceptance
within the district?

Create a feeling of confidence in his professional
competency by exhibiting a reasonable awareness of the
organizational and political structure of the agency
and school district?

Step 5 Set the Stage for Field Agent/Agency Staff Member Role-Playing
Exercise (3 minutes)

This exercise is intended to stress the new field agent
who might encounter an individual within his agency that

could make it difficult for him to function effectively
in his new position. The staff member is obviously
concerned about his future as a consultant to the school
districts served by the agency. He also realizes the
new fie-d agent is probably better qualified and has
more information resources than he does. His intentions
are to make it very clear that he considers the new
field agent to be his assistant or "helper." The field
agent realizes that the staff members's concept of their
working relationship is completely unfounded and in direct
conflict with the agency administrator's plan.

The field agent is asked to share an office with an agency

staff member who has been serving as a consultant to

district school personnel in addition to his regular

agency duties. While the staff member complains about

the excessive time that the consultant role duties have

taken away from his regular job, he also is somewhat

hesitant about someone else taking over the portion of

his job that has affordad him a certain degree of status
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and prestige. The staff member begins the conversation

by telling the field agent that he is very pleased to

have someone in the agency who can help him with his

consulting duties.

Step 6 Conduct of the Field Agent/Agency Staff Member Role-Playing
Exercise (5 minutes)

Step 7 Discussion of Exercise Observations (25 minutes)

The trainer should emphasize the portion of the demonstration
related to the staff member's fear that the field agent will
take over his consulting role within the school district.
He should also generalize on other areas of interpersonal
relationship with agency staff members that might occur
and discuss ways of avoiding or assuaging them.

Did the field agent:

Emphasize the importance of the consulting service
the staff member was providing?

Appear reasonably understanding of the staff member com-
plaints by offering his support in a non-threatening way?

Become defensive regarding his "professional status"
and strike back when the staff member cast him in a
supporting role?

Step 8 Set the Stage for Field Agent/School District Superintendent
Role-Playing Exercise (3 minutes)

This exercise portrays a situation in which the agency to
which the field agent has been assigned does not have a
good working relationship with one of its district
superintendents. The field agent is faced with the task
of selling himself and his services without becoming
embroiled in a political controversy that has been going
on for several years. At this point in time, the field
agent does not really know whether his agency is at
fault or if this particular superintendent is just
difficult to deal with. A third possibility, of course,
might be that the entire situation is just a matter of
poor commlAnication. Whatever the cause, the field agent
must convince the superintendent that he has a service



that is worth considering, and that he as an individual
is sincerely interested in being of assistance.

The school district superintendent has devoted considerable

time and effort in establishing himself as a buffer between

what he considers to be the "red tape operation" of the

field agent's agency and his school district. The field

agent is faced with the problem of selling himself and

his services to the superintendent without getting

involved in the political struggle between his agency and

the superintendent. The superintendent speaks first.

Step 9 Conduct the Field Agent/School District Superintendent
Role-Playing Exercise (5 minutes)

Step 10 Discussion of Exercise Observations (25 minutes)

The trainer should make special note of the field agent's
success in allaying the fears of the superintendent by
defining his role as a field agent, and offering to
demonstrate his service.

Did the field agent:

Listen to the criticisms of the superintendent before he
attempted to present himself and his service in terms
of the superintendent's goals for his district?

Attempt, in a subtle way, to draw out the superintendent
so that he would reveal one or more of his high priority
goals?

Succeed in establishing the nature of his dual role, i.e.,
his need to maintain the good will and support of both
his agency and the superintendent if he is to perform
effectively within the school district?

Leave the superintendent with the belief that "at last
I've found someone !ti that agency that understands my
problems and will work with me to attain my goals"?
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Step 11 Set the Stage for Field Agent/School District Principal
Role-Playing Exercise (3 minutes)

The field agent in this exercise has gained the half-
hearted support of the high school principal. Even
though the school district has sanctioned the field
agent's activity, the principal still considers him to
be an outsider and is considering the possibility of
restricting the field agent's freedom of movement
within his school. The field agent needs to demonstrate
both his service and professional integrity to the
principal. The types of restriction the principal
might impose include:

Advising him when he is in the building

Reporting on the information requests made by
each of the teachers

Providing his secretary with a monthly schedule
of all teacher interviews

A general suggestion that he not spend too much
time in the building, talking informally with
teachers. "If they have a need for your service,
they'll let you know."

The field agent :Et meeting with a high school principal

who is not sure of the field agent's role in the school

district. The principal, because of his lack of informa-

tion regarding the role of the field agent and the

potential value of the field agent's service, is thinking

about setting up some rather complicated and time-consuming

restrictions related to the field agent's freedom of access

within his schocl. The field agent is attempting to inform

the principal regarding his role and is hopeful the res-

trictions the principal has been alluding to will not be

formally imposed. The field agent speaks first.



Step 12 Conduct of the Field Agent/School District Principal
Role-Playing Exercise (5 minutes)

Step 13 Discussion of Exercise Observations (25 minutes)

The trainer should comment on the technique used by the
field agent to persuade the principal not to impose any
unwarranted restrictions on the field agent's access
within the school. Session attendees should discuss
the trainer's observations.

Did the field agent:

Explain his role and the potential value of his
service?

Reject the restrictions the principal was alluding
to, or did he attempt to work around them with the
intent of gaining the confidence of the principal
by demonbtrating his value over a period of time?

Succeed in presenting himself as a professional
who was sincerely interested in being of service
to the rrincipal and his teaching staff?

Step 14 Set the Stage for Field Agent/School Teacher Role-Playing
Exercise (3 minutes)

This exercise is intended to point out a potential
conflict situation between two individuals within a
local school. The field agent has become a part of
this conflict only because he has provided resources
to one of parties involved.

The field agent is meeting with a junior high school

student counselor who is upset because a teacher in his

school, who never refers any of his students to the

counselor, has been provided a rather extensive package

on the "counseling of junior high age students." The

field agent, sensing the personal threat the counselor

feels regarding the teacher's interest in student

counseling, speaks first.
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Step 15 Conduct of the Field Agent/School Teacher Role-Playing
Exercise (5 minutes)

Step 16 Discussion of Role-Playing Exercise /25 " utes)

The trainer should discuss the used by the field
agent to allay the fears of the student counselor. Session
attendees should comment.

Did the field agent:

Listen to the complaints of the counselor?

Attempt to smooth over the incident without mini-
mizing the seriousness of the situation from the
viewpoint of the counselor?

Comment on the good reports he had received from
other teachers regarding the effectiveness of
the counselor's program?

Suggest that he meet with the teacher and the
counselor to review the contents of the teacher's
resource package and perhaps reestablish sane
form of communication between them?

Step 17 Session Summary

The session moderator should summarize the overall results
of the role-playing exercises and discussion periods. In
addition, he should provide the trainees with a few basic
thoughts that will enable them to understand the similar-
ities that exist in interacting with people at different
levels of authority, even though there may be a difference
in approach or situational context. For example:

In each of the role-playing exercises, the client exhibited
an aversion to change (The field agent should not
project himself as a "change agent"; however, he must
always keep change in mind. The change may be just
a willingness to consider new information before
making a decision.

In each case the field agent was seen as a threat
to the status quo.

None of the administrators or educators had any real
understanding of the field agent's professional role
or personal intentions.
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In all of these situations, lack of knowldege
created fear.



SESSION NO. 12

NON-ERIC SEARCH STRATEGY AND RETRIEVAL

I. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF MODULE

A. Objective

To introduce trainees to the use of the Center's resources in
answering information requests and the management of records for
in-process and completed searches.

Upon completion of this module, trainees should be able to:

1. Describe some of the considerations in selecting resources
to answer an information request and outline an approach to
filling the request

2. Plan a search of non-ERIC resources

3. Develop a form for reLirding search activities and maintaining
search records

4. Explain the role of previous searches in the development of a
search strategy

B. Participants

Trainers: An instructor land an information center retrieval
specialist]

Trainees: Retrieval :ecialists

C. Summary of Module Activities

Following a brief introduction to the module, the instructor pre-
sents some of the decisions and actions involved in planning a
search. The trainees then practice developing search strategies
involving one or more non-ERIC resources and share their decisions
in a group dis:ussioL of the exercise. Next, the trainees parti-
cipate in an exercise using indexes and other tools to retrieve
non-ERIC materials. Finally, the trainees examine some sample
search forms and discuss their use.

D. Duration

Three hours
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II. REQUIRED MATERIALS AND AIDS

A. Trainer Preparatory Reading

1. Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development.
The Educational Information Consultant (EIC): Skills in
Disseminating Educational Information. Berkeley, Calif.:
Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development,
1972. [Retrieval Module, Elements 3 and 4 of Trainer's
Manual and "Explanation of the Search Procedure Fore.)

2. Sherman, C. Neil et al. The Educational Information Center:
An Introduction. Los Angeles, Calif.: Tinnon-Brown, Inc.,
1969. [Chapter V "The Center's Services "]

3. Sieber, Sam D. et al. The Use of Educational Knowledge.
E-,Pluation of the Pilot State Dissemination Program: Final
Report. New York: Bureau of Applied Research, Columbia
University, 1972. [Part III "The Information Retrieval Process")

4. Weisman, Herman M. Information Systems, Services, and Centers.
New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1972. [Chapter 5 "Docu-
mentation Practices-- Classification and Indexing for Storage
and Retrieval" and Chapter 6 "Documentation Practices--Informa-
tion Services "]

B. Trainee Preparatory Reading

1. Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development.
The Educational Information Consultant (EIC): Skills in
Disseminating Educational Information. Berkeley, Calif.:
Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development,
1972. ["The Search Strategy "]

C. Aids and Equipment

1. Information Center reference collection (or sample collection
listed in Module 10, S.tcLion II.C.)

2. Resource "Shopping Lists"

3. Request Forms

4. Search Records

5. Problems in Search Strategy

6. Exercises in Non-ERIC Retrieval
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III. SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

Topic Activity Minutes

Step 1 Using the Center's Resources to Presentation 20
Answer Requests

Step 2 Developing Search Strategies Small Group 60
Exercises

Step 3 Gro r Discussion of Exercises Discussion 20

Step 4 Retrieving non-ERIC Materials Small Group 60

Exercises

Step 5 Search Forms and Records Discussion 20

IV. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

As with Session No. 10, this session should be held in an information
center. If no center is available for the session, the sample
collection listed in Session No. 10, Section II.C. may be used.

If the session is held in an information center, it is desirable that

a retrieval specialist from the Center's staff be available to assist
in the use of the Center's reference collection.

V. CONDUCT OF THE SESSION

Step 1 Using the Center's Resources to Answer Requests (15 minutes)

We have considered what the components of an educational infor-

mation center might be and the purposes the Center's collection

might serve. In this session we'll be looking at how the

collections might be used in filling information requests and

how the search request might be approached.

Let us first think about what we mean when we speak of an

information request. Clients will be calling upon the Center

for help in any number of different pursuits. The type of

request is one of the most important factors in deciding on

the appropriate approach in fulfilling it.



Harold Borko (quoted in Herman Weisman's Information Systems,

Services, and Centers) identifies five types of requests:

[Write these points on a chalkboard.]

(1) Request for a specific document.

(2) Request for information by subject. Generally, the user

wants relevant documents, but not necessarily all relevant

documents, and he wants them in a reasonable period of

time.

(3) Requests for exhaustive search. The user needs all of

the literature published on that particular subject.

(4) Browsing. The user wants to "wander" through the litera-

ture to find whatever stimulation or interest the

documents may hold for him.

(5) Current awareness. Users need to keep abreast of the

developments in their field(s) of interest.

Weisman adds to these a sixth:

(6) Request for an answer to a specific question. The answer

might be a single data point or a substantive and

substantial chunk of information.

Included in the request may be some other clues that help

determine how to approach the problem. For example, the client

who asks for information on "how-to-do" something is indicating

material with a particular kind of approach.
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Another way of looking at types of requests is in terms of the

type and level of effort that is implied in the retrieval

process. Weisman categorizes them in ascending order of

difficulty:

[Write these points on a chalkboard.]

(1) Requests for available "off-the-shelf" data, information

or documents.

(2) Questions that can be answered "off the top of the head"

by the assigned specialist.

(3) Requests for readily available data and information that

require simple duplication.

(4) Requests for data or bibliographic references available

via routine manual or computer processing.

(5) Requests for data, information, or specialized retrospec-

tive bibliographical references requiring a moderate

degree of definition and/or processing.

(6) Requests requiring correlation of information from various

documents in the file to develop an appropriate and

valid response.

(7) Requests fcr counseling and guidance on spcciric problems

within the mission of the system. Specialists should not

be expected to solve a user's problem but to provide refer-

(trice sources, documents, or information that might help

the user solve his own problem.
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(8) Complex requests requiring a great degree of definition

and/or complex or special processing. Definition in

some instances may require days or weeks of effort on the

part of the specialist and many interchanges with the

requester. Information and data from the system's files

may need to be correlated with data furnished by the re-

quester or from other sources.

With the exception of requests for specific documents or

answers to specific questions, most requests require a combina-

tion of methods and tools to b- answered fully.

In your reading of The Search Strategy, you were introduced to

the "Bibliographic Chain" (in the Information Search Procedure

Chart) as a graphic representation of the progression cf in-

formation from its conception to its final disposition or re-

placement. This "Bibliographic Chain" is a useful tool for

plotting m,.thods and tools we may need to employ, since it

summarizes the alternatives that should be considered.

Your primary decision at this point is what type of resource

will probably supply the bulk of information needed to fill a

request. In some cases, the request will require a combination

of two or more sources in roughly equal amounts. In any case,

you need to consider your primary approach.
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In deciding which resources to use in your approach, you should

consider what functions each resource serves, as suggested by

the EIC materials cited in your bibliography. This neans con-

sidering which resources:

[Write these points on chalkboard.]

Supply relevant background readings

Index periodicals

Help locate current bibliographies

Lead to reviews of recent books

Help locate individuals, institutions, and/or associations

working in your field of interest

Help in selecting appropriate media material

Supply relevant criteria for evaluating alternative

solutions

A good way to be sure you don't neglect any of the resources

available to you is to use a shopping list of all the resources

in the Center or accessible to it through cooperative agree-

ments. Two examples of such shopping lists are included in

your packets. [Ask trainees find these displays.] You

will notice that the groupings in the second form closely

follow the scurces shown in the Bibliographic Chain.

As your experience increases and you become more familiar with

your resources, you will probably find that you need to refer
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to your shopping list less and less often in planning your

approach. However, with regular updating to reflect changes

in available resources, it will remain a valuable checklist.

Step 2 Developing Search Strategies (45 minutes)

Divide trainees into teams of two or three and distribute the
Problems in Search Strategy to each team. Instruct the teams
to read through each problem carefully, discuss the possible
approaches, using the two "shopping lists" as references, aid
record their approaches in the space provided. Explain that
the purpose of the exercises is to provide some practice in
choosing an approach rather than a specific source. There-
fore, trainees should not be concerned if they are unfamiliar
with some of the items on the shopping lists.

Step 3 Group Discussion of Exercises (15 minutes)

Reconvene the trainees to discuss the decisions they made in
determining the appropriate search approaches for each of the
exercises.

Step 4 Retrieving Non-ERIC Materials (30 minutes)

Now that we've determined the kinds of resources that are

likely to yield the information we need, the next step is

to consult these resources to see if they do, in fact, fill

the request. Consulting these resources will also tell us

whether or not they should be supplemented with additional

resources.

The next exercises are designed to give you some practice

in using reference or location tools in locating materials.

We will not be working with RIE or CIJE in these exercises,

because they will be covered separately in later sessions.

Divide trainees into new teams of two or three and distribute
Exercises in Non-ERIC Retrieval to each team. Indicate the
location of the reference tools.
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Step 5 Search Forms and Records (15 minutes)

We have already worked a little with the resource checklist

or "shopping list" as a tool in planning the search approach.

Before we conclude this session, we should consider two other

kinds of forms that are associated with the Center's re-

trieval function. They are the search request form and the

forms used for search records.

With the search request form, we have a checklist of basic

information needed to process an individual search. In addi-

tion, the form serves to provide a history of the request,

including background information on the client.

The search records summarize search activities and can be

used to show trends in user types, subject areas of requests,

and so forth. These search records are also necessary to the

reporting of search activities. The data derived from search

records will provide input to planning Center's priorities.

Let's start with the search request forms. Included in your

packets are examples of request forms used by varioas Centers.

Ask trainees to find these displays in their packets. Instruct
trainees to examine the sample forms for two of three minutes,
then lead a discussion of the main types of information covered



by the various forms. The following points may be considered
in the discussion:

What kinds of information seem necessary for the Center's
records?

What kinds of information would be helpful for planning
and conducting a search? How?

How might these forms prove useful in future searches?

What are some of the ways in which the search request forms
might be organized?

Now let's look at some of the forms used to maintain records

of search activities. Included in your packets are examples

of the types of forms used by Centers for their record kepilg.

Ask trainees to find these displays in their packets. Allow
them two or three minutes to examine the forms and then lead
a discussion of them covering the following points:

What are some of the kinds of information that it may be
useful to record?

What are some of the ways in which search records might be
used (e.g., reporting, planning purchases, detecting areas
of high or low usage)?

What are some of the dimensions that are needed for reporting
purposes?

Briefly summarize the major areas covered in the session and
point ahead to the modules on ERIC retrieval and packaging of
materials.



SESSION NO. 13

ESTABLISHING AND MAINTAINING A FIELD OFFICE

I. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF MODULE

A. Objective

To provide the trainee with practical information that will assist
him in his task of establishing a field office within the district
to which he is assigned.

Upon completion of this session, trainees should have a basic
understanding of the more important aspects of the following five
tasks that pertain to he setting up of a field office:

1. Allocation of office space

2. Obtaining and using secretarial support

3. Scheduling interviews

4. Setting up files

5. Identifying materials for a local collection

B. Participants

Trainers: A moderator and two experienced field agents

Trainees: Field agents

C. Summary of Module Activities

Following a brief explanation by the moderator regarding the pur-
pose of this module, the moderator and the two field agents will
conduct a group discussion of each of the five topics that were
selected for this session. The session will conclude with a
summary review by the moderator.

D. Duration

One hour

II. REQUIRED MATERIALS AND AIDS

A. Trainer Preparatory Reading

Summary Outline - Session No. 13, "Establishing and Maintaining a
Field Office"
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B. Trainee Preparatory Reading

Summary Outline - Session No. 13, "Establishing and Maintaining a
Field Office"

C. Aids and Equipment

None

III. SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

Topic Activity Minutes

Step 1 Session Introduction Presentation 2

Step 2 Allocation of Office Space Group Discussion 10

Step 3 Obtaining and Using
Secretarial Support Group Discussion 15

Step 4 Scheduling Interviews Group Discussion 10

Step 5 Setting up Files Group Discussion 10

Step 6 Identifying Materials for
a Local Collection Group Discussion 10

Step 7 Session Summary Presentation 3

IV. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

This session shouid not be scheduled until the trainees have had time
to read the Summary Outline that is included in their trainee package.
The session format is primarily an open discussion of the five areas
selected as being important to the new field agent who is faced with
the task oc setting up his field office operation. Formal presenta-
tions should be avoided. The session moderator should encourage the
trainees to ask questions and discuss different points of view with the
experienced field agents who are serving as the session trainers.

V. CONDUCT OF THE SESSION

Step 1 Session Introduction (2 minutes)

The purpose of this session is to provide you with the oppor-

tunity of discussing with our panel of experienced field agents

a series of five topics that will assist you in the establishment
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of a field-based operation. This session has been included

in your training program because field office management

frequently differs from that of a normal home office.

Each of our panel members will respond to your questions from

his particular point of view. It is expected that some dif-

ferences of opinion will_emerge. The reason for this is

that different individuals very often adopt different ap-

proaches to solve the same problem. Also, our field agents

have served in different locaticns that of necessity dictated

diverse solutions.

The five topics to be discussed are:

Allocation of office space

Obtaining and using secretarial support

Scheduling interviews

Setting up files

Identifying materials for a local collection

Step 2 Allocation of Office Space (10 minutes)

This topic should be discussed in terms of:

Office location

Need for access to meeting rooms for groups

Basic office ftrniture and equipment

Storage space
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Step 3 Obtaining and Using Secretarial Support (15 minutes)

This topic should be discussed in terms of:

Full-time versus part-time secretarial support

Technical and personal qualifications

The expanded role of the secretary as a paraprofessional
field agent and retrieval specialist

Step 4 Scheduling Interviews (10 minutes)

This topic should be discussed in terms of:

Initial contacts versus follow-up visits

Geographical area scheduling

Time scheduling

Teacher interview scheduling

Appointments versus drop-in visits

Formal meetings versus informal gatherings

Interview schedule records

Step 5 Setting up Files (10 minutes)

This topic should be discussed in terms of the various types
of files the panel members recommend be maintained. Examples
should include descriptions of files such as:

Personal files for each request

Master log book of daily requests

District log

Correspondence files

Agent requests to nonretrieval center sources

Loaned material

Special consultant references



Step 6 Identifying Materials for a Local Collection (10 minutes)

This topic should be discussed in terms of:

Time

Space

Retrieval center response

Budget, i.e., high-demand items that are easily reproduced
versus "nice to have" materials that may be more costly

Step 7 Session Summary (3 minutes)

The moderator should briefly summarize the important points
made by the field agents and trainees during the group dis-
cussion periods.



SESSION NO. 14

ESTABLISHING AND MAINTAINING STAFF RELATIONS

I. SUMMARY DESRIPTION OF MODULE

A. Ob ective

To broaden trainees' understanding of the elements
involved in building and sustaining good staff relations.

Upon completion of this module, trainees should:

1. Understand the dimensions of staff selection criteria.

2. Understand staff management philosophies.

3. Understand goals of staff meetings.

4. Understand ways of maintaining contact with staff.

5. Understand relations between central office staff and
SEA personnel.

B. Participants

Trainers: 1 Instructor

Trainees: Project Managers

C. Summary of Module Activities

This is a series of case studies used to illustrate points
regarding staff relations.

D. Duration

1 hour
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II. REQUIRED MATERIALS AND AIDS

A. Trainer Preparatory Reading

1. Lippitt, R. and White, R.K. "An experimental study of
leadership and group life" in Maccoby, Newcomb, and
Hartley (editors), Readings in social psychology. New York:
Holt, Rinehart, & Winston, 1958, 496-511.

2. Luft, J. Of human interaction. Palo Alto: National Press
Books, 1969.

3. Sieber, S.D., et.al. The use of educational knowledge;
evaluation of the pilot state dissemination program.
New York: Columbia University, 1972, 263-266, 398-408.

B. Trainee Preparatory Reading

None

C. Aids and Equipment

None

III. SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

Topic

Step

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Determine individual
situations regarding
staff, priotities, etc.

Hiring staff

Characteristics and
value of staff meetings

Contact between
director and staff

Contact between
project and SEA

IV. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Activity

Group discussion

Mini-case study/
presentation

Presentation

Mini-case study/
presentation

Mini-case study/
presentation

Minutes

10

20

10

10

10

This session is best handled by an experienced information center
manager. However, readings and mini-case studies are provided so
that the module can be carried by other trainers. If an information
center manager is available, he may choose to add or to exchange
these case studies for some drawn from his own experience.
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V. CONDUCT OF THE SESSION

Step 1 Determine individual situations regarding (10 minutes)
staff, priotities, etc.

Ask trainees to briefly describe individual project.
Have each specify its size, number and type of
employees, priorities, etc. Points raised by
trainees may alter the use of the following
outline and case studies. For instance, if
there are no field agents, do not use the
part of the outline that discusses selection
criteria for field agents.

Step 2 Hiring staff (20 minutes)

Each trainee has a copy of the following case
study. Quickly read it aloud.

HIRING A NEW RETRIEVAL SPECIALIST

The dissemination project in Ceanville is now one year

old. The original staff included one retrieval coordinator,

one retrieval specialist, 3 field agents, and the

project director. During the first year, two parttime

field agents were added to the staff. Now a retrieval

specialist is to be added. The director has agreed to

the new position because John, the retrieval coordinator,

has convinced the director that there are simply too many

requests to be handled by the two-person staff. The director

has not made any decisions about possible reorganization within

the retrieval office. He has simply been thinking about

hiring another person that would take over the same

kinds of responsibilities that the other retrieval

specialists now do. For instance, John reviews all in-

coming requests. He then assigns half of them to Judy,
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the retrieval specialist and does half himself. The

three job applicants are each highly qualified, yet

possess very different strengths. The director finally

decides he must consider possible reorganization strategies

before he can hire the new retrieval specialist.

Discussion Points:

1. What strategies are open to the director?

Possible strategies -- 1. organize by resource
specialities e.g. human resources, ERIC computer
search resources, and local collection resources.
2. organize by regions, e.g. divide the state into-
three regions and have each retrieval specialist
handle requests from that area so there is close
liaison between specialist and field agents in
region. 3. Organize by topic area so that each
specialist can know all the relevant sources,
human, print, etc. for several given areas.

Having decided on a strategy, which of the three applicants

will the director choose?

(The trainer should read the brief description of each applicant.)

APPLICANT A. Marie, at the age of 26 has just received her

master's degree in library science. During her last quarter in

the University in Ceanville, Marie met the retrieval staff and

became enthusiastic about active dissemination rather than

passive holding of resource materials. In fact, her master's

thesis was influenced greatly by the kinds of work she has

seen in this project. She has had no directly relevant experience.

The only job she had before getting h-1 ester's was as the

librarian in an elementrary school library where the main

concern was getting books back on time.
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APPLICANT B. George is highly qualified. At the age of

35, he agreed to leave his position as a retrieval

coordinator in a regional information center se that

his wife could continue her education at the University

at Ceanville. Since her major is fairly unusual, she

felt she had to go where the courses were being offered.

George has a B.A. in English.

APPLICANT C. Barbara is currently one of the two part-

time field agents. Her husband has changed jobs and they

will be moving to Ceanville next month. She has worked

well with the staff and is liked by all. Her particular

strenghts are sensitivity to other's needs, and of course,

her great knowledge of the kinds of problems as well as

human resources found in the region she has been working.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

1. Which applicant will the director choose? Why?

2. How much weight should he give to the opinions of the

retrieval staff?

(Trainer: The answers will be based on the strategy chosen
for retrieval staff reorganization. Would prior knowledge
of the applicants have persuaded the director to choose a
different strategy?)

Following is an outline of points that cover more general
hiring criteria. Some of these points may have been brought out
during the previous discussion.

I. Hiring Staff: Identify needs and hire personnel with

strenghts that are complimentary, e.g. a retrieval



specialist with administrative skills. Selection

criteria include:

A. Retrieval Specialist

1. Record of ability to work well as part of a team.

2. Willingness to be trained in new skills.

3. Research background or understanding of research

4. Some experience in writing.

5. Potential for growth based on recommendations.

B. Extension Agent.

1. Verbal communication skills.

2. Sensitivity to others.

3. Good listener.

4. Background in working with people

5. Enthusiasm.

6. Experience in information science.

Step 3 Characteristics and value of staff meetings (10 minutes)

The following outline of points represent the material
to be covered in this brief presentation. Point A.1. is
well documented in the reading by Lippitt and White.
Although their illustrations of a democratic leader, a
autocratic leader, and a laissez-faire leader need to
be adapted for this presentation, these management
styles are useful to consider.

II. Characteristics and Value of Staff Meetings

A. Characteristics of Staff Meetings

1. Management philosophies -- democratic, autocratic,

and laissez-faire.



2. Open communication -- objective attitudes toward
policy discussions and conflict resolution.

3. Discussions centered on goals rather than
individual grandstanding.

4. Emphasis on teamwork.

B. Values of Monthly Staff Meetings

1. Plays key role in conceptualizing individual roles
and the purpose of the project.

2. Gives extension gents approval and support, especially
when agents operate in isolated conditions.

3. Content of meetings: problems, successes, plans and goal
modifications, evaluation of activities, training needs.

Step 4 Contact between director and staff (10 minutes)

The following case study will help illustrate the need for
contact with the staff. The discussion should focus on
ways to initiate and maintain contacts. The trainer should
read the following case study.

MAINTAINING CONTACT WITH FIELD AGENT

The state has a combination of big cities and rual

isoLated areas. Most of the field agents work in or

near a big city. One agent was assigned to a rual area.

The director has told the agent when he was hired that

he thought there would be a:position available for him

in one of the cities within six months. The agent has

now been in the field for seven months. He is unhappy,

feels lonely, and thinks that he has been forgotten. The

director tried to phone him often during the early

months since he was aware of the loneliness problem.

However, the project has been expanding lately and the



director does not have time for the bi-weekly

calls. The agent is a good one and the director

does not want to loose him. However, the position

in the city has not worked out. It now looks like

the agent will have to stay in his present location

for another five or six months. What kinds of new

communication links can the director provide for

the agent to relieve his sense of 'nobody cares'?

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

1. What can be done by the director?

2. What can be done by the retrieval staff?

3. What can be done by the other agents?

The following outline may suggest additional points
to be covered.

III. Contact between Director and Staff

A. Staff meetings.

B. Telephone contact between Center and extension
agents, two or three times per week.

C. Written reports.

1. Weekly report from extension agents -- daily
log of all contacts, input or output, summary of
what transpired, outcomes, and approximate
amount of time.

2. Monthly statistical report from Retrieval Center.



D. Visits to the field by directors -- learns field
problems, needs, successes, and gives agent support
and prestige

E. Continual informal contacts with Center staff.

F. Assignment of multiple tasks to each retrieval specialist
to develop expertise in all aspects of the program and
to minimize routine tasks.

Step 5 Contact between project and SEA (10 minutes)

The following case study illustrates a situation where there
is little formal contact between the project and the SEA
staff. It is followed by an outline that may provide ideas
not brought out in the discussion. the trainer should read the
case study.

LACK OF CONTACT BETWEEN DISSEMINATION PROJECT AND SEA

The setting is a staff meeting. The project director, two

full time field agents, one parttime field agent, and two

retrieval specialists are seated around a table. The first

item on the agenda is the lack of communication between

the project staff and the SEA staff. Early contacts were

not made because .the project staff were busy learning new

jobs and starting operations. At present, there are no

real problems. The project staff and the SEA staff just

leave each other alone. After bringing this situation

to the attention of the staff, the director says:

Director: We have several options open to us at this

time. We could just accept the situation as it is, being

grateful that we don't have any enemies. Or we could try

to initiate some contacts with individual staff members,

or with groups of them in which we explain our function.
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These contacts could be made through memos or they

could be made personally with each of us making a

few of the contacts. I suppose there are several other

ways of changing the situation. I would like to know

what ideas each of you have. Hank, do you think we

should try to alter our relationship with the SEA?

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

1. Did the director pose the problem in an open way?

2. Will the staff be able to present their ideas?

3. What ideas might they present?

4. How should the director handle the situation if the

retrieval specialist who deals only with print materials,

and the parttime field agent think the situation should

be left as it is while the rest of the staff, including

the project director feels that better contacts need to

be established between the project and the SEA?

5. How should the director help the staff decide on a

strategy -- e.g. what should be done first and when

it should be done, what should be done second and when

it should be done, etc.

IV. Establishing Contact Between Project Staff and Other Sea

Personnel. Various steps can be taken to raise the level of

awareness within the Department.

A. A brief explanation of services at a cabinet meeting by
the director.

B. Personal contact with individual directors (general education,
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career education. etc.) to negotiate the use of
specialists in the various department sections.

C. Follow -up slide/tape presentations to section staff
meetings by retrial specialists. This can initiate
requests for services within the department.

D. Use of various specialists for technical assistance.

E. Send copies of field requests to appropriate specialists
for information.

F. Use of services by specialists.

G. Notification of all personnel of newly acquired
publications.

H. Channeling of special articles to specialists.

I. Keeping the Associate Superintendent, Deputy Superintendent,
and Superintendent informed via memo and progress reports
and/or personal reports.

J. Visiting ZED superintendents, discussion reports.

Trainer should briefly summarize the major points of
this session. Trainer should determine if trainees feel
they have an understanding of:

1. Staff selection criteria.

2. Staff management philosophies.

3. Goals of staff meetings.

4. Ways of maintaining contact with staff.

5. Ways of establishing relations between central
office staff and SEA personnel.



SESSION NO. 15

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER-BASED EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS

I. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF MODULE

A. Ob ective

To provide a comprehensive overview of the state of the
art in computer retrieval oystems for educational
information data bases.

Upon completion of this module, trainees should:

Be aware of the various educational information data
files, and the kinds of information available in each.

Be aware of the differences between batch and on-line
searching systems and understand the advantages and
disadvantages of each.

Be aware of the various batch and on-line systems
currently available, and know who is using each one.

B. Participants

Trainers: 1 Instructor

Trainees: All

C. Summary of Module Activities

This is a lecture, with time for questions and discussion
at the end of the presentation.

D. Duration

1 hour
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II. REQUIRED MATERIALS AND AIDS

A. Trainer Preparatory Reading

There is some new material in press on this area and we
suggest that the trainer obtain this for preparation.
ERIC and LEASCO are distributing a new handout which
should a complete description of the ERIC tapes. Also,
Allan Humphrey of the School of Library Science at U.C.
Berkeley, is now completing a report for ERIC which
describes the status of batch searching systems for the
ERIC tapes. Materials on DIALOG and ORBIT, the two
interactive systems currently available can be obtained
from Lockheed and System Development Corporation.

B. Trainee Preparatory Re ling

None

C. Aids and Equipment

None needed, however, if additional time is available,
films might be obtained from ERIC, Lockheed and S.D.C.

III. SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

TOPIC ACTIVITY MINUTES

Step 1 The ERIC Date Base Lecture 10

Step 2 Searching to ERIC Tapes Lecture 15

Step.. 3 Currently Available Systems Lecture 15

Step 4 Getting Started Lecture 15

Step 5 Summary and Questions Discussion 5

IV. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

If possible. an expert in this area should be obtained
to present this session. In addition to his session,
if possible, trainees should be provided some
"hands on" experience in working with a computer
search system during the training session.
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V. CONDUCT OF THE SESSION

Step 1. The ERIC Data Base (10 minutes)

A. the ERIC system
B. the ERIC tapes

1. contents
2. format

a. sequential files
b. inverted files

3. availability and distribution
Step 2. Searching the ERIC Tapes (15 minutes)

A. overview
B. search logic
C. searching strategies

1. sequential vs. inverted files
2. batch vs. on-line systems

Step 3. Currently Available Systems (15 minutes)

A. batch systems
B. on-line systems

Step 4. Getting Started (15 minutes)

A. buying a package
B. buying a searching service
C. developing your own software
D. modifying existing software

Step 5. Summary and Discussion (5 minutes)
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RETRIEVING ERIC INFORMATION--A

I. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF MODULE

A. Objective

To provide a basic introduction to the interdependencies of
personnel functions with the retrieval process, and to illustrate
several elements of the retrieval process through the use of
selected ERIC products.

Upon completion of this module, trainees should be able to:

1. Relate the retrieval process to the sequence of several
activities in a service center and identify its inter-
dependencies with other functions

2. Explain the structure and format of the ERIC vocabulary
authority (Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors) and describe
the impact of indexing prac%ices on the searchers'
translation activities

3. Conduct manual searches of Research in Education and
Current Index to Journals in Education--beginning with
the use of the Thesaurus-- to understand some of the
decisions and judgments that must be made by searchers

B. Participants

Trainers: One instructor

Trainees: All

C. Summary of Module Activities

The trainer introduces the module with a presentation on the
interface points and interdependencies in the flow of major
center functions. Emphasis is on various translation
activities involved in this flow. The major portion of this
presentation is then devoted to explaining the structure and
format of the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors, a principal
tool in handling these translation problems. As a group,
trainees work through some Thesaurus exercises with the trainer
and then conduct a search of RIE and CIJE in small groups (or
individually). The session is concluded by a review and discussion
of the search exercise.



D. Duration

Two hours.

II. A. Trainer Preparatory Reading

1. Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development.
The Educational Information Consultant (EIC): Skills in
Disseminating Education Information. Berkeley, California:
Far West Laboratory for Education Research and Development
1972. [Retrieval Module, Elements 1, 2, and 3 of Trainer's
Manual.)

2. mathies,M. L. and Peter G. Watson. Computer-Based Reference
Service. (To be published by American Library Association,
Summer 1973.) [Part One and Appendices A and B]

3. How to Use ERIC. Washington, D.C.: Superintendent of
Documents, The U.S. Government Printing Office, 1972.
(0E72-129)

4. Goodman, Frederick. "The Role and Function of the Thesaurus
in Education" in Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors. New York:
CCM Information Corporation, 1972.

B. Trainee Preparatory Reading

1. How to Use ERIC. Washington, D.C.: Superintendent of
Documents, The U.S. Government Printing Office, 1972.
(0E72-129)

2. Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development,
The Educational Information Consultant (EIC): Skills in
Disseminating Educational Information. Berkeley, California:
Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development,
1972. ["The Search Strategy "]

(Retrieval specialists will have read this paper for Session 12,
but it will be a new assignment for field agents and project
managers.)

3. Sample Search Request Forms

(Retrieval specialists will have these in their packets
for Module 12)
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C. Aids and Equipment

At the beginning of the session the instructor should distribute
the following items:

1. Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors

2. Research in Education (September 1972 issue)

3. Current Index to Journals in Education (September 1972 issue)

Displays R1 - R4b and Retrieval Exercise--A are included in
the

III. SCHEDULE

trainees' packets.

OF ACTIVITIES

Topic Activity Minutes

Step 1 Introduction to Personnel Roles
in the Translation Activities
of the Retrieval Process

Presentation/Discussion 20

Step 2 Understanding and Using the Presentation/Group 40
Thesaurus Exercises

Step 3 Conducting Manual Searches
of RIE and CIJE: RETRIEVAL

Small Group Exercise 30

EXERCISE - -A

Step 4 Review of Search Results on Group Discussion 30
RETRIEVAL EXERCISE - -A

IV. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

It would be desirable to supplement this session at Step 2 with a
presentation by a representative (indexer/abstractor) from an ERIC
clearinghouse. This individual could be asked to give a concluding
15-minute presentation on the specific indexing practices of his
clearinghouse with illustrations of the indexer's decision points
relative to such items as the use of generic and specific terms,
adoption of definitions specific to his clearinghouse's speciality
area, and coverage of peripheral subject areas. The clearinghouse
representative could also be available to answer questions from
trainees on document acquisitions and processing by the ERIC system.



V. CONDUCT OF THE SESSION

Step 1 Introduction to Personnel Roles in the Translation Activities
of the Retrieval Process (20 minutes)

In the introduction to the EIC materials, a well-

known quote from James Thurber is cited: "So much

has already been written about everything that you

cannot find out anything about it." This observation

vividly captures the problem of information retrieval.

We all encounter difficulty in finding material on a

specific topic, even when we are fairly certain that

relevant works have been brought under bibliographic

control in the published world or in the ERIC

system. Thus it is essential that we focus

considerable attention on this particular

service function in this training session--not

only for the retrieval specialists, but for

all center or project personnel.

In this first retrieval session we would like

to begin our illustration of the importance of

understanding the retrieval process--particularly

ERIC retrieval--to all Center or project personnel

by discussing the sequence of retrieval activities,

particularly as the whole process relates to other

Center activities and the responsibilities each



of you has in developing an understanding of

skills required in these areas. We will then

concentrate on the problem of translating the

natural language of the client into the language

of the system. We will be using ERIC to illustrate

this problem since the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors

and the ERIC search tools will be major resources for

all of you.

[Ask trainees to find the Information Searching

Procedures flowchart (Display R1) in their packets.]

Although some of you have discussed this flowchart

in an earlier module, I want to use it now to

point out some interrelationships in the normal

flow of center activities. In this version of

the flowchart, we have added dotted lines through

several of the action boxes, indicating that there

are definite or potential interfaces between the

searcher and other personnel. We should note three

key interface points:

(1) Redefine Problem Statement. The results of the

query negotiation process are typically summarized

on a search request form--a step that we have added

to this flowchart. This is our first interaction or

interface between project personnel, even if it is
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NEGOTIATION

--IREDEFINE.

-PAOBLEM
STATEMENT

PREPARE
SUMMARY

STATEMENT

STRUCTURE

SEARCH

SELECT
SEARCH TERMS

YES

NO
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REDEFINE

PROBLEM?

SELECT
INFORMATION

YES

NO

YES

END

RETRIEVAL

----1

TRANSFORMATIO-Ni
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SEARCH ALTERNATIVES

(THE BIBLIOGRAPHIC CHAIN)*

LOCATION TOOLS

(Secondary Sources)

--Indexes

--Abstracts
--Bibliographic

Reviews
--Project Reports

--Agency Resource
File

01 HUMAN RESOURCES

01
INSTITUTIONAL
RESOURCES

WORKS IN PROGRESS

UNPUBLISHEO
STUDIES

REPORTS AW)
MONOGRAPHS

PERIODICALS

01

ANNUAL REPORTS

STATE-OF-THE-ART

REVIEWS

BOOKS

ENCYCLOPEDIC

SUMMARIES
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g e1 Ijiberatore, Jeri leo, 'enter rot trArt .itp tn. U S v -OttIllytat1001, I 1.1 fire Off Ire of f Nee on)
I.

IINFORMATION SEARCHING PROCEDURE

[Adapted from EIC materials)
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represented by the transmission of a piece of paper. A

retrieval specialist or central office staff member

reviews this summary statement before developing a search

strategy--noting special instructions regarding level or

type of documents and any indications from the field

agent regarding the type of search that should be

performed, e.g., comprehensive or selected, or other

clues that characterize the client's needs. Most of the

search forms that you will review do not contain sections

for comments by the field agent, and some of you may wish

to adapt existing forms, but add some sections that

supplement areas for guidance from the field agent on the

nature of the search or of the client.

Some sample search forms used by currently operating

centers are included in your packets.

Before structuring a search strategy, the retrieval spe-

cialist may need more information. The arrow pointing

down thus should have a yes-no branching to indicate that

the retrieval specialist may contact the field agent,

or go back directly to the client, to refine the search

problem further.
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(2) Need to Redefine the Problem. In some cases the need

to obtain more guidance on the client's information

needs does not reveal itself until the search is well

under way. As you will experience particularly in the

next retrieval module, the complexities of a particular

topic cannot be anticipated--either by the client, the

field agent, or the retrieval specialist--until some

initial searching has been done. This inevitability

poses some problems, similar to the first redefinition:

o Does the retrieval specialist stop to seek

further guidance at critical decision points in

the search process?

If the anw is yes, to whom does the retrieval

specialist turn: the field agent? the client?

both?

Do some of you here have any feelings about how

situations like this should be handled?

[There is no right or wrong way of handling such situa-
tions, but each project or center will have to develop
procedures for handling such occurrences. In some
centers, the retrieval specialist first contacts the
field agent, and if the agent feels that the client
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should be contacted directly, he or she either makes
the follow-up contact with the center or recommends
that the specialist make the call.]

(3) Select Information. We will be discussing the task of

judging the relevancy of retrieval items in the Packaging

and Communications Module. What we might consider at

this interface point is who should be responsible for

screening materials: the central office staff (i.e., the

retrieval specialist) or the field agent?

[Again, this procedural question has no single resolu-
tion but varies from center ro center, depending partly
on the kinds of packages developed to send to clients.
For example, in those centers that prepare bound printout
listings it is difficult for the field agent to screen
items further, but particularly relevant items can be
asterisked. In other cases the retrieval specialist
notes the most relevant items for the field agent in a
cover note, and the agent then screens further, adds
locally identified items, or simply passes on the package
to the client.]

Where in this flowchart do you see action points where the

retrieval specialist might seek help from other staff members

or personnel outside the center?

[For example, the searcher might bring a particularly diffi-
cult search to a full staff meeting for consultation and
advice, or might informally request assistance from another
staff member. If the subject area is particularly difficult,
the searcher might call upon an SEA subject specialist to
clarify meanings and help in the selection of terms and/or



resources; otherwise the searcher might call an outside
agency to identify specific information or additional
resources.]

The details and skills for functioning at these interface

points are the concern of several modules that follow, but to

summarize the point about interdependencies among all personnel

in the retrieval process, I would like you to look at Display

R2 with me. In this simplified picture of the chain of com-

munication between start and completion of a search, you will

notice a common thread of potential di:ficulty running

throughout the communications effort. At each linking point,

whether it is between two people, between man and machine, or

between man and a system such as ERIC, there are translations

that must take place.

To start, the field agent is translating the communications

received from the client, who in turn is translating the

suggestions and comments from the field agen:: to guide his/her

thinking. [Walk through remaining links.]

This display represents a chain of communcatIons that is

somewhat analogous to the infamous whisper game, where the

last person to receive the communication (who is also the

initiator) may or may not hear a reasonable facsimile of his

originally whispered message. However, several elements in
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the service-related communications differ from this analogy.

One element of difference is that the original s'atement from

the client may not be the complete one, and this is not

known until the search results are placed before him ("Gh yes,

I really only wanted information on the slow learner.")

Another difference exists in the kinds of checks and balances

that can be built into the service communications. We have:

(1) The skill and focussed effort of the field agent working

with clients and understanding the kinds of information

that are important in developing a complete statement on

the search problem

(2) The request form that is used to guide the query nego-

tiation process, and x9sults in a written record of the

initial transaction, which is expanded upon as required

by the retrieval specialist

(3) A systematic approach to ferreting out information,

represented by the orderly steps and decision points in

the flowchart we just discussed

(4) The final opportunity to judge the relevancy of the

information to the original problem statement, and the
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option of returning to any one point in the process, or

turning to outside help

These kinds of safeguards and avenues of resources can con-

tribute to a quality performance in the retrieval area,

although they do not all necessarily contribute to rapid

throughput and economy of operation. The quantitative

aspects are dictated more by such conditions as experienced

personnel, continued advances in the technology and in system

input developments, and an underlying philosophy of what con-

stitutes a quality job. This latter item is the most

difficult issue, and one we will address, along with the

others, in other sessions.

Step 2 Using the ERIC Thesaurus of Descriptors (40 minutes)

One other major area in which the translation problem can be

brought under control is through center personnel developing

an understanding of the resource system and skill in the use

of reference tools. The basic philosophy of this training

session is that retrieval specialists must have the expertise

and skill in Thesaurus, but equally important, that field

agents and project managers must have a fairly solid founda-

tion in the same areas. (We hope that the introduction to



this module has helped to justify this traininr, rationale.)

In particular, it is important that all personnel have some

knowledge of the language of ERIC. There are several

important things to understand about the language or terminol-

ogy of the Thesaurus: (1) how it was developed; (2) what it

tells us about how the clearinghouses index documents; and

(3) how to use its several sections.

[Distribute copies of Thesaurus and ask trainees to find
Displays R3 and R4 in their packets.]

The best resources for acquiring this knowledge are: (1) the

introduction to the Thesaurus, by Dr. Frederick Goodman, and

(2) Computer-BasedReference Services, by Dr. Mathies and

Peter Watson. Retrieval specialists may wish to refer

directly to the ERIC Operating Manual for more specific

details on the guidelines for indexing and abstracting.

From these works we can see that there are some basic ERIC

input principles and procedures that become very important

in the retrieval operation. [Refer to Display R3.]

Discussion Guide for Display R3

(1) The vocabulary used in describing documents (i.e., the

descriptors) has been placed under control, and there
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Principles and Procedures Searching Application

(1) ERIC vocabulary is controlled

(2) The Thesaurus is based on the
coordinate indexing concept, and
includes some multiterm descriptors
that have been precoordinated.

(3) Only preferred terms from the Thesaurus
are used in indexing documents,

although new terms may be recommended
by indexers.

(4) Terms in the Thesaurus are not
assigned to unique classes, but are
displayed in clusters showing relation-
ships between terms in "families."
Indexors select terms most appropriate
for the general and/or specific levels
of discussion in a given document.

natural language of the request
must be translated into the preferred
terminology (descriptors) of the
Thesaurus.

If a precoordinated term does not
exist, searchers use terms represent-

ing different concepts from a search
problem and coordinate or combine
these selected terms in searching.
(This application is particularly
important in computer searching.)

Searchers must note the "USE" and
"Use For" distinction among synonyms
that appear in the Thesaurus.

Searchers should select appropriate
terms (including broader, narrower,
and/or related terms) from several
different clusters or families.

Display R3



are guidelines for indexers and searchers to deal with

the problems of dissimilar usage of terms in various

areas of education, and with the proliferation of terms

representing a similar idea or concept. This control is

exerted by personnel within several components of the

ERIC system: subject specialists in clearinghouses

identify new descriptors; the PET (Panel on Educational

Terminology) establishes general policy; and ERIC

Central in NIE retains final authority in implementation.

For example, COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION is the ERIC

preferred term, and is used in place of CAI, COMPUTER

AIDED INSTRUCTION, and COMPUTER BASED INSTRUCTION--all

perfectly good words and part of our natural language

usage, but redundant and unwieldy.

(2) The Thesaurus is built on the coordinate indexing

concept, which allows the descriptors to be combined in

various ways at the time of searching. A variation on

this main concept is the multiterm descriptor, which

represents already coordinated (i.e., precoordinated)

terms that have a clear relationship, e.g., INFORMATION

CENTERS, rather than INFORMATION AND CENTERS.



Language or terminology in the Thesaurus stems from the

literature, and not from a predetermined classification

scheme, such as we see in typical subject-heading systems.

(3) [Refer to Display R4a.] All terms--preferred terms and

synonyms--are listed alphabetically in the first section.

Preferred terms are indicated in large bold letters

(e.g., INDUSTRIALIZATION). Synonyms to preferred terms

appear in the listing but are followed by a USE notation,

e.g., INDUSTRIAL CRAFTS, and after OF (USE FOR), e.g.,

EMPLOYEE RELATIONS. This system of cross references

helps the searcher enter at any of several terms includ-

ing your "natural language" preferences, and be pointed

to the correct term. [Ask group to identify all the

synonyms for ENGLISH (SECOND LANGUAGE).]

(4) The displays of groups of terms in the Thesaurus do not

represent comprehensive classes, nor are terms assigned

exclusively to any one cluster. Hierarchical relation-

ships are shown, however, through the use of Broader

(BT) and Narrower terms (NT). For example, in Display

R4a, INFORMATION CENTERS are a more specific kind of

INFORMATION SOURCES or RESOURCE CENTERS. BANKING, BRICK

INDUSTRY, etc., are more specific kinds of INDUSTRIES.
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DESCRIPTORS

Shop Curriculum
Trade And Industrial Education
Vocational Education
Woodworking

Industrial Arts Laboratories
ust SCHOOL SHOPS

Industrial Arts Shops
usr SCHOOL SHOPS

INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHERS
BT Teachers
87 Industrial Arts

pidustrial Crafts
vst INDUSTRIAL ARTS

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 140
SN All types of education related to

industry including industrial arts and
education for occupations in industry
at all levels

UF Industrial Instruction
ST Educet.,r
RT Fluid Power Education

Industrial Arts
Industrial Technology
Industrial Training
Trade And Industrial,Education
Trade And Industrial Teachers
Vocational Education
Vocational Schools

INDUSTRIAL STRUCTURE 490
BT Organization
RT Developed Nations

Industrialization
Industry
Mergers
Organization Size (Groups)

INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY 400
380 ST Technology

RT Industrial Education
Industry
Technical Education

Industrial Instruction
us( INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION

INDUSTRIALIZATION 490
BT Development
RT Demography

Developed Nations
Developing Nations
Industrial Structure
Industry
Socioeconomic Influences
Steel Industry
Technological Advancement
Technology
Urbanization

Industrial Nations
ust DEVELOPED NATIONS

INDUSTRIAL PERSONNEL 380
13T Personnel
RT Administrative Personnel

Developed Nations
Employees
Employers
Industrial Relations
Industry
Laborers
Mechanical Design Technicians
Production Technicians
Radiographers
Supervisors

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 150
UF Employee Relations

Labor Relations
8T Relationship
RT Collective Bargaining

Collective Negotiaticit
Employer Employee Relationship
Employment

i
Fringe Benefits
Industrial Personnel
Industrial Training
Labor Unions
Public Relations

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING 270
SN Training for employees conducted by

industrial organizations
BT Training
RT Adult Vocational Education

Apprenticeships
Industual Education
Industrial Relations
Inp lant Programs
Job Training
Off The Job Training
On The Job Training
Released Time
Trade And Industrial Education
Trainees
Trainers

Industrial X Ray Operators
usE RADIOGRAPHERS

INDUSTRY 370
NT Banking

Brick Industry
Broadcast Industry
Construction Industry
Feed Industry
Food Service Industry
Insurance Companies
Lumber Industry
Manufacturing Industry
Meat Packing Industry
Petroleum Industry
Publishing Industry
Telephone Communications Industry
Tourism

BT Business
RT Coordinators

Equipment Manutacturers
Fluid Power Education
Industrial Arts
Industrialization
Industrial Personnel
Industrial Structure
Industrial Technology
Instrumentation
Mergers
Needle Trades
Office Machines
Organizations (Groups)
Organization Size (Groups)
Producer Services
Production Techniques
School Industry Relationship

Industry School Relationship
us( SCHOOL INDUSTRY RELATIONSHIP

INEQUALITIES 340
BT Mathematical Concepts

Display ROW

INFANCY 130
RT Childhood

Individual Development
Infant Mortality
Infants
Pediatrics Training
Premature Infants

INFANT BEHAVIOR 060
BT Behavior
RT Infants

Infant Death Rate
usE INFANT MORTALITY

INFANT MORTALITY 070
UF Infant Death Rate
BT Death
RT Infancy

Premature Infants

INFANTS 3BD
NT Premature Infants
BT Age Groups
RT Infancy

Infant Behavior

INFECTIOUS DISEASES 250
NT Communicable Diseases
BT Diseases
RT Dishwashing

Infirmaries
USE HEALTH FACILITIES

Inflatable Structures
USE AIR STRUCTURES

Informal Conversational Usage
usE STANDARD SPOKEN USAGE

INFORMAL LEADERSHIP 060
BT Leadership

INFORMAL ORGANIZATION 020
BT Organization
RT Communication (Thought Transfer)

Organizational Climate
Organizations (Groups)
Power Structure

INFORMAL READING INVENTORY 520
BT Reading Tests
RT Reading Ability

Reading Comprehension
Reading Materials
Word Recognition

INFORMATION CENTERS 210
BT Information Sources

Resource Centers
RT Automation

Decentralized Library Systems
Educational Facilities
Information Science
Information Storage
Instructional Materials Centers
Libraries
Library Facilities
Library Technicians

INFORMATION DISSEMINATION 330
UF Dissemination
NT Publicize
BT Information Utilization
RT Communication (Thought Transfer)

Diffusion
Documentation
Facsimile Transmission
Information Networks
Information Services

111

I
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To satisfy ourselves that there are reciprocals of the

broader and narrower terms, let us trace the two broader

terms for INFORMATION CENTERS in the Thesaurus and see

the other kinds of narrower terms that are listed under

each.

[The trainer might point out that the term RESOURCE
UNITS, which is also found under INFORMATION SOURCES,
cannot be clearly understood just from its position in
this family, and is not similar to INFORMATION CENTERS.
Ask the trainee to trace RESOURCE UNITS in the first
section of the Thesaurus and in the Descriptor Group
Display--in the last two sections of the Thesaurus--as a
way of trying to understand how the term might be used.)

Another kind of relationship--Related Terms (RTs)--is

found in the group displays. These terms are not neces-

sarily a part of the hierarchical arrangement, but

instead are suggestions of alternative terms that may

even represent opposite concepts. An interesting example

of this "triggering" idea can be found on our sample

page, Display R4(b). Dishwashing, for example, leads us

to DISEASE CONTROL, INFECTIOUS DISEASES, SANITATION,

HEALTH, etc., some of which may help broaden our search

or focus in on another aspect of the problem statement.

The major impact of the Thesaurus on searching is the

responsibility that it places on the field agent or
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DESCRIPTORS

DISCUSSION (TEACHING TECHNIQUE)

510
UF Class Discussion
NT Group Discussion
BT Teaching Methods
RT Discussion Expenence

Discussion Groups
Discussion Programs

DISCUSSION EXPERIENCE 200
BT

RT

Experience
Discussion (Teaching Technique)
Discussion Groups
Discussion Programs

DISCUSSION GROUPS 280
UF Study Circles
BT Groups
RT Discussion (Teaching Technique)

Discussion Experience
Discussion-Programs
Group Discussion
Listening Groups
T Groups

DISCUSSION PROGRAMS 270
BT Programs
RT Alumni Education

Discussion (Teaching Technique)
Discussion Experience
Discussior Groups
Speeches

DISEASE CONTROL 250
RT Cleaning

Communicable Diseases
Communit Health
Controlled Environment
Diseases
Dishwashing
Health
Hygiene
Pesticides
Public Health
Sanitation

Disease Incidence
USE DISEASE RATE

DISEASE RATE 250
UF Disease Incidence
RT Diseases

DISEASES 250
NT Alcoholism

Allergy
Asthma
Diabetes
Drug Addiction
Infectious Diseases
Injuries
Mental Illness
Occupational Diseases
Physical Handicaps
Psychosomatic Diseases
Seizures

RI Disease Control
Disease Rate
Health
Hygiene
Pathology
Physical Health
Pollution
Prenatal Influences

DISHWASHING 250
BT Cleaning
RT Dining Facilities

Disease Control
Food Handling Facilities
Food Service
Health
Health Needs
Hygiene
Infectious Diseases
Public Health
Sanitary Facilities
Sanitation
Sanitation Improvement

T

Dismissal
USE DISQUALIFICATION

Disordered Behavior
use MALADJUSTMENT

DISPLAY PANELS 170
BT Audiovisual Aids

Vertical Work Surfaces
RT Chalkboards

Educational Equipment
Exhibits
Merchandising
Three Dimensional Aids

DISPLAY SYSTEMS 050
BT Information Systems
RT Computers

Electronic Data Processing
Electronic Equipment
Information Processing
Input Output
Man Machine Systems
Screens (Displays)

DISQUALIFICATION 500
UF Dismissal
RT Withdrawal

Dissemination
USE INFORMATION DISSEMINATION

DISTANCE 160
UF Proximity

Range (Distance)
RT Geographic Location

Height
Instructional Trips
Intervals
School Location
Topology
Transportation

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 290
NT Phonological Units
BT Linguistics
RT Acoustic Phonetics

Artificial Speech
Componential Analysis
Consonants
Language Universals
Phonemes
Phonetics
Phonology
Physics

Distribution (Economics)
USE MARKETING

Distribution Free Statistics
USE NONPARAMETRIC STATISTICS

Display R4 (b)

DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION 140
UF Retail Training
NT Salesmanship
BT Vocational Education
RT Agribusiness

Auto Parts Men
Business Education
Business Subjects
Clothing Maintenance Specialists
Cooperative Education
Distributive Education Teachers
Food Service Occupations
Marketing
Merchandising
Office Occupations
Office Practice
Retailing
Sales Occupations
Sales Workers
Vocational Education Teachers
Wholesaling

DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION TEACHERS
380
BT Vocational Education Teachers
RT Distributive Education

District Libraries
USE -REGIONAL LIBRARIES

DIVERGENT THINKING 310
BT Creative Thinking
RT Inductive Methods

Problem Solving
Productive Thinking

DIVIDED CATALOGS 320
SN Catalogs in which entries are separat-

ed into two or more filing sequences
BT Catalogs
RT Bibliographies

Bookiists
Cataloging
Dictionary Catalogs
Indexes (Locaters)
Information Storage
Libraries

DIVISION 340
BT Arithmetic
RT Addition

Multiplication

DOCTORAL DEGREES 140
BT Degrees (Titles)
RT Academic Rank (Professional)

Bachelors Degrees
Degree Requirements
Doctoral Programs
Doctoral Theses
Masters Degrees
Specialist In Education Degrees
Teacher Educator Education

Doctoral Dissertations
USE DOCTORAL THESES

DOCTORAL PROGRAMS 410
BT College Programs
RT Degree Requirements

Doctoral Degrees
Graduate Study
Higher Education
Teacher Educator Education

I



retrieval staff to understand the meaning behind words

or terms used by clients so that the searcher can select

the most appropriate Thesaurus terms.

Before we do a search in RIE and CIJE, let us work

through some examples together so that you understand

the format and use of each section of the Thesaurus.

1. The first section--the main body of descriptors--

displays the clusters or families of descriptors

that we have been talking about. Let us assume we

wish to find some information on the use of nonpro-

fessional personnel for a bilingual program, and let

us see how you might trace several leads to candi-

date terms.

[Ask trainees to recommend a term often used for nonpro-
fessional, e.g., paraprofessional, and to find it and
related terms in the Thesaurus.]

[The trainer can illustrate the tracing procedure on a
chalkboard in the following way, which helps to show
that_the searcher could enter at several points and get
to BILINGUAL TEACHER AIDES.]

Paraprofessional PARAP FESSIONAL SCHOOL PERSONNEL

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Teacher Aires Nonprofessi861 Subprofessionals Vo teers Differentiated

Personnel

i

Staffs

BILINGUAL TEACHER AIDES ....-
....... .

NO IMO
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2. [Refer to pages 259-300 in Thesaurus.] The second

section or Rotated Descriptor Display in the The-

saurus is, in effect, an alphabetical index to the

first section. It is an alphabetical listing of all

descriptors, with words of multiterm descriptors

displayed on either side of the aligned words in the

alphabetical listing. To illustrate its utility,

you might look for descriptors in the main section

that relate to self-instructional learning materials,

beginning with a term such as PROGRAMMED MATERIALS,

and then find a related term that begins with a prefix

that might be followed by several words. Check the

Rotated Descriptor Display to find the several dif-

ferent terms that begin with this prefix.

[An example in which the speed of using the Rotated
Descriptor Display is obvious is with the term auto-
instructional-related terms.]

Often the point of entry is reversed. For example,

what are the possible combinations for representing

"school and community relations"? A quick way of

checking the appropriate multiterm phrase for this

kind of descriptor is to use the Rotated Descriptor

Display.



[Ask Trainees to cite the three pages (289, 290, and
265) on which the multiterm descriptor SCHOOL COM-
MUNITY RELATIONSHIP appears.]

A final example of how the Rotated Lescriptor Display

can be quite useful is in the identification of sev-

eral multiterm descriptors that begin with a similar

word. For example, check the Rotated Descriptor

Display for all the descriptors that begin with the

word INFORMATION or CURRICULUM.

[Ask trainee to look at both parts of the
listing.]

As we will see later, this particular use of the

Thesaurus is quite important in computer searching.

3. The final two sections are also indexes to the main

body of descriptors. In the third section (pages 301-

304) the families of clusters are listed with code

numbers that you see used in the main section.

Definitions of these groups are provided, and then

in the fourth section (page 305 on) the specific

descriptors in each of these groups are listed.

Again, it is important to note that these groupings

do not represent a formal classification scheme.



They were created after the main body of terms was

developed. These groupings perform the function of

characterizing sets or clusters of descriptors that

the searcher can use as starting points in the selec-

tion of search terms. However, these last sections

should be used in conjunction with the main (first)

section. To illustrate the importance of this, I

would like you to trace only one term and see that

terms in its cluster belong to several different

Descriptor Groups.

[Ask the trainees to trace the descriptor UNGRADED
CURRICULUM in group 110 to other terms and identify
the group numbers to which the other terms belong.
For example: UNGRADED CLASSES is 280; UNGRADED ELE-
MENTARY PROGRAMS is 140; UNGRADED SCHOOLS is 470;
and FLEXIBLE PROGRESSION is 510.]

Step 3_ Conducting a Manual Search of RIE and CIJE: RETRIEVAL
EXERCISE--A (30 minutes)

We are not going to concentrate on the manual searching of

the ERIC printed products during this training session, but

we would like to have you work on the searching of RIE and

CIJE for one exercise, to illustrate several points:

Point 1. It will be worthwhile for you to work backwards

into the query negotiation process by taking a somewhat



incomplete statement of a search problem, and--by looking at

some of the literature in the field--think about some of the

questions that might have been posed to this hypothetical

superintendent. (We threw in an additional wrinkle by making

the topic a relatively new one in which the terminology still

belongs to the "buzz word" class.)

Point 2. For both field agents and retrieval specialists, I

think you will find manual searching of the ERIC products a

useful way of becoming familiar with the terminology used in

the system--even if you rely primarily on a batch or on-line

system. (In an on-line system, you can test the meaning of

terms by browsing through some results on-line; but in a

batch system, particularly, you may wish to begin your under-

standing of a subject area by looking through a few RIEs.)

Point 3. Last, I think that you will all begin to feel the

dilemma of making relevancy judgments for your clients, and

that you would all like to have as much information as pos-

sible from the client on which to base those judgments. Thus,

I hope this searching experience can demonstrate the inter-

dependency of the personnel roles--particularly between the

query-negotiator and the searcher--and the team effort that

is required to serve a client well.
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[The trainer should let the trainees work individually or in
small groups, depending upon the number of RIEs and CIJEs
that are available and the size of the group. Before letting
them begin, the trainer might also walk through the Exercise
Sheet and the attached worksheet, and point out the various
sections of both the RIE and CIJE.]

Step 4 Rr...view of Search Results on RETRIEVAL EXERCISE--A

(A TRAINER DISCUSSION GUIDE has been developed to aid the
direction of this discussion, but the trainer should conduct
the session primarily by asking the trainees to volunteer

their findings and their judgments on each document.]



SESSION NO. 16

RETRIEVING ERIC INFORMATION--A

Trainer's Discussion Guide

for

Retrieval Exercise - -A

This particular exercise may be used to illustrate several important search
considerations:

The search itself is in a new area, and the terms are not yet clearly
defined and understood by educators. For example, the descriptor OPEN
EDUCATION only entered the ERIC system in September, 1972, and the
descriptor OPEN PLAN SCHOOLS can refer to materials on open education
as well as those on facilities for "open schools" or "schools without
walls."

The search lends itself to illustrating the overlap in coverage by the
different clearinghouses. The trainer might make a point of asking the
trainees to identify the several clearinghouses that processed the mate-
rIals into the ERIC system.

The manual search, with careful reading of the abstracts or bibliographic
citations, helps to illustrate the scope of materials that can be found
on a single topic--within a single month's acquisitions. Trainees might
be asked to suggest questions they would pose to the superintendent if
they were to "renegotiate" the question.

To help the trainer in preparing for this exercise, the worksheets have been
completed with suggested search tt...ms, brief comments on each citations are
provided. (The complete resumes for each ED and EJ reference are also
included.)
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SESSION NO. 17

INTRODUCTION TO QUERY NEGOTIATION PROCESS--A

I. SUMMARY DESCPIPTION OF MODULE

A. Objective

To provide the trainee with an introductory-level exposure to the

process of query negotiation, and a frame of reference from which
he will be able to make future judgments regarding the negotiation
process and his own mode of operation.

The five basic ingredients of a negotiation to be introduced in this
session are the field agent's ability to:

1. Ask the right questions

2. Guide the discussion

3. Analyze the client's real concerns and motivations

4. Develop a sensitivity to the client's needs through the art of
listening

5. Increase his personal rapport with the client

The initial exposure will be accomplished through the trainees'
personal evaluation of a taped telephone interview between a field
agent and a client. The trainee will be aided in his evaluation
by an Observer Checklist that contains a series of questions and
multiple-choice answers.

B. Participants

Trainers: One instructor to serve as the session moderator

Trainees: All

C. Summary of Module Activities

Following the session moderator's introductory statement, the
trainees will listen to a taped interview of a telephone negotia-
tion between a field agent and a client. The trainees will complete
the Observer Checklist that is provided for their use during this
session, following which they will participate in a brief discussion
of their checklist responses. The trainees will then be divided
into five groups. Each group will be assigned one of the five key
concepts, e.g., asking the right question, listening, etc. The
interview tape will be replayed, and another discussion period will
be conducted by the session moderator in which each of the groups
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will comment on the key concept it was assigned. The session

will be concluded by the moderator who will summarize the session

results and emphasize the five key negotiation concepts around

which this session is structured.

D. Duration

Two hours

II. REQUIRED MATERIALS AND AIDS

A. Trainer Preparatory Reading

1. The EIC Observer Checklist

2. A typed copy of the interview tape (Tape Cassette B: "A Nego-

tiation Interview"--Side 2)

B. Trainee Preparatory Reading

1. A copy of the EIC "Observer Thecklist"

2. Key Concepts - Session No. 17

C. Aids and equipment

1. Cassette Recorc:Pr

2. Tape Cassette B: "A Negotiation Interview"--Side 2

III. SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

Topic Activity Minutes

Step 1 Introduction to Session Presentation 5

Step 2 Negotiation Tape Interview Simulation 15

Step 3 Trainee Completion of the Exercise 10

"Observer Checklist"

Step 4 Review of Completed Discussion 20

Checklists

Step 5 Replay of Negotiation Simulation 15

Tape Interview
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Topic Activity Minutes

Step 6 Review of Those Portions of
the Taped Interview Related
to the Five Key Session
Concepts Disctssion 50

Step 7 Session Summary

IV. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Presentation 5

It is important that the five key session concepts be emphasized through-

out this session. For those attendees who will not be attending "The

Query Negotiation Process--B" session, it should be the primary session

goal. For those attendees who will participate in "The Query Negotia-

tion Process--B", it is a necessary prerequisite.

V. CONDUCT OF THE SESSION

Step 1 Introduction to Session (5 minutes)

The introductory statement will describe three forms of com-
munication between the field agent and the client, provide
background information regarding the session simulation tape,

and review the proper use of the Observer Checklist.

The field agent is likely to receive and negotiate client re-

quests for information in one of three ways: (1) face-to-face,

(2) in writing, and (3) over the telephone.

Face-to-face negotiation with a client is probably the most

thorough and personalized mode for identifying a client's

problem and establishing his information needs. This mode in-

volves the application of both verbal and nonverLal communica-

tion skills.

The field agent will also receive written requests from clients

for information on a variety of problems. These requests may

come in the form of letters, memos, etc.



The third mode, telephone requests, can be an efficient and

effective way to handle the negotiation of a client's problem.

Success in this mode depends heavily on the field agent's use

of verbal communication skills.

The tape you are about to hear is an example of a telephone

interview between a field agent and a client. There are two

important things to remember about this interview: (1) it is

the second contact between the field agent and the client. The

client is calling back to tell the field agent that she has

picked a more specific subject area of the original problem and

wants to discuss it with him, (2) it was not selected because

it was a model negotiation. You should listen carefully for

errors or mistakes as well as the good points you believe were

made by the field agent in dealing with this client.

The taped negotiation will run for about 12 minutes. When it

is over, you will be given 10 minutes to complete your Observer

Checklist. We will then discuss the telephone negotiation

between the field agent and his client in terms of your check-

list responses.

Step 2 Negotiation Tape Interview (15 minutes)

Tape Cassette B: "A Negotiation Interview" (Side 2) is a taped
telephone negotiation between a field agent and a client who is
calling to discuss a change in subject specificity.



Step 3 Trainee Completion of the Observer Checklist (10 minutes)

Trainees will be given 10 minutes to complete their Observer

Checklists.

Step 4 Review of Complete Checklists (20 minute3)

The purpose of this discussion period is to (1) stimulate as
many trainees as possible to comment on their checklist re-

sponses, (2) provide each trainee with feedback as to how his

responses matched up with other trainees in the group, (3) give

the trainer some idea of the depth of understanding of the
trainees regarding the contents of the simulation tape nego-
tiation, and (4) provide the trainer with the opportunity to
emphasize those portions of the negotiations that highlight
the five basic negotiation ingredients that have been selected

as key session concepts.

An attempt should be made to cover as many checklist items as

possible and to ascertain which items evoke the most group

interest. The instructor should alsc attempt to draw out the

less vocal trainees, and thereby Cevelop a full discussion

among all the trainees.

Step 5 Replay of Negotiation Tape Interview (15 minutes)

The second simulation period is simply a rerun of the simula-

tion tape (Tape Cassette B: "A Negotiation Interview"). The

trainees are to be divided into five groups. Each group will

concentrate on one of the five key concepts, e.g., asking the

right question, listening, etc. It is expected that the

narrowing of each trainee's focus to just one key concept, and

the insight he has gained from the first group discussion, will

enable him to listen with a more critical ear. He should also

be able to reevaluate his own checklist responses.

Step 6 Review of Those Portions of the Taped Negotiation Interview

Related to the Five Key Session Concepts (50 minutes)

During this discussion period, the trainer should ask each

group of trainees to focus on the portions of the simulation

tape that best illustrate the key session concept that they

were assigned. The trainer should encourage all the trainees

to comment and should expand on those comments that show new

insight or a greater depth of understanding.



Step 7 Session Summary (5 minutes)

The trainer should briefly summarize the results of the session- -

commenting on any significant insights to the process of nego-
tiation that were derived from the group discussions. He

should then restate the five key concepts and emphasize their
importance to the negotiation role of a field agent.

Through use.of the negotiation interview tape, the Observer

Checklist, and our group discussions, we have looked at the

bits and pieces that add to and detract from a meaningful negotia-

tion interview. However, before we break up this session, let

us back off and look at the broader skills a field agent should

possess if he is to conduct productive negotiation interviews

and properly assess the needs of his clients.

Questioning is an essential skill in negotiation. It en-

ables the field agent to identify the real problem and to

elicit from the client the inforpation which is fundamental

to the formulation and diagnosis of the problem.

The ability to guide discussion is needed to provide struc-

ture for defining the problem clearly, and to help the

client prioritize his informational needs.

The ability to analyze the client is involved somewhat in

negotiation, at least to the extent that the field agent

can make inferences as to the real concerns, interests,



and motivations of the cliert, and can judge the level

of know:edge and sophistication of the client.

Listening is an important skill, too. The field agent

must comprehend fully and clearly what the client reveals

about the problem and the information needed.

Ability to develop rapport with the client is important if

the client is to have confidence in the field agent's in-

tegrity, competence, and understanding of his needs.
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INTRODUCTION TO QUERY NEGOTIATION PROCESS--A

A Negotiation Interview

{Reprinted from Far West Laboratory for Educational Research Development.
The Educational Information Consultant (EIC): Skills in Disseminating
Educational Information, Berkeley, California: Far West Laboratory for
Educational Research and Development, 1972.]
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A NEGOTIATION INTERVIEW

M. R. Mr. Snyder?

L. S. Yes.

M. R. This is Meredith Ryan.

L. S. Meredith?

M. R. Remember, Mr. Snyder, I talked with you the other day about getting
us some materials for our new social studies. course. You know, the
one at Lynch High School?

L. S. Oh, yes, of course. km are you?
M. R. Just fine, thanks. Well, the reason I'm calling is this--we've been

talking, our curriculum committee I mean. We've been talking about
the possibility of concentrating on just one issue in depth on that
course I told you about instead of a number of different problems
and issues.

L. S. I see, nay just a second. let me check my notes here before we go
on. Let's see, you wanted to set up a one-semester course as an
elective for the 11th and 12th grades, wasn't it?

M. R. That's right.

L. S. And you wanted me to look for materials you could use in the course.
M. R. Yes.

L. S. And nay you're thinking about building the course around just one

problem instead of several.

M. R. Right.

L. S. Well, that sounds like a good idea, but I am going to have to change
my search plans. Could you tell me a little more about what you
have in mind?

M. R. O.K. Well, we were thinking that ecology has become such a popular
issue nowadays, and a lot of our students seem quite interested in
it. You knave, they've formed an ecology club. They call themselves
"The Clean, Green Team Conspiracy." Well, anyway, we thought

ecology would be a good topic. We could use the same format for
the course everytime we teach it, but around a different topic.

Whatever's current then is the theme.

L. S. You mean, each teacher would pick his am theme?
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M. R. Oh no, we're all going to follow the same theme, but the theme

would change each year.

L. S. I see. Well, about that format, do you still want the course to

be about 15 weeks long and break it up into two-week modules?

M. R. Yes, we do. We sort of thought that each module could focus on

a special aspect of the main topic.

L. S. Good, but ecology is a large topic. You know it takes in conserva-

tion, overpopulation, pollution, just to name a few. Did you want

to touch on all of those things?

M. R. No, we were concerned about that ourselves. We thought we'd like

to concentrate just on pollution, especially because our area has

been hit so much in the past few years by the oil industry's problems

with drilling and spilling. You know, it's a hot topic right now.

L. S. It sure is. Even so pollution is still a pretty big topic. Had

you thought about concentrating on one kind of pollution--maybe

sound pollution or air or water pollution.

M. R. Well, as I said about the oil industry, there's been spillage in

our waters. And then, there was the crash of the tankers in San

Francisco r'-. and the offshore drilling problems in Santa Barbara,

Louisiana, and Texas. Then there was the problem in England about

that tanker, "The Torrey Pin;.;." So. . .

L. S. Oh, I see. You .- ant to study pollution problems caused by the

oil industry.

M. R. No, that':, not it--more general than that.

L. S. Well, how, hag general do you mean?

M. R. Well, we're interested more in using the oil industry problems as

cases and examples of water pollution.

L. S. On, uh, could you expand on that? Tell me more about how you'd

like to approach this idea.

M. R. Well, we don't ..--t to concentrate on the t clinical side of water

pollution. We want to bring out the social and political end of

i t.

L. S. Ittn-hm.

M. R. And, we thought that talking about the effects of some of the

incidents I mentioned might be a good approach.



L. S. What do you mean by effects?
M. R. Oh, effects on the community , the goverment, and so on. For

example, if we use the San Francisco case, students would discuss
how people from different age groups and classes and organizations
pull together and work together to save the wildlife. You see,
we really want students to examine the personal, the social, and
political conditions related to water pollution.

L. S. I see, for example, you might want to talk about how people cleaned
off the birds in San Francisco Bay.

M. R. Lk, well, that's not exactly what we had in mind.
L. S. Oh, could you clarify your idea a little more for me then?
M. f.. Well, as I said, we really want students to examine the social,

poli ti cal , and other side effects , the ramifications of inci dents
affecting water pollution, not just the incidents themselves or the
people involved.

L. S. Then, you mean you could build on these side effects as sub-topics
for the modules in the course.

M. R. Yes, that's it. You know, like community action could be a
sub-topic--how different groups and individuals rally together in
response to a cannon concern.

L. S. O.K. Then, uh, perhaps it would help to list some other possible
sub-topics. Do you have some in mind?

M. R. Well, one thing we're particularly interested in, since this is a
social studies course is the legislative aspects of the problem.

L. S. 14n-hm. Could you explain what you mean?
M. R. We want students to consider legislation about pollution that grows

out of incidents like of 1 spills--the development of preventive
and regulatory legislation. We want to consider politics too,
lobbyist activities by the oil industry representatives and con. er-
vation groups like the Sierra Club and Friends of the Earth. Oh,
and also, tic- this might affect elections.

L. S. Do you mean federal or state elections?
M. R. Both, I think, yes, both. Oh, and that should also cover

governmental action, agency review, inter-agency coordination,
and that sort of thing.

..
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L. S. Hag about listing that as a separate topic, separate from legislative
reaction?

M. R. Hm, yeah, that sounds like a good idea.

L. S. O.K. Anything else?

M. R. Hm, let's see, well, there's the historical side of it too. Students

shouldn't look at an incident in an isolated way. They need some
kind of perspective on the problem. They should examine past cases,
look for relationships among incidents.

L. S. I see what you aeon like comparing the "Torrey Pines" tanker case

to the San Francisco Bay crash.

M. R. Yes

L. S. O.K. Any other topics you'd like to cover?

M. R. _in, I guess we should touch on economic issues--you know, lawsuits,

property damage, and so forth. I think that should be one of our

shorter modules though.

L. S. O.K. Any other topics?

M. R. lin, no, I think that's about it.

L. S. All right. Now, let me list these topics again to make sure I've

got them straight. Your major theme will be water pollution with

case material based on the oil spillage and drilling problems ,

right?

M. R. Right.

L. S. Then, sub-topics for the modules will be community and social action,

legislation, governmental agency involvement, political action,

historical review, and economic issues. Does that sound right?
M. R. Yes, sounds good to me.

L. S. O.K. Now that we've got those topics in mind, let's talk about

the materials you want me to locate for you. What kind of informa-

tion do you think you'll need?

M. R. Well, we definitely want to review some sample materials--stuff we

could use for case histories and readings in the different modules.

L. S. Now about anything else? Would you be interested in any programs

or short teaching units that are available?

M. R. Well, if they deal with the problem of pollution we'd certainly

like ...o look at those. I suppose we might be able to use parts



of them and maybe even pick up the whole thing.

L. S. You want published materials?

M. R. Yes, do you know of any?

L. S. I do knL..a that there were a few being developed, and since the

demands for educational materials on this topic has grown so much

lately, I think some might be in publication now, but I'll have

to check that out for you. Maybe I can find some curriculum guides

or course outlines that other schools have developed.

M. R. tln, yes, that would really help.

L. S. Would you or anyone on your committee be interested in visiting

such programs or talking to the people responsible fo them?
M. R. We wog ld, but it depends on the time it would t-ke.

L. S. Well, how about if I confide the list ..t.o people in schools in the

area?

M. R. Yes, that would make it much easier for us.

L. S. O.K. Any other information I should look for?

M. R. Um es, eh those published materials and curriculum guides, we'd

es. _daily like to see any evaluations of them.

L. S. You mean things like federal reports, data on achievement, teacher

comments.

M. R. Yes, definitely, all of those things.

L. S. Anything else?

M. R. Mm, no, I don't think so.

L. S. O.K. Then what you want are sample instructional materials and

evaluations and some histories and reading material.

M. R. Yes.

L. S. Is there anything you're especially looking for in these materials?
M. R. Uh, I'm not sure what you mean.

L. S. Well, for example, do you want a lot of films and filmstrips?

M. R. Oh, I see. No, we want our course to emphasize student activity,

so the materials would have to be pretty flexible. We want a iot

of room for student-initiated activity, materials that call for

teacher guidance and questioning, but not a lot of lecture or

di rection.

L. S. Ntn -hm.
-
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M. R. And we really want students to learn skills and processes. We'll

try to use this content as a vehicle to teach the social science

method.

L. S. O.K. That's quite helpful for me to know. Now, how about ability

levels? Are your students grouped homogeneously?

M. R. No, they're not.

L. S. So, you'd want materials that could be adjusted for students of

varying abilities.

M. R. Yes , definitely .

L. S. O.K. I think I 'ye got the information I need to start looking.

One more thing though, when do you and your committee want to

begin reviewing the 111,1-erials?

M. R. Well, our next meeting is a week from Tuesday, and I'd like to

have some samples to show them then.

L. S. fin-hm, and how do you plan to do your review?

M. R. Well, we'll probably divide up the materials, each of us reviewing

some individually, and then reporting back our evaluations of the

material to the rest of the group at the committee meeting.

L. S. And when do you have to have your course outline ready?

M. R. In about six weeks.

L. S. O.K. I'll do everything I can to get some sample materials to you.
M. R. Great, and thanks so much.

L. S. Oh, glad I can help. I'll send the materials to you a couple of

days before your meeting, and in case I have any questions, can

you give me your phone number?

M. R. Mm-hm, Maryhill 4-6803.

L. S. O.K. Then good to talk to you, Meredith.

M. R. Thank you. Good-bye, Mr. Snyder.
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THE QUERY NEGOTIATION PRCCESS--B

I. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF MODULE

A. Objective

The purpose of this session is to provide the trainees with an
opportunity to acquire practical experience in one or more
role-playing exercises that demonstrate the five basic negotia-
tion ingredients identified in the Introduction to Query
Negotiation Process--A.

Upon completion of this session, each trainee should be able to
prepare for the conduct of a Query Negotiation in which he could
apply his understanding of:

Asking the right questions
Guictini the discussion

Developing a sensitivity to the client's needs through the
art of listenia
Increasing his personal rapport with thg. client

B. Participants

Trainers: A session moderator and two experienced field agents
to conduct the role-playing exercises

Trainees: Field agents and project managers directors

C. Summary of Module Activities

This session should be conducted by a panel of three traine_s:
one to serve as the moderator and two to conduct the role-playing
exercises.

The session moderator will be responsible for the Introductory
Statement and presentation of the Session Summary (Steps 1 and 7).
The other two trainers, in addition to providing the moderator with
additional technical expertise, will be responsible for the
presentation of the five key session concepts (Steps 2 through 6).
Before each role-playing exercise a trainer will provide a

definitive desr.ription of the session concept, and scat the stage
for the field agent/client negotiation. He will then be aided
by two trainees for each of the two exercises. Following the
role-playing exercises, the trainer will moderate a brisf
discussion period.

After all five concepts have been described, demonstrate , And

discussed, the session moderator will present the Sess r summary.

D. Duration

Three hours
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II. REQUIRED MATERIALS AND AIDS

A. Trainer Preparatory Reading

None

B. Trainee Preparatory Reading

The "Set the Stage" scripts for the ten role-playing exercises

C. Aids and Equipment

None

III. SCHEDULE

Step 1

OF ACTIVITIES

Topic Activity Minutes

Session Introduction

Key Concept No. 1: Asking
the Right Questions

Key Concept No. 2: Guiding
the Discussion

Presentation

Presentation

Exercise/Discussion

Presentation
Exercise/Discussion

1

33

33

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4 Key Concept No. 3: Analyzing
the Client's Real Concerns

Presentation
Exercise/Discussion

33

Step 5 "ey Concept No. 4: Learning
to Listen

Presentation
Exercise/Discussion

32

Step 6 Key Concept No. 5: Establish-
ing Rapport with the Client

Presentation
Exercise/Discussion

33

Step 7 Session Summary Discussion/..resentation 14

IV. SPECIAL CONSIDEnATIONS

While it is recommended that practical experience in conducting
a field agent/client negotiation be a part of this session's objec-
tive for each trainee, discretion should be used in attempting to
achieve this goal. Consideration should be given to optional
approaches such as having the two trainers demonstrate the first



exercise, or using a trainer in the client role to encourage
and assist the trainee if the interview begins to falter. Also,
observation of the trai-ees would be most comfortable in a
role-slaying situation. Role-playing is not equally suited to all
individuals-in any group. Many individuals who are capable of conducting
a successful negotiation interview are unable to cope with the
theatrical aspects of a role-playing exercise. The best guideline
to follow, therefore, is to plan options in advance of the session
and to be ready to employ them if the situation indicates a need to
do so.

V. CONDUCT OF THE SESSION

Step 1 Session Introduction (1 minute)

The purpose of this session is to provide you with the opportu-

nity to acquire practical experience in one or more role play-

ing ereccises. Each exercise has been designed to demonstrate

one of the five basic negotiation ingredients identified in the

introductory query negotiation session that you attended earlier.

We hope you will feel comfortable in joining us as we

enact several of these situations and discus, some of the

possible approaches and considerations involved in each.

Step 2 Key Concept No. 1: Asking the Right Questions (33 minutes)

The portion of the interview process that deals

most directly with information gathering on the

part of the field agent is that of asking the right questions.

No interview can be considered successful if the

information required for proceeding tc the next

step in the field agent/client relationship

is not acquired. Of the five key concepts to



be covered in this session, the questioning process is perhaps

the most basic, the most structured, and quite likely the

most mechanical. It is basic in the sense that questions

lead to the answers that are needed to continue the

interview, or assist the field agent in his task of satisfy-

ing the informational requirements of the client. Structured,

from the standpoint that questions can be viewed as the

building blocks that make up a complete interview;

mechanical because the questions asked during an interview

can be listed under the rather standard headings of what,

where, when, who, why, how, etc. But don't make the

mistake of concluding that something that is basic, structured,

and mechanical is also simple. Remember, the title of this

concept is not "Asking Questions," bolt is "Asking the

Right Questions." And I might add--, "at the Right Time

and in the Right Way."

If a question is to be more than just a question--a "right

question," it must have a purpose. This is where your

interview questions begin to interleave with the other

four key concepts. Therefore, what is the purpose of your

question? Are you attempting to guide the discussion in a

direction that you believe will be more productive? If you

are, you should be fairly certain that the new direction you

have chosen is the proper way to go. Are you asking a sil,er"ific



question that will allow you to evaluate the client's

response and thereby analyze his real concerns and

motivations? If so, you must first analyze your own

feelings about the client's problem. If you do not, you

might very well read your own concerns and motivations

into the client's response and miss his point of

view entirely. Are you asking a question that you

hope will draw out the client? If that is your purpose,

remember that gaining insight to a problem is a two-way

street. Both you and the client can benefit from this

kind of question. You should be ready to act as a

sounding board as well as a sponge. If, during the

listening process, you are able to interject brief

but pertinent comments, the client may provide you

with a major portion of your informational needs.

Finally, are you asking a question to help you

establish rapport with the client? If so, you should

be ready to comment on the client's response. For

example, E very commonplace question might be, "How are

you today?" How do you answer if the client's response

is, "I feel terrible," rather than the usual response of

"Fine."? In other words, if you are using a question in

an attempt to establish rapport, be certain you are

ready to respond intelligently to the unexpected as well

as the expected answer to your questions.
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Asking questions at the right time and in the right way

is a subjective decision the field agent must make every time

he conducts an interview. All the standard interpersonal inter-

viewing techniques come into play. The field agent not only

needs to know the interviewing techniques that pest fit his

own personality, but should also attempt to use an approach

that will put the client at ease.

The two exercises we have prepared for you are intended to

emphasize the importance of "asking the right questions."

Set the Stage for Exercise No. 1

The field agent is attending a meeting of guidance counselors

from schools in his district. During a coffee break he is

engaged in casual ..nversation by one of the counselors.

The counselor is new to the district and is unaware of

the service provided by the field ag 't. The field agent

briefly explains his position and role in :.he district.

As the counselor begins to tell about a problem in his

school concerning underachieving students, the meeting is

called back to order. The field agent quickly suggests they

get together immediately after the meeting in a nearby coffee

shop. The counselor agrees. The field agent and counselor

are now at the coffee shop. All preliminary conversation

and explanation of the field agent's role has been completed.



The counselor has been prepared for the field agent's first

question regarding the problem he commented on earlier in

the evening. The field agent is the first to speak -

Discussion Period (Conducted by trainer)

The trainer should emphasize the portion of the interview
related to the insight and appropriateness of the field agent's
questions.

Did the field agent:

1. Open the interview with a question that encouraged
the counselor to describe his problem regarding
underachieving students, or did the lead off
question just require a simple "yes" or "no"
answer?

2. Use the information provided by the counselor to
frame questions that would further define the
problem?

3. Ask the counselor any questions that cause him
to consider the possibil4ty of some underlying
social problem that migr.- be a significant factor
that was contributiong to the low level of academic
achievement witnin his achoo_?

4. Ask whether the problem was related to specific
subjects or was of a more general nature?

5. Ask if other schools in the district were experienc-
ing similar problgmn? If so, were there areas of
difference as well as similarities?

6. Suggest any specific types of resources he had which
might be of value, and ask the counselor for his
opinion regarding their appropriateness?

Set the Stage for Exercise No. 2

TRAINER NOTES:

In this role-playing exercise a trainer should take the part
of the "meeting chairman". This will give the trainer the



opportunity randomly of involving several other
session attendees in the exercise by asking them
to comment or respond to questions as the need arises.
This will require the person who has assumed the
field agent role simultaneously to interact with a
number of individuals in much the same way as he
would in an actual group meeting.

The field agent is attending a meeting of junior high

school teachers who are discussing the need to develop a

long range program for the purchase and coordinated use

rye a number of new films they plan to add to their film

library. He has not yet been called on to speak. A few

of the more vocal teachers are monopolizing the floor.

Their conversation to this point has consisted primarily

of complaining about the lack of good films. No attempt

has been made to structure a plan. Finally, the meeting

chairman breaks in and asks the field agent to comment.

The field agent, not wishing to appear too authoritative,

decides to ask the chairman a question he believes will

provide some constructive direction to the meeting.

Discussion Period (Conducted by trainer)

Did the field agent:

1. Succeed in providing some constructive direction to
the meeting with his opening question?

2. Ask questions regarding the current size and subject
content of the present film library, availability
of funds, possibility of ..hecking with other schools
in the district to see if they would be interested
in a cooperative venture, etc.?

3. Answer some of the questions put to him by the other
meeting attendees with a question of his own to
define their questions further?



4. Succeed in staying out of the spotlight by putting
the chairman back, in control of a meeting that
was now generating some constructive comments?

Step 3 Key Concept No. 2: Guiding the Discussion (33 minutes)

Definitive Descriptin of the Concept

The importance of guiding the discussion should not be

overlooked in any description of the interview process.

Simply stated, it means that you, the field agent, control

the format and direction of the interview.

This key concept carries with it a certain degree of

responsibility. As in ary other form of interpersonal

relationship, when you are in charge you are also respon-

sible for the final results. Do not associate this con-

cept with any one approach to interviewing. The concept

is that the field agent should establish an interview

format that he believes will best serve the needs of the

client. The format may vary from one that allows the

free association of ideas related to the client's stated

problem to a highly structured and formal interview. In

many cases the approach may change during the interview

or over a period of several interviews from free associa-

tion to a more structured format. In any event--whether

the interview is formal or informal, structured or free- -

the field agent should attempt to establish and maintain

control of the interview.
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Another aspect of guiding the discussion is that of either

directing a client down a certain path during the inter-

view or redirecting the client who begins to wander off

the subject. In either case the field agent should use

discretion. For example, while on a vacE''on trip many

of you have probably realized your greatest. enjoyment and

satisfaction through an unplanned excursion down a Side

road. Of course, you probably have run out of gas also

or been stuck in the mud on similar side trips. The field

agent needs to use good judgment about when "side trips"

should be taken and how long he should allow the client

to stay off the main road.

In brief, the field agent is responsible for assessing

the situation and establishing an interview format best

suited to the client's position, personality, and stated

problem.

The field agent should be flexible in his approach, but

should remain in control of the interview. Finally, he

should remember that because he is in control, he is also

responsible for the results.

Let us go ahead with our next two exercises and see what

develops.



Exercise No. 1

The field agent is discussing a plan that a local high

school principal has for involving the students in a drug

education program.

While the principal says he is convinced that "The kids

need to participate actively in the development of the

program if it is to be a success," he is hesitant about

allowing them freedom in the selection of guest speakers,

films, and drug abuse literature.

The field agent, sensing the conflict between the

principal's goal of student involvement and his lack of

confidence in the students' judgment, is faced with the

need to redirect the discussion and reassure the principal.

The field agent comments...

Discussion Period (Conducted by trainer)

Did the field agent:

1. Clearly define his role and the potential value of
his service?

2. Attempt to find out the key interests of the principal,
and thereby find some service he could perform that
would demonstrate his service?

3. Present himself and his service it a nonthreatening
way so that there may be an initial attempt to guide
the discussion away from the fears and suspicions of
the principal and toward a more open and friendly
relationship?



Sten 4 Key Concept No. 3: Analyzing the Client's Real Concerns
and Motivations (33 minutes)

Definitive Description of the Concept

Analysis of a client's real concerns and motivations is

very possibly the most difficult of the five key con-

cepts to achieve. Very often the field agent must

read between the lines and look behind the statements

of a client to assess his true needs. For example,

many requests for information are simple and straight-

forward, but others will require the field agent's

assistance in the formulation of the problem statement

as well as the information request. The overgeneraliza-

tion of a problem can result in too much information

being requested which in turn may discourage the client

from using any of the information provided. Conversely,

if the information acquired from the client is too

sketchy or the problem statement is drafted with too

much specificity, important supporting concepts under-

lying the problem may be overlooked.

Misinformation also might be provided to a client if

his real concerns and motivations are not surfaced by

the field agent. For example, many problems facing

educators today stem from Supreme Court decision con-

cerning the violation of individual rights. Requests
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for information regarding religious courses, dress

codes, moral conduct, extracurricular activities,

off-campus clubs, etc., may not be identified

initially by the client as legal problems. the

requests may ask only for information as to what

other schools are doing. Two obvious problems

associated with responding to this type of request

without checking possible legal aspects are

(1) the practices of other schools may never have

been legal, and (2) the information provided may

reference school practices that were legal when

adopted in the past, but need to be changed because

of recent court rulings.

Very often the real concerns and motivations of a

client can be discovered by finding out how he plans

to use the information provided.

In summary, field agents should attempt to develop

a sensitivity to their clients' real concerns and

motivations. Many unspoken concerns can be uncovered

through a definitive development of the problem

statement and a more complete description of the

information use.
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Exercise No. 1

The field agent is conducting an interview with a

vice-principal of an inner-city high school who is

interested in the development of an expanded intramural

sports program at his The student body of

approximately 1000 is composed of 42% Mexican-American,

40% black, and 18% white. Due to district-level

fiscal problems, the athletic program has been severely

curtailed. The vice-principal believes the athletic

program in his school has been a racially unifying

force, and attributes a recent increase in racial

tension to its curtailment. Seemingly he has notcon-

sidered any of the other social aspects of racial

conflict that are present in his community.

The vice-principal has told the field agent about

the reduced school budget and the resultant de-emphasis

of sports at his school. He has not, however, voiced

his real concern that an actual outbreak of violence

may occur within his student body. His belief that

a topflight sports program will reverse the recent

trend is probably just wishful thinking.

As the exercise interview opens, the vice-principal

is asking the field agent if he has any information
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regarding the development of expanded intramural

programs in other inner-city schools where athletics

budgets have been curtailed.

Discussion Period (Conducted by trainer)

Did the field agent:

1. Surface the fear of the vice-principal regarding
the threat of a racial outbreak?

2. Suggest the possibility of other community problems
that could be contributing to the increased racial
tension? Also, available resources that might
provide additional insight regarding the role that
a school might play in alleviating racial tension
within the community?

3. Suggest the idea of promoting a student program
directed toward encouraging open expression and
group participation in solving the problem that

the students believe to be the cause of racial
tension within the school.

Exercise No. 2

The field agent received a telephone request from an

elementary teacher for information regarding different

forms of student grading systems in use within her

state. The field agent complied with her request, and

made an appointment to deliver the material to her in

person.

During his explanation of the contents of the package,

she casually mentiined that this was her first year of

teaching and that "parent conferences scare me to

death." This clue led the field agent to discuss in
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more detail the real concern she neglected to reveal in

her telephone conversation (the conduct of parent-teacher

conferences).

The field agent is the first to speak.

Discussion Period (Conducted by trainer

Did the field agent:

1. Appear to understand the new teacher's fear of con-
ducting parent/teacher conferences?

2. Suggest other available resources that might be helpful
in conducting small meetings?

3. Offer to discuss the matter wit.1 other teachers that
he knew to find out how they prepared for parent/
teacher conferences?

4. Generally encourage the teacher by commenting on the
good comments he had heard about her from the other
teachers?

5. Suggest that she openly discuss her fear with someone
in her school that she respected and trusted?

Step 5 Key Concept No. 4: Learning to Listen (33 minutes)

Definitive Description of the Concept

The art of listening cannot be overstressed. The field

agent who is an active listener will find that he is also

enhancing his ability to do well with the other four key

concepts we are discussing today. In contrasting an active

listener with a passive listener, an active listener's mind

is wide awake and alert...fully focused on the attitude

and unspoken intent of the client's words as well as his
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verbalization of the problem. A passive listener is

one who, while the client is speaking, is thinking about

what he wants to say next, and is not too interested

in the client's statements. Perhaps he feels he has

the problem figured out already. Or, worse yet, he may

be saying "yes, I see, uh-huh...," but is not fully listening

to or comprehending the client's viewpoint.

With reference to the other four key concepts, an active

listener will be better prepared to ask the right question

at the right time and in the right way. He will also be

able to use better judgment in his attempt to guide the

discussion because the real concerns and motivations

of the client will be more discernible. Finally, the field

agent who wishes to develop better rapport with his client

should not overlook the advantages of being a good listener.

Clients are people, and being a "people" yourself should

convince you of the importance of letting the client know

that you believe his problem is important enough to merit

your undivided and active interpersonal attention.

The demonstration we have prepared for today regarding

the art of listening should not be viewed as a one-sided

conver,:ation The trainee who is role-playing the field
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agent should, in addition to being an active listener,

ask the right questions, guide the discussion, uncover

the client's real concerns and motivations, and establish

rapport with the client. Those of you who are observing

the demonstration should watch for unspoken actions such

as hand gestures, head motions, eye contact, and other

ploys used by the field agent to guide and encourage

the client.

Exercise No. 1

The field agent is working very hard on a program that

is intended to evaluate the results of a new method of

teaching history.

During a visit to one of the high schools in his district

that is participating in the design of the program, he is

confronted by a history teacher who has some very negative

comments to make about the value of the program.

The teacher speaks first.

Discussion Period (Conducted by trainer)

Did the field agent:

1. React defensively?

2. Listen actively?

3. Express an interest in the teacher's comments and
solicit his aid in re-evaluating the documentation
related to the phases of the program he was ob-
jecting to?
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Exercise No. 2

A field agent is making a personal visit to the office

of a high school principal with whom he has been friends

for some time. His opening remark is "Good morning,

George. I haven't seen you for several months now. Is

there anything going on around here that I ought to know

about?"

Discussion Period (Conducted by trainer)

Did the field agent:

1. Use his opening remark as a friendly comment? (Or,
did he begin to pry and gossip?)

2. Take advantage of his friendship and occupy too
much of the principal's time?

3. Take the opportunity to comment briefly on any
new resources or services that he believed might
be of interest to the principal?

Step 6 Key Concept No. 5: Establishing Rapport with the Client
(33 minutes)

Definitive Description of the Concept

The establishment of good rapport is primarily the

responsibility of the field agent. A good working

relationship between the field agent and client is

an absolute requiremant if the full potential of

the negotiation process is to be realized.

Interpersonal interviewing techniques may vary, but

the field agent who totally relies on personal

flattery to establish rapport may find that his
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relationship with the client is deteriorating after

a time. While a sincere form of flattery may help

to break the ice with a client, any lasting relation-

ship must be based on mutual respect and the client's

confidence in the field agent's professional competency.

Exercise No. 1

The field agent is making a personal call on a social

science teacher in a local junior high school. The

teacher was referred to the field agent by the school

principal. All the field agent knows about the teacher

is his name and the course that he teaches. The field

agent has never been to this school before. His only

contact with the principal was a brief meeting at a dis-

trict curriculum conference where he had made a presenta-

tion regarding his role in the district and the kinds of

resources available to him.

The principal had indicated an interest in the field agent's

services and had suggested that he make an appointment to

talk with the social science teacher.

Discussion Period (Conducted by trainer)

Did the field agent:

1. Take the time properly to introduce himself and to
explain briefly his role and services?

2. Demonstrate his interest in the teacher's current
program by being a good listener?
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3. Express an interest in being of service if the teacher
should need additional social science resource material?
(0t, did he present himself as a problem solver?).

4. Succeed in creating a friendly, and professional, image
in his first meeting with this teacher?

Exercise No. 2

The field agent was contacted by the secretary of a high

school principal who was new to the area. The secretary

indicated an interest on the part of the principal in be-

coming acquainted with the field agent. Furthermore, she

mentioned the name of a field agent in a city nearby that

the principal had worked with in the past. The field agent

expressed his interest in meeting the principal, and a

meeting date was set.

Before the meeting, the field agent contacted the field

agent in the city nearby and obtained the following information:

The principal is in his late forties; he is cordial

but businesslike.

He is a graduate of USC and holds a master's degree

in Business Administration.

He has been president of the principals' association

in his former area.
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He is a sports enthusiast, and actively participates

in sports such as golf, hand ball, and swimming.

Most of the sera :he field agent in the city

nearby had provided him were related to his interest

in educational research; especially curriculum

development and new teaching methods.

He was well respected by his colleagues, but was

known for his "take-charge" personality. Prolects

he was associated with had a way of "getting done."

The initial meeting between the field agent and the

principal takes place with the secretary ushering the

field agent into the principal's office and the principal

saying "Good morning. I've been looking forward to meeting

you."

Discussion Period (Conducted by trainer)

Did the field agent:

1. Speak up clearly and present himself in a friendly,
professional manner?

2, Answer the principal's questions directly" (Or, did
he ramble?)

3. Use the information he received from the field agent
in the city nearby to establish good rapport with
the principal?



Step 7 Session Summary (14 minutes)

The session moderator should conduct a brief discussion

period; he then should critique the session by emphasizing

the major points that were made regarding each of the five

key session concepts.



SESSION NO. 19

RETRIEVING ERIC INFORMATION--B

I. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF MODULE

A. Objective

To help trainees acquire skill in selecting descriptors and formu-
lating search strategies for computer searching--using Boolean
logic--through problem solving with the Thesaurus and use of on-
line retrieval systems.

Upon completion of this module, trainees should be able to

1. Develop search statements, using the Boolean operators AND, OR,
and AND NOT

2. Apply different search strategies to broaden searches (for low-
yield search results) or to limit searches (for high-yield
search results)

3. Understand some of the decision points that are involved in
selecting from among alternative search strategies

B. Participants

Trainers: One instructor and at least one assistant, per terminal,
who is familiar with the particular on-line system being
used

Trainees: Retrieval specialists

C. Summary c Module Activities

The instructor introduces the concept of Boolean logic and its appli-
cation in formulating searches. This 15-minute introduction is
followed by an exercise period in which each trainee is asked to
select terms from the Thesaurus and prepare Boolean searches for
several problem statements. The trainees are then divided into small
groups to submit their search strategies to search specialists work-
ing with an on-line system. After this demonstration the groups are
convened to discuss the variations in search results produced by
alternative search strategies. This session concludes with a brief
summary presentation and discussion of the critical decision points
in developing search strategies.

D. Duration

Three hours
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II. REQUIRED MATERIALS AND AIDS

A. Trainer Preparatory Reading

1. Mathies, M. L. and Peter G. Watson. Computer-Based Reference
Service (To be published by American Library Association,
Summer 1973.) IPart Two

2. SDC. SDC/ERIC User Manual, January 1973. [Chapter VII]

3. Lockheed. User Manual for DIALOG.

4. Resource Information Center, Grand Forks, North Dakota. An
Alternative to Query.

5. Macmillan Information. Myriad-ERIC Search System: Instruction
Manual.

B. Trainee Preparatory Reading

1. Mathies, M. L. and Peter G. Watson. Computer-Based Reference
Service. (To be published by American Library Association,
Summer 1973.) [Part Two]

2. Sample Search Statements for Level-Related Terms

3. Sample On-Line Search Printouts

4. Sample Coding Sheets for Bate-, Systems

C. Aids and Equipment

1. At the beginning of Step 2, the instructor should distribute
copies of the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors.

2. "Retrieval Exercises--B," to be completed during the session,
are included in the trainees' packages.

3. A terminal should be available for each of three or four trainees
involved in the session, with a telephone and taole for each
terminal.

D. Other

The trainer should work with the terminal operators before the
session, reviewing the search exercises and discussing the kinds
of search experiences the trainees should observe. The trainer and
the terminal operators should be prepared to initiate activities t
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the terminal to demonstrate principles that are not necessarily
illustrated by the trainees' suggested search formulations.

III. SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

Topic Activity Minutes

Step 1 Introduction to Boolean Logic Presentation/Discussion 30

Step 2 Developing Search Statements Completion of "Retrieval 30
Using Boolean Operators Exercises--B" by

Individual Treainees

Step 3 Demonstration of Search On-Line Demonstration 60
Results for "Retrieval
Exercises--B"

Step 4 Review of Search Results Discussion 45

Step 5 Summary of Searching Presentation/Discussion 15
Strategies

IV. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Although this session could be conducted without the on-line system
segment (Step 3), trainers are strongly encouraged to provide for its
inclusion so that trainees can "see" retrieval occurring and receive
immediate feedback on the impact of their decisions during the training
session. If access to an on-line system cannot be obtained, this session
should include more discussion time on the review of the paper/pencil
printouts to illustrate some of the searches and variations in search
results.

V. CONDUCT OF THE SESSION

Step 1 Introduction to Boolean Logic (15 minutes)

Boolean logic, named after the English mathematician George

Boole, is one way in which a file of bibliographic informa-

tion can be searched by computers. I think you can gain some

degree of expertise and reduce some of the confusicn associated

with the application of Boolean logic to search formulations
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if we examine a few essential principles that are involved

and note some of the more common problems that occur in

practice.

[The trainer should illustrate the concepts introduced in this
section on a chalkboard.]

Point 1: Boolean logic employs the most basic form of logic:

something is either present or absent; it is there or not there.

Thus, in specifying one term in relation to another, the com-

puter checks for the presence or absence of these specifica-

tions in the file.

Point 2: Your specifications are stated in terms of one of

three conditions: AND, OR, or NOT (perhaps more easily thought

of as AND NOT).

[Place three Venn diagrams on the board and ask the trainees
to indicate which parts of the circles would be retrieved by
each logical operator.]

AND

A. AND B

[When two or more terms are linked by AND, the
computer retrieves only those document citations
that have been indexed by all the ANDed terms
in the search statement.]



OR

A OR B

AND NOT

A AND NOT B
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[When two or more terms are linked by OR, the
computer retrieves all document citations
that have been indexed by either one or more
of the ORed terms in the search statement.]

[When terms are linked by an AND NOT, the
computer rejects any document citations that
have been indexed by those terms.

Stated another way, the computer retrieves
only those document citations that meet the
positively stated specifications, and ex-
cludes the negated term(s).]

Point 3. A common source of confusion lies in the difference

between our natural-language meaning of "and" (little a-n-d)

and the Boolean logic operators. In stating requirements of

and ORed statement--TERM A OR TERM B--in plain English, we

might say, for example, "I want all the documents that are

indexed by either Term A or Term B, and those indexed by both

terms." However, a client will not state his requirements in

those explicit terms; most likely he would say, "I want infor-

medon on A and B." However, it is the responsibility of the

field agent or the retrieval specialist who is working with the

client to find out what the "and" means during the query-

negotiation process.
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Total:

BOOLEAN "OR"

A OR B =

A only

+B only

+A AND B

Total:

BOOLEAN "AND"

A AND B =

A AND B only

As you can see, the Boolean OR will yield a far greater number

of document citations than the Eoolean AND. To distinguish

between the two, it is often useful to think of AND as being

restrictive and OR as being comprehensive. This kind of thinking

must be in the back of the query negotiator's mind when he or she

is talking to the client, to insure that the natural language

statement of the problem can later be translated into the most

appropriate Boolean statement, or that the latitude in develop-

ing Boolean statements is clearly understood.

Point 4: The use of OR broadens a search; AND limits or narrows

a search.

Before we continue to Point 5, let's work through one problem

together. Imagine that we are working with a superintendent



who wishes tc obtain planning information on year-round schools

and is particularly interested in cost-related information.

[The trainer should ask the group to suggest some Thesaurus
terms for each concept in the search problem, and then show
how each of the terms would be ORed in several statements to
start broadly, and how the ANDing of groups or "sets" of de-
scriptors then restricts the search. (Since systems vary in
how they handle ccatbinations of Boolean operators, the trainer
can use both parentheses and sets to illustrate on the board
the search statement logic.)[ For example, one formulation for
this particular search problem is:

((YEAR ROUND SCHOOLS OR EXTENDED SCHOOL YEAR OR

TRIMESTER SCHEDULES)

AND

(EDUCATIONAL FINANCE OR COST EFFECTIVENESS OR OPERATING

EXPENSES OR BUDGETING)

AND

(EDUCATIONAL PLANNING OR SCHOOL PLANNING))

way to think of the relationships is in "sets':

Set I Set 2 Set 3

YEAR ROUND SCHOOLS

OR EXTENDED SCHOOL YEAR

OR TRIMESTER SCHEDULES

AND
EDUCATIONAL FINANCE

OR 'COST EFFECTWENESS

:OPERATING EXPENSES

:BUDGETING

AND

'EDUCATIONAL PLANNING

OR :SCHOOL PLANNING

POSTINGS = 135 POSTINGS = 3265 POSTINGS = 223U

A search on several combinations of sets results in different

postings levels, i.e., the number of documents in the file that

meets the particular specifications:



1 AND 2 = 29 postings

1 AND 3 = 4 postings

1 AND 2 AND 3 = 0 postings

Because the combination of all sets of terms produces a "no-

hit" situation, the searcher might choose to use the following

search combination:

1 AND 2 OR 1 AND 3 = 33 post 'rigs

In this case, the main concept (YEAR ROUND SCHOOLS) is matched

with both secondary concepts, and then ORed to approach a more

comprehensive search strategy than the combination of the main

concept with only one secondary concept.

Point 5: Although you may decide to coordinate only two terms

(A AND B), you frequently run two risks: (1) you may not re-

trieve comprehensively on your search, and (2) you may not get

any "hits," i.e., there may not be any document citations

indexed by both of the particular terms. This element of sur-

prise becomes more acute in batch-mode searching, and the

overly comprehensive search formulation is a safeguard against

lost time in discovering this "no hit" situation only after a

run has been made. The first risk takes us back to the first

Retrieval Module in our discussion of the ERIC indexing and the

need to select several appropriate terms. The second risk is

directly related to file size and the number of postings (i.e.,

frequency with which any given term hs been used to index
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documents). As of June 1971, three-fourths of the some 7000

ERIC descriptors were indexed to fewer than 100 documents,

although some terms had postings as high as 1500 and over. You

can see that the probabilities for finding a match or hit for

only two terms (e.g., if TERM. A has 25 postings and TERM B has

only 6 postings) are much lower than if you had said:

( (A OR H OR K) AND (B OR G OR Z) )

Postings = 150 Postings = 80

Step 2 Developing Search Statements Using Boolean Operators (30 minutes)

For the remainder of this session we will be working on and

discussing several exercises, which have been drawn primarily

from the request files of the San Mateo center. The first step

in preparing for a search is to review the problem statement and

select the resources that are going to be used. For some of the

problems we have given you, you may not believe that a search

of ERIC will entirely satisfy the request, or in other cases

that ERIC is even the appropriate resource. We would like for

you to note the other resources you might wish to check as a

supplement to, or substitute for, an ERIC search, but we are

primarily interested in your working at this time with the

ERIC Thesaurus in selecting terms and developing search state-

ments--using the Boolean operators--for computer searching,

whether batch or on-line.
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After you have completed preliminary work with the Thesaurus

and have formulated your searches, we will work through your

formulations at the terminal, on-line, so that you can see the

results and understand how some of your decisions impacted on

these results.

In your packet you will see Retrieval Exercises--B, both the

problem statements and worksheets, which may be used in com-

pleting your search formulations. The worksheet format is one

kind of convenient form for developing a strategy of ORed and

ANDed statements. Sample searches are provided c,n the first

exercise sheet to illustrate how you can use the form.

[The trainer should distribute copies of the Thesaurus to
trainees, and should be available through this period, to
answer questions and help trainees who may have difficulties
in using the Thesaurus.]

Step 3 Demonstration of Search Results for "Retrieval Exercises--B"
(60 minutes)

[After the trainees have completed the paper/pencil exercises,
they should bring their search formulations to the terminal
area. The terminal operator should ask one of the trainees in
his or her group to volunteer a search formulation for Exer-
cise 1, and proceed to insert it into the system. The opera-
tor should explain to the trainees what he or she is doing
with regard to particular features of the system being used,
but the teaching of the on-line system should be only inci-
dental to arriving at the search results, showing sample
displays of citations and abstracts of the search results, and
exploring different results with different search formulations.
The trainees should be asked to volunteer any different search
formulations--different terms or sets of terms or different
uses of Boolean operators--that they have prepared for the
search problem.
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This segment will be most instructive if the terminal operators
are able to take the lead provided by the search strategies
recommended by the trainees, but arc also able to supplement
the demonstration with approaches that are not recommended by

the trainees. Illustrative searches and variations in strate-

gies contained in the RETRIEVAL EXERCISES--B (DISCUSSION

GUIDE FOR TRAINER) can be used as background for developing this

part of the session.]

Step 4 Review of Search Strategies and Results (45 minutes)

[The trainer should convene the group and direct a discussion
of each search problem--the search strategies that were devised
and their observations of the on-line applications. Although
trainees' questions may serve as a guide to this session, the
trainer can use the background on the RETRIEVAL EXERCISES--B
(TRAINER) to direct the discussion on each search problem.]

Step 5 Summary of Searching Strategies (15 minutes)

The exercises that you have completed illustrate some important

decision points in the retrieval process, two of which I'd like

to review, and, perhaps you will add some of your own.

Point 1. One of the most important 'points to be made is that a
i^

searcher will almost always be working with insufficient inform-

tion-even if the query negotiation process has been an excellent

one. I am reminded of Dr. Fairthorne's vivid and telling

definition quoted in your retrieval packets:

The purpose of searching is "the recovery from a given collection

of documents, with stated probability, a set of documents that

includes, possibly with some irrelevant ones, all documents of

specified content; or, a set of documents that includes nothing

but documents of specified contents, but possibly not all of them."
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A search will often reveal complexities that cannot possibly

be anticipated until the search is well under way. These com-

plexities result from one, or a combination of several, factors

including:

The multiplicity of terms in the educational language, as we

saw in the tutoring problem, where there were at least four

different tutoring programs (cross-age, peer, programmed, and

after-school). And the pos ;ibilities even increased with the

non-tutoring elements, reflecting the persons to be involved

in the tutoring (e.g., teachers, parents, volunteers, para-

professionals).

The subtleties or focus of a document's contents that are

reflected in a wide variety of combined descriptors, such as

we saw in the academic achievement and self concept problem.

The combinations of descriptors focussed on one or several

elements of the relationship, in the use of test instruments,

reports of educational research, the effect of home elements

(e.g., one parent children, mother's attitudes).

The potential of "hidden contents" not covered by the in-

dexing terms. Is teaching time perhaps a secondary topic

in many of those mathematical concepts or concept-formation-

indexed documents?

The search process itself, with the powerful capability of

a machine search, on the one hand, to coordinate the likeliest

terms we can select and produce a masterful listing, but the
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limitations of the machine search, on the other hand, to

deal with some of the intellectual elements I have just

enumerated.

Because the searcher will not always have the information from

the client--who perhaps would not know himself--on which to

base certain decisions, he or she must understand what is in-

volved in the alternatives available to him. This brings me

to Point 2.

Point 2. There are several alternatives available to the

searcher, and to the center as a whole, in making the retrieval

decisions. Some of these alternatives concern the search

strategy itsel:, but others relate to the screening of print-

outs, the use of s,bstitute resources, and the packaging and

communications of search results. We will address packaging

and communications in a latersiosession, but it is certainly

relevant to mention it at this time.

Some of the alternatives are;

C -iduct a slightly more comprehensive search, one that will

contain the per pheral and seemingly unrelated items, so

that the client can then pick out the items of relevance to

him.

A variation on this theme, to conduct the comprehensive
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search and make notes on the printout to point out the

variations in search results (e.g., the variations in stu-

dent populations or in terminology for a given topic) for

the client.

Select the most on-target search strategy possible, to

identify a few items for the client to "get started".

These alternatives can be varied even more with the additL

of steps in which complete documents are checked for their

relevance, or printouts are organized according to some principle

or classes of information. We will be addressing these possi-

bilities later, but the basic decision for selecting among the

variety of alternatives is based on at least two key elements:

The available resources (staff time, relative to volume of

activity; search/retrieval resources, in terms of machines

and materials).

The best knowledge of what is most likely to meet the client's

needs given his position, his apparent level of sophistication

in the subject of the search, and the use which is planned

for the information.

The first element will be a fairly fixed constraint for any

center, but the second element is one that can be dealt with

in the query negotiation process through the insights gained
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by the field agent in talking to the client, which should be

transmitted to the searcher.

[The trainer might wish the trainees to volunteer their thoughts
on the important decision points that they believed were raised
through the exercises--whether they are technical, relative to
the use of different Boolean operators, or operational, relative
to the process of choosing between alternatives.]

Although we are operating on a limited amount of information,

why don't we think through the client's "best interests" in

each of the searches we have performed, and discuss the course

that we believe would have most likely met the client's needs,

if only initially.

[The trainer may wish to start off with one example, and then
ask the trainees to state their preferences, based on their
understanding of the time, expectations, and typical uses of
information by school personnel.]

For example, on the teaching of time to TMRs. I read this

request as a very specific one, for the TMR teachers have many

responsibilities, and teaching time is only a part of this

responsibility. I would search only on TIME and not go into

the mathematical concepts or concept formation materials, where

we can assume that the finding of relevant materials would take

some digging and reading by the teachers. I might supplement

my findings by talking to my special education consultants in



the SEA to see if they know of any materials, or by checking

the Curriculum Laboratory personnel or my curriculum materials

collection. I would also check my project/people file, to see

if there were any Special Education Instruction Materials Cen-

ters in my area with whom I could check.

Agreements? Disagreements?

[Trainer should let the trainees discuss their preferences for

the remainder of searches.]
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SESSION NOS. 19 AND 22

RETRIEVAL EXERCISES--B

(TRAINER DISCUSSION GUIDE)

1. (Affiliation or position not specified): Wants various kinds of tutoring
programs in the public schools--reading and math--to be utilized in the
district.

TRAINER DISCUSSION GUIDE:

The selection of terms from the Thesaurus for the instructional
program arer.s--READING INSTRUCTION and MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTION- -
is fairly straightforward. The choice of terms for the tutoring
program part of the search is less clear, for the possibilities
include TUTORING, TUTORIAL PROGRAMS, CROSS'AGE TEACHING, PEER TEACHING,
and PROGRAMED TUTORING. The peer-group representation'in this concept
also suggests other possibilities, such as the use of paraprofessionals
and volunteers from the community (e.g., parents).

It will be useful for the trainees to scan the results of several
different strategies, to see a fairly narrow search:

((TUTORIAL PROGRAMS OR TUTORING) AND (READING INSTRUCTION OR

MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTION))

and, to see a broader search:

((TUTORIAL PROGRAMS OR TUTORING OR CROSS AGE TEACHING OR PEER
TEACHING OR PROGRAMED TUTORING) AND (READING INSTRUCTION OR
MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTION)

After the trainees have explored several possibilities, and seen, for
example, the kinds of materials included in PROGRAMED TUTORING, they
should be prepared in the discussion to suggest how they might actually
handle the search: (1) to give the client a full printout- -
with notations on some of the variations of materials included--and
ask the client to indicate those that look of interest; (2) to re-
establish contact with the client, to determine more specifically the
kinds of programs that would be most relevant; or (3) to supplement
or substitute the printout with names of individuals in area schools
that have instituted tutorial programs.

The two sample search formulations shown on the third page illustrate
the difference between a narrow search and a broad search. There are,
in addition, points between, in terms of the number of descriptors that
are selected to represent the tutoring concept in the search problem.
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The printout of selected citations that is attached illustrates the

results yielded from Search Formulation 1. Trainees will have seen

some of these citations (with descriptors and/or abstracts) on-line,

and this should generate discussion on the issue of second-guessing

the true concerns of the user (does he want programs with parent

involvement or the use of paraprofessionals?). The Trainer may

choose to read a few of these citations to illustrate the inclusion
of materials on (1) adult and university students, (2) the use of
paraprofessionals, and (3) research studies.

I
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Search Formulation 1:

SS 1/C?---SEARCH STATEMENT 1 OR COMMAND?

USER:

READING INSTRUCTION OR MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTION
PROG:

PSTG --NUMBER POSTINGS (2291)
SS 2 /C ? - -- SEARCH STATEMENT 2 OR COMMAND?

USER

TUTORING OR TUTORIAL PROGRAMS OR CROSS AGE TEACHIAt OR AFTER SCHOOL TUTORING OR
PROG:

CNT 2--CONTINUE SS 2

USER:

PEER TEACHING OR PROGRAMED TUTORING
PROG:

PSTG---NUMBER POSTINGS (596)

SS 3/C---SEARCH STATEMENT 3 OR COMMAND?

USER:

1 AND 2
PROG:

PSTG---NUNBER POSTINGS (59)

Search Formulation 2:

SS 1/C?---SEARCH STATEMENT 1 OR COMMAND?

USER:

TUTORIAL PROGRAMS
PROG:

PSTG---NUMBER POSTINGS (239)
SS 2/C?---SEARCH STATEMENT 2 OR COMMAND?

USER:

READING INSTRUCTION OR MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTION
PROG:

PSTG---NUMBER POSTINGS (2291)
SS 3/C?---SEARCH STATEMENT 3 OR COMMAND?

USER:
1 AND 2
PROG:

PSTG---NUMBER POSTINGS (31)
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2. From a High School Counselor: Wants methods on dealing with, and preventing
vandalism at the secondary level.

Comments:

TRAINER DISCUSSION GUIDE:

This search illustrates several retrieval problems and considerations.

One, the materials in the ERIC file on this subject are not typically

indexed by level (e.g., secondary level), and a search by level intro-

duces a very low-yield (as shown in the sample search below).

SS 1/C?---SEARCH STATEMENT 1 OR COMMAND?

USER:

VALDALISM OR SCHOOL VANDALISM

PROG:

PSTG---NUMBER POSTINGS (45)
SS 2/C---SEARCH STATEMENT 2 OR COMMAND

USER

HIGH SCHOOLS OR SECONDARY GRADES OR SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS OR

PROG:

CNT 2---CONTINUE SS 2

USER:
PROG:

PSTG- --NUMBER POSTINGS (4380)

SS 3 /C ?--- SEARCH STATEMENT 3 OR COMMAND?

USER:

1 AND 2
PROG:

PSTG---NUMBER POSTINGS (1)

SS 4/C?---SEARCH STATEMENT 4 OR COMMAND?

USER;

"PRINT TI, DE"
PROG:

TI- "YES" TO A SELF-DIRECTIVE DAY. FOCUS ON HIGH SCHOOLS
DE- CONTRACTS
DE- DISCIPLINE PROBLEM
DE- EDUCATIONAL CHANGE
DE- EDUCATIONAL IMPROVEMENT
DE- EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION
DE- SCHOOL VANDALISM
DE- SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS
DE- STUDENT PARTICIPATION
DE- SUBURBAN SCHOOLS
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The on-line demonstration (or scan through the attached printout

from the full 45 citations) should illustrate the second part of

the search problem. Most citations in this area relate to preven-

tion through modifications or improvements in the school facilities

(e.g., lighting, design, construction). Less than 10 of the cita-

tions appear to deal with non-facility matters, such as community

involvement, police and school relationship, or student involve-

ment. The search problem statement provides no insight into the

client's definition of "prevention."

The on-line demonstration should also be used to show the difference

in the use of terms VANDALISM and SCHOOL VANDALISM. It would appear

that our search should be limited to only SCHOOL VANDALISM, for

VALDALISM draws in the college-level and recreational areas. The

number of postings for SCHOOL VANDALISM alone is 33: This illustrates

the point of having searchers learn the use of terms and make nota-

tions in their copies of the Thesaurus for future reference. With

an on-line system, the searcher can check some of these meanings, but

those using batch systems will need to rely primarily on their study

of search results--after the fact--to determine these usages.

1
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3. From a High School Teacher: I would like any and all information dealing
with Self Concept and its relationship with Academic Achievement. I need

information showing a relationship between these two factors. (For Jr./Sr.

High School)

Special Instructions to Trainees: Develop at least two search formulations
to show the junior-senior level: one with an ANDed statement, the second,
with an AND NOT statement.

Comments:

DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR TRAINER:

As the attached on-line printout illustrates, there are 216 citations

that meet the statement of ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AND SELF CONCEPT.

This search helps to illustrate one of the more difficult problems

in limiting searches in the ERIC file, that is, by level. There are

two major facets of the problem:

The selection of terms to represent any given level

is a problem that levels may be expressed in specific

grades (e.g., Grade 7), in student groups (e.g., Junior

High School Students), or educational levels (e.g.,

Secondary Grades);

The searcher must decide whether to use AND statement

with the appropriate level terms, or to use an AND NOT

statement with those terms that represent the levels of

no interest. (See Search Formulations 1 and 2.)

For the first problem, the Trainer should discuss with the trainees

the usefulness of preparing in advance some ORed statements rep-

representing the different levels of education. For each level,

the Retrieval Specialist may wish to develop several statements,

some of whi:h cover only the broadest areas (e.g., universities,

colleges), others covering the student populations (e.g., Secondary

School £tudents), and others covering the more specific terms within

a level (e.g., State Colleges, Teacher Colleges). Samples of

several such searches are included in the trainees packets, to help

them adapt and develop their own.
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Search Formulation 1.

SS 1/C?---SEARCH STATEMENT 1 OR COMMAND?

USER:

SELF CONCEPT AND ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
PROG:

PSTG---NUMBER POSTINGS (216)
SS 2/C?---SEARCH STATEMENT 2 OR COMMAND?

USER:

SECONDARY GRADES OR JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS OR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
PROG:

PSTG---NUMBER POSTINGS (4111)
SS 3 /C ? - -- SEARCH STATEMENT 3 OR COMMAND?

USER:
1 AND 2
PROG:

PSTG---NUMBER POSTINGS (31)

Search Formulation 2.

SS 1/C--SEARCH STATEMENT 1 OR COMMAND?

USER:

SELF CONCEPT AND ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
PROG:

PSTG---NUMBER POSTINGS (216)
SS 2/C? -- -SEARCH STATEMENT 2 OR COMMAND

USER:
COLLEGE STUDENTS OR JUNIOR COLLEGE STUDENTS OR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS
PROG:

PSTG---NUMBER POSTINGS (6101)
SS 3/C?---SEARCH STATEMENT 3 OR COMMAND?

USER:
1 AND NOT 2
PROG:

PSTG --NUMBER POSTINGS (170)
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A decision in the second problem area must be made in full recogni-

tion of the fact that a level-related descriptor may not have been

used by the indexer, and that an AND statement may therefore exclude

some materials--without level inductors--that are potentially of

interest to the client. (In recent years, this has been an important

issue within the ERIC system, and clearinghouses are now encouraged

to include the level within the set of descriptors for a given docu-

ment.)

The Trainer should take some time with the group to make sure they

understand the difference between using the ANDed statement and the

AND NOT statement. (See attached on-line printout.) The AND search

formulation establishes particularly restrictive specifications for

the search, in that the specific level terms given must be included

among the descriptor set of a document before it is retrieved. How-

ever, it is important to note that this search formulation will not

retrieve documents that are indexed by other secondary-level terms

(e.g., GRADE 7), nor will it retrieve on documents in which no level

is included, but deals, instead, with a special student population,

e.g., disadvantaged youth.

Tht- AND NOT statement is more restrictive than the ANDed statement

in one sense, for it will not only exclude document citations that

are indexed by college- and elementary-level terms, but those that

are indexed by college or elementary and secondary-level terms. How-

ever, as shown by the differences in postings, the AND NOT approach

is much Less restrictive; it will draw those document citations with

no level related index terms that were thrown out in the AND search.

It is important that the trainees understand what will be included

or excluded in each of these two search approaches, but it is equally

important that they realize that the differences in postings resulting
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from the two different approaches will vary per search problem.

Given evenly distributed postings in the file, AND NOT is technically

the complement of AND. In this particular search, it would appear

that there are more materials relative to the secondary school popu-

lation than to the other levels; this may not always be the case.

Thus, the decision to use AND or AND NOT should be made on factors

other than the postings yield, such as the weighing of what might

be lost in an ANDed statement.

This search also lends itself to further refinement, but would

depend on the searcher having more information fro: the client. We

might imagine that the search could be narrowed by:

Educational Research or Statistical Studies

Prediction or Expectation

Motivation or Intervention or Changing Attitudes or Motivation

Techniques or Teacher Role or Curriculum Design

Curriculum Design or Teacher Role

(These searches are displayed in the attached on-line printout sample

and illustrate in their postings levels the narrowness of the searches.)

The key questions to the client might have been one of seeking to

clarify the kind of relationship between the two factors that he was

interested in, or learning more about how the client intended to use

the information.
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Search Formulation 3.

SS 1 /C ? - -- SEARCH STATEMENT 1 OR COMMAND?

USER:

SELF CONCEPT AND ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
PROG:

PSTG---NUMBER POSTINGS (216)
SS 2 /C ? - -- SEARCH STATEMENT 2 OR COMMAND?

USER:

COLLEGE STUDENTS OR

JUNIOR COLLEGE STUDENTS OR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS
PROG:

PSTG -- -NUMBER POSTINGS (6101)

SS 3 /C ? - -- SEARCH STATEMENT 3 OR COMMAND?

USER:

1 AND NOT 2
PROG:

PSTG---NUMBER POSTINGS (170)
SS 4 /C ? - -- SEARCH STATEMENT 4 OR COMMAND?

USER:

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH OR STATISTICAL STUDIES
PROG:

PSTG---NUMBER POSTINGS (3456)
SS 5/C?---SEARCH STATEMENT 5 OR COMMAND?

USER:
3 AND 4
PROG:

PSTG---NUMBER POSTINGS (14)
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Search Formulation 4.

SS 1/C?---SEARCH STATEMENT 1 OR COMMAND?

USER:

SELF CONCEPT AND ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
PROG:

PSTG---NUMBER POSTINGS (216)
SS 2/C?---SEARCH STATEMENT 2 OR COMMAND?

USER:

COLLEGE STUDENTS OR JUNIOR COLLEGE STUDENTS OR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
STUDENTS

PROG:

PSTG- --NUMBER POSTINGS (6101)

SS 3/C?---SEARCH STATEMENT 3 OR COMMAND?

USER:

1 AND NOT 2
PROG:

PSTG---NUMBER POSTINGS (31)

SS 4/C?---SEARCH STATEMENT 4 OR COMMAND?

USER:

PREDICTION OR EXPECTATION
PROG:

PSTG--- NUMBER POSTINGS (853)
SS 5 /C ? -- SEARCH STATEMENT 5 OR COMMAND?

USER:

3 AND 4

PROG:

PSTG - -- NUMBER POSTINGS (8)
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Search Formulation 5.

SS 1/C? - --SEARCH STATEMENT 1 OR COMMAND?

USER:
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AND SELF CONCEPT
PROG:

PSTG---NUMBER POSTINGS (216)
SS 2/C?---SEARCH STATEMENT 2 OR COMMAND?

USER:

COLLEGE STUDENTS OR JUNIOR COLLEGE STUDENTS OR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS
PROG:

PSTG---NUMBER POSTINGS (6101)
SS 3/C?---SEARCH STATEMENT 3 OR COMMAND?

USER:

1 AND NOT 2
PROG:

PSTG---NUMBER POSTINGS (31)
SS 4/C?---SEARCH STATEMENT 4 OR COMMAND?

USER:
MOTIVATION OR MOTIVATION OR INrERVENTION OR CHANGING ATTITUDES OR
PROG:

CNT 4---CONTINUE SS 4

USER:
TEACHER ROLE OR CURRICULUM DESIGN
PROG:

PSTG---NUMBER POSTINGS (6027)
SS 1/C?---SEARCH STATEMENT OR COMMAND?

USER:

3 AND 4
PROG:

PSTG---NUMBER POSTINGS (29)

a
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SELECTED CITATIONS

FROM

EXERCISE 3 SEARCH RESULTS

Ar
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LO- FD063219
YR- 7?

.

II- .FAN-f!, I' A('4,ImI,. K. Lc .q LACK AN WHIT; CC APENi,ATLPY k 11(AlION
STOILNTS AN;* 'rd SELF -C1NCeT-ACALFAIC-AILITY.

pn- 7.4

TS-
SC- '%M(z)o-ii0
SN- Lo- WASHINCOW,
PR- 'EL'S PIA(1
CG- il,C-0-70-?717;
NO- 1,1.; t'AFtK P,%tSENP:E; !'1 TOL ANNUAL MPTINC CF INF AmEPICAN

r,LCATTU^AL k' S:AFCi ALWf.IAT1U4
Df- A.AILITY
DE- AchIiVI-ME-N1
OF- ArriCT1V,
Dr- or°AVI,--AL
DE- rrIMP-'4SATC2Y .F..JCATILN
DE- F,JTATIALLY bIcAUVAN4m.rD

rfq_KA-11AL
F1'uCAllr'NAL I,TING

DL- w10.1;. L-OECATI,N
DE- S'LF ACT JALILATI,N
Of- Sr Li
GE- S L; L"NCLP1 1 1S
CF- S' IF
OF- .,'LF 1M-17FM
4b- "..LATI..NSr.:4= ,,ETWb..N AN INo1vIDUAL1 PERCFPTI'A OF 1-1!

/11.1fY L:w.N !-OS ACAD-J.M1C ACLII-VP."%T. (TS
A STOCY J:STGNC-, 1)tNTIPY THE LEVEL OF

LP-C. ,NCcPT ,r ALA"EMIL 4::1LITY nF- 1?1 S711,:_1111, or 1O7i

',LACK!. (&4 MALi AN') 44 F;.MALLS) AN!) 13 41-1I1FS (7A1=LiS ANW r

r'MALr1), :Ni-AILL1 IN ANL, M0L'TICN UF A PRL-Ct'LLft--F
C.,;Nr:,ATOriV 1-"w0:44.4 IN NL'I YRK STATE. nURINu
'-NRoCLM.tT foMPT:*4SAIGRY -00CATT:il rt,4STIFUTES LNt ACAMMT: QA.
X11 IL_ Li"MPL_TioN (d%SliTC1IS ANOTEim T'-'r

SCALD WAS A:2MINISTEPEt Tr) :Al).Jr:LT!"
;:1411RIN', Af -AIN JPLA COMi'LETIW ThF PROCRAM. IT WAS

T +'7twIZt- MAT 11FkE Wk;UL'I LE A P:ISITI\ft ;:vfNGF IN SELc-C.:iNCIPT ;IF

ArAr:1MIC 1) fAH SUiJIXT AS A !_,SULT GF MOVINC Fr.,,PM -NE
PULL ANOIWw; 2) BLACK ANO Wrif-Pc SO1JECTS FROM TEST 1 in TEST 2;
AN',9 1) .07H MALt rtMALL SUrkJEL1:i !POP Tt-ST 1 lE 'TEST 2. IT WAS
r'NCLL,FhP TEA] ChANGES IN ACADEMIC ROLLS HAT/ A POSIIIVE EFFt-CT ON

SILF-C;Nc,PT A- ACADEMIC ithILITY JF MALr AND FFMALr PLAoK
SUr,ILCT:.; LNLY QUR WHITL MALE SOBJICTS. THE RI:Si:ARCH 1NP1(ATL:S
ihAT LUMPL'\ISAILKY FJUCATIJN PROGRAMS -,,ItiL6) POSITIVELY AFFECT
SrLF- CONCtPT IMPROVEMtNT CONTRIBUTING TO ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT.
IAUTHOR/SJM)
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ED- ED062484
YR- 72
CH- IJP01236C
AU- MAFIIN, OOROTHY WUHI.NA
TI- THE INNER -CITY BLACK MALI- HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT: HIS SELF CONCEPT,

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT, AN0 OCCUPATIONAL ASPIRATIONS.
PD- 7 APR 72
IS- RIEAUG72
PR- PRICE ME-SO.65 HC -13.2'
CG- 0E4-0-9-7(001-3417
NO- I7P.; PAPER RRESINTILI AT IH: AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION ANNUAL

4E711%, CHICAriO, ILL., APRIL 28, 1972
DE- ACADEMIC ACHI.:.VEMENT
DE- DEFACTO SEGREGATION
DE- EDUCATIONAL DIAGNOSIS
DE- HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
DE- INNER CITY
DE- INTEGRATION EEFECTS
DE- NEGRO STUDENTS
DE- OCCUPATIONAL ,LPIRATICM
OF- SCHOOL INTEGRATION
DE- SELF CONCEPT
DE- SELF ESTEEM
0E- SORP.YS
DE- URBAN YOUTH
ID- CRARY AMT-RICAN H/STORY TEST
ID- SELF CONCEPT M J A LEARNER SCAL-
AR- THE PURP0SE THIS STUL,Y WAS 10 COMPARE T47 SELF CONCEPT, ACADEMIC

ACHIEVEMENT, ANL, OCCUPATIONAL ASPIRATIONS OF TWO SAMPLES OF ELEVENTH
AEC) TWELFTH GmAUE bLACK .MALE STUDENTS, WHO LIVE IN THE INNER CI FY OF
A LARGE METNOPOLITAN AREA AND ATTEND SChttOLS OF RACIALLY DIEEERENT
COMP9SITION. THE SAMPLE IN THE SEGREGATED FLACK sc),r.7nt. CONSISTED OF
56 PALE PUPILS IN SEVE:AL CLASSES WHICH WERE ASSIGNED PY THE
PRINCIPAL TO PARTICIPATE. THE SAMPLE IN THr INTERRACIAL SCHOOLS
CONSISTED EF 45 VOLONTE2RS FEWM THE 92 POTENTIAL SJEJECTS. PATH
GROUPS INCLUDED STUDENTS TAKING COLLEGE PREPARATORY, PUSINESS,
VOCATIONAL, AND GENERAL EDUCATION COURSES. ALL DATA WERE COLLECTED
DURING MAY, 1970. THE ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT OF THE SUBJECTS WA%
MEASURED EiY THE CRARY AMERICAN HISTORY TEST. WHEN THE RAW SCORES OF
THIS TEST WIRE ANALYZEO HOLDING AGE AND ID CONSTANT, THE DIFF'RENCE
RITWLEN THE G".OUPS WAS SIGNIFICANT WITH THE SUBJECTS IN THE
INTERRACIAL SCHEMES 14AVIN, THE HIGHER MEAN SCURE. THE TOTAL SCoRr
MADE BY EACH SUBJECT ON THE SELF CONCEPT AS A LEARNER SCALE WAS
CONSIDEPE0 INDICATIVE OF HIS FEELING OF COMPETENCE IN THE CLASSROOM.
THE MEAN OF THE SEGREGATED, INNER-CITY SCHOOL SAMPLE WAS
SIGNIFICANTLY HIGHER THAN THE MEAN OP THE SAMPLE IN THE INTERRACIAL
SCHOOLS. (AUTHOR /JM)
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ED ED062396
YR 72
CH TM001335
AU TOCCO, T. SALVATORE
AU BRIDUS, CHARLES M., JR.
TI A RF0LICATION AND AN FXAMPLE OF SERENDIPITY IN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH.
PD APR 72
IS P.IEAUG72
SC RM466000
SN OFFICE OF LUUCATIEN (DhLWI, 4AShINGTON, D.C.
PR LW:. °RICE MF$0.c.5 HCt3.24
CG '1[u-4-4,-522394-11991(
NO 21i4.; PAPER PFPSENTf:: AT THE ANNUAL MEETING UF THE AMERICAN

i-L,LCAT1oNAL RES!-ARCH ASSOCIATION (CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, APRIL 1R72)
OF ACAE4MIC ACHIEVEMENT
nE CUE:RELATION
DE OTSAINANTAGC0 UJNME:NT
OF DTLADVANTAGED YOUTH
DE $-nr,:ATIoNAL rt-sEARcH
OF OtoWTH PATTERNS
DE IDENTIFICATION (PSYCHOLOGICAL)
DE muptic
DE WITHER ATTITUtES
DE WITH:FRS
CE SELF CONCEPT
DE SELF CUNCEPT Tf-TS
DE SfLF ESTEEM

STATISTItAL ANiCYSTS
DE TFST 0-LIABILITY
OF TESTS
10 CHILLIENS StLF ',CCIAL CONSTRUCTS TFST
ID r_SSC1
ID hISM
ID HUW I .!',.t1 AYSLL' SCALL

IC SOCIAL OACTION TNVENTORY
ID Shl
AB THE ri-LATION1-HIP .ii14tFN SELFCONCEPT M:A5Cr-_ES OF DI-PPIVED MOTHrcJ

ANJ1 SILF(ONC'Pi MtASUHLS OF THEIR CHILDREN IS RE:XAMINED
!MPIRICALLY. AN ACCIEJENTAL DISCOVERY WAS MAV)t CURPELATING MOThfRS1
PkL ML-AsURLS Cat- SELFC4NCLPT TU THEIR CHILORENS' POST MEASURES OF
SELFCONCEPT. ICK)
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ED ED062392
YR 72
CH TM001330
AU LANuTS, H. Jut-fl
TI A VALIDITY STUDY LW THE SELFESTEEM INVENTORY.
PD APR 72
IS RIFAUG72
PR EDRS PRICE ME-10.65 HC-43.29
CG OEGD-71-4558
NO 7cP.; PAPER Pl'ISENTED AT THt ANNUAL MEETING OF THE AMERICAN

tEDCATI9NAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATION (CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, APRIL 1472)
DE ABILITY GRfiJEING
DE ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
DE CHECK LISTS
DE CORRELATION
DE FACTOR STRUCTURE
DE GRADE 7
DE HYPU1HESIS TESTING
OF PERSONALITY Af,SIISSMENT
DE RATING SCALES
DE SELF CONCEPT
DE SFLi:- ESTEEM
DE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
DE TEST VALIDITY
ID SELF CONCEPT AS A LEARNER SCALE
ID SELF ESTEEM INVENTORY
AB RESULTS DE THIS VALIOATION STUDY OF A SLIGHTLY MODIFIEQ VERSION OF

THE COPPvESMIlh SELF ESTEEM INVENTORY SUBSTANTIATE ITS USE WTTH
SEVENTH GRALF%3 TC ASSESS t'OAL I (CONCERNING SELFUNDERSTANDING ANC
APPRECIATUM E cFLEWORTH) OF THE EDUCATIONAL QUALITY AS(7_-:SSMENT
PROGi.UM IN PENNSYLVANIA. APPENDIXES INCLUDE THE DEFINITION AND
RATIONALE FUR GOAL 1, COPIES OF THE SELFESTEEM INVENTORY AND THE
SFLFCONCEPT AS A LEARNER SCALE, AND AN EXPANDED BIBLIOGRAPHY. (MS)

ED FJ053846
YR 72
CH AA:11992
AU HALL, LINCOLN H.
TI PERSONALITY VARIABLES OF ALI-IIEONG AND NONACHIEVING

MEXICAN AMERICAN AND OTHER COMMUNITY COLLEGE FRESHMEN
PO JAN 72
IS C1JJUN72
PR
CG 0

JC J9UENAL OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH; 65; 5; 224-8
DE ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
DF COLLEGE FRESHMEN
DE CJMMIJNITY COLLEGES
DE MEXICAN AMERICANS
DE PERSONALITY MOTES
DE SELF CONCEPT
DE SUCIutCONOMIC I.ACXGROUNt
OE SOCIOECONOMIC INFLUENCES
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ED- FJ049656
YR- 72
CH- PS501484
AU- P71.70, FLILAr.ETh
AU- SUCIA, CECELIA E.
TI- FAMILIES WITHOUT FATHERS
PD- JAN 72
IS- CIJL1972
Pk-
CG-
JC- CHILDHOOD EDUCATION; 48; 4; 175-181
DE- ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
DE- DELINQUENCY
DE- FAIhrf:LESS FAMILY
DE- MALES
DE- MCTHEK AT-FIT:PUS
DE- ONE PARENT FAMILY
DE- Pk-.ENT CHILrl RE.LATIONS'UP
DE- PAkiNT ROLE
DE- SELF CONCEPT

ED- EJ05438C
YR- 71
Ch- PS501731
AU- PUTLFR, AW3IF L.
TI- AREAS (JF fACENT RESEARCH IN EARLY CHILDHOOD ELUCATION
Po- Orf,
IS- CIJJUL72
PR-
CG- 6 & t.

JC- C'4ILN-tom, ,uliCATION; 4b; 3; 143-7
DE- ACA0LHIC ACHIVEMENT
DE- EARLY CEILDHWD EnUCATIUN
DE- eDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
DE- INTELLIGINCt ,AJuTIENT
DE- INTERPEPSONAL RELATIONSHIP
DE- WITIVATICN
9E- PAktNT PARTICIPATION
DL- PLAY
OF- SELF CONCEPT
DE- TEACHER ROLE
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ED- ED060958
YR- 71
CH- PSUP:4co
TI- NORTH CAROLINL STATE SUPPORTED EARLY CHILDHOOD DEMUNSTRATIUN

CENTERS. SECOND ANNUAL EVALUATION: 1970-1971.
PD- DEC 71
IS- RTEJUL72
IC- C,PF00155
IN- LEARNING INST. OF WIRTH CAkLIN, DURHAM.
PR- EflkS PRICE MF-SC,.65 HC-S3.29
CG- OFG-0-522422-4433(10
NO- ?FP.
DE- ACADEMIC AChlt.VEMENT
DE- bEHAVIOR CHANGE
DE- CHILD 'IFVELOPMENT
DE- COGNITIVE PROCESSES
DE- COMPARATIVE AVALYSI S
DE- CONTROL GROUP!;
DE- DEMONSTRATION CENTERS
DE- EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
DE- EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
DE- EXPLkImENTAL GSUOPS
DE- FINANCIAL SUPPORT
DE- INTELLFCTUAL IJEVELOPMFNT
DE- KINDEPGARTiN CHILDREN
DE- LI-At:NING tCTIVITU-S
DE- MCASUREMENT INISTRUMENTS
nE- PRESCHoOL L-1E1R!N
DE- PROGRAM EVALUATION
DE- FFLF CONCEPT
DE- CTATE PROGRAMS
DE- TEST kESULiS
ID- CLASSPJOM EL:HAVI1R INVENTIRY
ID- EAkLY CHILHDOD ASSESSMENT BATTEAY
ID- NORTH CAROLINA
AP- THE :ECND YI-AP OF A STATc SUPPORTED EARLY (HILDHCr!D EDUCATION

ort4M WAS tVALUATED, USING A PRE-POST EVALUATION LES1GN INVPLVING
IXPikIMINTAL AND GLATRIIL (-ROUPS. AN EARLY CEILDHOO) ASSESSMENT
BATTERY WAS AMINISTERE1 10 720 FIVE-YE:AR-OLDS ENROLLED IN TH,_

KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM 3Y THEIR TLACHERS. THE CONTROL GROUP (178) WERE
TESTED LOCALLY. ' :FSULTS INCLUDE: (1) THE STEADINESS OF THF TRENDS IN
NGN-COGNITIVE AREAS FROM THE bEGINNING TO THE END nF THE YEAR, AND
FROM ONL YEAR TO THE NEXT, GIVES CONFIDENCE THAT THE CLASSROOM
BEHAVIkr: INV.cNTRY IS A MEANS FU1/4 MEASURING NON-COGNITIVE ASPECTS OF
CHILDREN'S SCHOOL EXPERIENCES; (2) HELPING INCREASE CHILDREN'S
(3,FHAV1L,R IN THE AREAS OF THE POSITIVE REHAVIOk TRAITS--AND DECREASE
THE NEC,ATIVE--HAS A PoSITIVE EFFECT UPON COGNITIVE PERFORMANCES; (3)
IN COGNITIVE CHANGES, THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP EXCEEDED THE CONTROL
GROOP IN ArtSCLUTE SCORES ON EVERY TEST; (4) ALL CHILDREN WHO
AtTiNuin KINDERGARTEN THE YEAR BEFORE ARE MAINTAINING A REASONABLE
AVIRAGF W; PI=SPECT TO NATIONAL NORMS; AND (5) THE CHILDREN WHO HAD
ATTENDE:, KINI'ERGARTEN THE YEAR BEFORE CONTINUED TO MAKE SUPETANTIAL
GAINS ritTWEEN ThE BEGINNING AND ENDING OF FIRST GRADE ON ALL
MEASURES. (AUTHOR/CR)



Fn- FU060950
YR 71

E"CW.477
AU ALINS,
AU E4LLIVET F.UNNIE L.
TT MgTIVAI1L4 CliRICULIIM. . CW:RICULAK mapuf E,ESIGNED TU P1-.04!iTE

MAIVATILA F:JF SCHuL Al-fIr7VIMENT.
PD AUG 71
IS klfsitiL7.4

IC IT13157c
IN 1-14WATI uN1V., HoN3LILU.
SC Ft,Ko54t#5
SN "E CLGNjhIC C'PPL:,OUNITY. b.C.
PR r! RS PRICE_ Mf--.141.', HC-13..g
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DI ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

AFF-ECTIVE ORJECTTVES
DE CHILD DIVELOPMENT
DI CLASS ACTIVIIII!
DE CfNCfcTIJAL ,.CHEMCr

CYRSr. :NT( NT
PE C:"R.IL"LUM L"SivN

rT!,'Alt:%Y L'- A'- '11N0
hf

( INT NTAIJM.
OE Uilf-cL.CTI.,',IAL 04.,11IAL%
UE INTL"kCEI:-.4
Ct L'P,N1t,j, 1:)t_ 11*?:.!

DE v"1_'1:-..

M.AIVATIN -TI,A*402
VE iPlANIZAllaN
DE ;.-Sr NY'
DE S1 LE (t;r4.07
PE S.it,fLNI EVALt,ATLN
GE TcActi,
OF TYUCHT PPnC;S!.._

INT.7.ACT1 4' AN, otCTIVITItf ['r!CFIH-L. IN THIS LICUMENT
1NILAPt:i TL LXe;RiENCFS ThAl WILL INCHASC TPI

ALCONCL--. JE IACH (lc THI= kESPtiNSt '-,aNSTITULNTS
AjTIVATIO'i fu ArlItV( 14 LFAk41NG IN SCHOCL. THESE MATr".1All l'AVE
I.kGANIL-L INP1 FIV; UNIT-1; EACH UNIT f-MPPASIZS ON1 tJF TrF rTVE

AFEtCTIVI, CONCr.P1UAL. eURWISIVE, IN'TPDMENTAL. ANi)
-VALdATIVE. Iho kjkPO:A. Of SUCh AN IIRC,ANIZATION IS IC ENARLc THE
T-.CALK Fe AlTtNTIJN ON AND INCrtFASE HER ABILITY Tu
Vt-Crivt- ,NIoLf NAlvi- OF EACH OF THE RLSPONS':S. WITHIN EACH
UNII, ONf CONSEITutNT !JF MATIVATICN I. MAGNIFIED AT 'AC TIMF. AND
ANtslhik NT AN ,THF 4 TIME. IN UNIT II IT IS SUGC,EST14, THAT THr lEACHZR
(:!-T UP SAW- Cu/2LS F[-JR EACh CHILD IN ORE/L-R Ili GIVE hIM AN OPPIATUNITY

ScH:JA140 TMT HE WILL "JE A3LL TO DO AND THUS TU PELP hIM
THU:AS' HTS SLLFC:JNEIJE',1C, WHEPiAS IN UNIT III IT IS SU;;GE!.TED
TI:AT ToL CHILD 7-I,: LNCOU"46E TO SET UP HIS OWN GOALS. THE PIAMARY
,:cu, of ALL IhL ,XLRIZNCES SUGGESTEU IS TO UtVELOP A CHILD'S
ABILITY TO FUNCTION IN PROCESSES, I.E., WAYS OF THINKING. (CK1
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PR- tif:L PRICE AF-iU.65 HL-13.19
CG-
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NO-- '7!P.

OF- %C.41)EMIC ACt4itVtifNT
DE- CLANGING
UF- U11"ALLY
DE- iNbLISH INS f,;liTItliti
DF-- P-.L.CR,1 "IVII;IONS

'-AS.:',L1LNT INSTVT.V_Nl!.)
DE- MAIVAT1A TLti.FINIOU:S
Df- "c-011,
LIE- NOW..11114.,m#,0

0E- FOAL' PLANIN1,
DE- Sf.LF LOI(FPT
OE- FLX AFF:j!:NC.I,
DE- :-,1Ate4AP;

or- Tr-ST!
Ah- IN AN OF-4_01 T, atLTUFALLI DIFFEF..4:T STUIJI-MTS Ts; tr7AL,N

WHILt REMAIN PRIULs THEIR :IAL.:CT AND "=TAIN
IT AL T1J11. P0-1RmAL mATCt. 1.AF LPEAK1Nf-, 1 ?(' EsLACK!- AT THFIF fr'!,DE
Lt -VIIS VILE SCJAPES THE PARTS !JF EMPLAYr-PS, CYLLEGE

A'40 ;.RPL7CANTS. THE SCKTRTS kEWARIJED APPLI:,ANTS
WHO C6CLr ANr ,f SPFAKIW TW11 [ALECTS, 4NL, PENALIZ,-1
APkLICANIS 411: SktA ONLY ('Nt LaALJLT, EVEN IF THAT LTAL:C1
4AS .JANOAr" t-46LISt. A LUNTROL I21' LACk!. U.IMPLITIO SS FOP
TW1 ThR_L-14tNL1:AAL iESTUNS, UNE ELATORANG S1 X, GRAD Lt-VU AND

S'LLND FEATURING ACHILVEMINT, &RAO(' LEVEL ANI) RULE
PLAYING. L':11r2ION HEASURI1 WLRE (1) A SEMANTIC DIEFER-NTIAL

hY STIWY IC MLASURF ThE ATTITUDES OF ;BLACK', TDWAQ)
rIOIALECTALISM, Atio (2) A LP-ALS (...F LIKART-LIKE ITEMS TESTING A
VAtItlY AITITU. !HI- SEMANTIC UIFFERENTTAL WAS PARTIALLY
(AJLCF-ScfLL IN MrASUINI.- THE ATTITUDES CF .ACAS TrWARD
lUOALECTALISM tttT NELIS FUP.THER KFFINI MENT. EILACKS WIRE FAVOC4tf,L,
TnwAP rIDIALt!..TALS Atr kULc PLAYIN6 COULD fr:UTTVATE THEM Tn rE EVEN

FAVKA4L... SEX, AC'41EVEMtNT, AND GRADE LEVEL WERE NOT
CrNSTS1INI FACIukS IN INFLUFNCING RESULTS, ALTHOUGH TH(RE WERE-
IN:ALATI:.NI. THAI ACHI:VEKS RE;PUNUEU MORE FAVORABLY THAN
NUNACHIEVERS. (AUTHOR)
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DF- SOCIAL tACMt.J.,0',PO
DE- SOLIOCCUNO%1L:. SlATU
OF- STOUNT ATTIPus
DE- TAOLES (DATA)
OF:- TCSTING 9RLWLLMS
ID- MICHIGAN EACAT1ONAL ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
AB- FDLCATIUNAL oISTRIDUTI,A TABLES WERE CONSTFOCTF2 WETCH TNDI'Ait

THAT, GENERALLY, solonLs ANJ SCHOOL DISTRICTS THAT SCORED IN TH.
UPeIR 10' MIDDLE, UR LuWEKI THIRD OF A RANKING UF MICHIGAN DISTRICTS
PN CMPLITt ACIEVEMP*IT ALSO RAN HIGH (OF MlnLE, 6R LOW) ON DT.JER
ASSESSMENT MLA,OkcS. PIE SAME TYPE OF KFLATIONSHIp WAS GWRALLY
F9ONC) BETWEr4 RANKIAGS OF SCHOOLS ON SUCIDECONDMIC STATUS AND OTHER
ASSESSMENT MEAcURES. (MS)
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PE'- SFr 71
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NP- 9P.; PAPER PRESENTED At 10-it AMERMAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL CONVENTION, WASHINGTON, D.C., SEPTEMBER 1971

NU- 64P.; THESIS SUbMITTED TO UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA, OMAHA NEBRASKA.
OF- ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
Of- AN; Lt, AMERICANS
DE- CrIMPARATIVF TfSTINC
DE- CGf,RELATION
OF- EDUCATILN
OF- PYP=CTATIGN
DE- ROINT AWIAGE
DF- INT7LLINCr LC.fTIENT
GE- N2f0'. f,EFrRiNC[:' IESTS
Of - !,!CONI:A:Y SCHOZJL SPIDENTS
Of- ScLF C:JNELPT
Df- SLCICONOmIC STATUS
DP SPAT:41
Dr- STATISTICAL ciTL.ILS

Nf bRASKA
Ar- ThE PoR)1-1 THIS 1971 tTO0Y WAS TO SEE IF MERU WAS SUrFICItN1

V1CLNCE AT HIGq 3CIL if THE OMAHA PUBLIC SLHCC'L DISTRICT pi
;111-JRI ANY f;.- Tot FOLL6WINu wt9PuTHEI,E=S: (1) CONTRuLL1N6 Fnk
INTLCLU,.NCt fUUTIENT (Ti) AN, SUCIJEC_INCMIC STATIS (SFS), SPANIf-i

CHILD'.f:N HAVE A Elk,NIFICANTLY LOWEt SELF-Cc:NCFPT THAN OULD
EHICol.N; 1 ) C,,N1RGLLINU IC' AND SES, !DANISH AmEPICAN Cc IL.'RtN
HAW- A SIGNIFICANTLY LOWE; kADE PUNT AVERAt,E (GPA) THAN ANDEW
CHILORtN; 13) SLF-CONCEPT IS RELATED IN A PUSIT1V01 AND SIGNIFICANT
WAY WITH AID Lt:i; AND (4) SELF - CONCEPT IS POSITIVELY ANn
Slt.NIPICANILY C(JRVFLAFFD WITH 6PA. SELF-CONCEPT WAS MEASURED 10( THE'
TINNLSSU SILF-Cf-NCEPT SCALLS; SES WAS ASSC)SED VIA THE INDEX GF
STATUS chARACTEPITICS; &PA WAS TAKEN FREW THE LAST 2 CONSCCUTIVF
SIM!_STEP,1; !ACP STUDENT; AND IQ WAS TAKEN FROM SCHOOL RECORDS.
SPANISH AM"ICAN AND ANOLn 10TH, 11TH, AND 121H GRAL.ERS (N=40) WERE
MATCHEt FOR HIiH UR LOW ScS AS WELL AS PEA HIGH OR LOW IO, AND 5
CHILDREN FAUM EACH (THNIC bROUP WERE DRAWN PROM EACH OF THI- 4
R1SUCTIW, cLAI,S4PILATIoNS: HIGH SES, HIGH IQ: HIGH SES, LOW 10: LUW
St7S, HI6F. IQ; AN! LUW SES, LUW IQ. TO DETERMINE THE SIGNIFICANCE OF
TFr DIFFIWitCr PETWEFN THE SPANISH AMERICAN AND ANGLO GROUPS
CHY('OTHtSE! 1 AN 2 ABOVE), THE 1 -TEST WAS USED; THE INDEX OF
CLW.:ELATICN g!,TWtEN VP<TA4LES (HYPOTHESES 3 AND 4 ABOVE) WAS
ESTABLISHED by THE PEARSUN PRODUCT-MOMENT. NONE OF THE 4 HYPOTHESES
WAS ADEQUATELY SUSTAINED TO CONCLUDE THAT ANY OF THEM HELD. (80)
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nf--- ATTIIJOt_cl
0E C;NCEer
T 'ILF-MtN1AKY ..,Ct2NUMI LTJC'TiON ACT TITLE I

TD rf=t-A T

ID r1H1D

At. THIS DOLUML%1 RPKULAJC:71, AVEkAL PAPER!: THAT WERE VLIVIRED AT T-V
OH11, DEPARTMtNT OF EDJCATIONIS STATEWIDE ESE/4 TITLE I CONFFRENCE
1971, THE THEME OF WHICH WAS "WILDING bLOCKS TO SUCCESS"; THIS
TYPIFIES 442W '1H10 SCHIOL ADMINISTRATORS AND TEACHFRS HAVE DESI6NEU
T/TL- 1 VisoA"' Tr, HELP LD(JCATIUNALLY 1,1SADVANTAGED CHILOR:-N
1=XPC'A'NfL SLACLSS Im ACA,,EMIC AND 6EHAVIDRAL 6P,C4TH. THE PAPFS
INLLPrJ: "T'HrtititH F.Yt: CHILD4ENth PC'f4.7 L. fINCLAIr:;
"PA,IINTADVISLY LLUNCILL LINK OR Ih1-AT T.. SCHO1,L::1" PICHAPo A.
HIMP4N; "CATCH A SKYLAi'K 4HILt HE SINCS1° =ILL MV.T1N, JR.,
"INVILVING PA -r'" TS /14 Di. LuiV,NYNG PROU-SS," MTLDPFL, 4. SMT1P;
"ACChoNTAH,ILItY--TITL_ I, E.S.L.A.," PICHAfl L. FAU'LEY: "THE
NAlIt.AL SCIN:11 HON. JcHN 4SAPLMMA "AbMINI:IRATOOS ROLF: IN TITLE
I," glAkuLD H. LiLIWy; AND hCLOIPENSALAY ED(JCATIONIT!: INFLUENCE n%
EDUCATION GENERALLY," RUBEN A. BURTON. IAUTHUR/JM)
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pq- 17IS PVIC7 ME-t0 .oc 11(--.1_:,.16

CC.,- ')E t-- ('- y-- 4('0444 -3717

RN- tR-t,-U444
No- 30T".
CE- ACAnEMIC ACHTrvFMENT
70:- FAMILY kACK,H4UNO
WE- c-AMILY 114,=-LIANK:t
OF- F/MTLY r LATINLIHIP
f.).-- AMI._Y 'arLE
OF- m,ITIVIJI:JN
UF- SLE CONCL1
or SIFAINo!'
/ THIS STO,Y XrLf4-1J TP' i,'LATTONSHIF P!FIWI-4N FAMILY RACKGRWmi,

FAMILY ..[L4II:,N-OltJ:,, SELF LaNcLPT AND fCf:!ril. ATTITUDE VARIAE-LL'., tS
THtY W':-;-.( .=.Lzi.Is 1.1' TrE A-ILITY OF ON!- CHILn IN WE FAMILY 10 LflPf
MPRL EFFLCTIVELY WITI-: THE SAME JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 'PAN D13 1",-1:
SIbLIW, HAL' CF TH FM1LILS HAP N1) rATHEK IN THI HuML. DAT:4 WPir
(401..,'L'1 t ''Y Rr!-SIMAL INTE10./IFWS WITH birl, CHTLbfrN FROM 1 GE9(,API-rr
ARIA(.,, .I.RAL 4L!)1 VIRGINIA, RUFMAN TOWNS IN UPSTAT-: NEW YO7K, ANt
Ukt4AN CiNTFK-CITY SYRAC:JS. f\FLJLTS FPUM PA'NTITIONING OF VA'IANCL
TICHNIwit_ nOPP,ATP) A UIFFEJ:ENTIATEU INTERACTIVI: M9DFL. FAMILY
FACTcR; NtA LtiLY PVTICTED PIFFFUNCES IN ACHIEVEMENT, FAIT lof1t-1'.1'
T" :_171.F CW-LP1 ANA' schodL ATtliwp_s wHIrl-, IN TURN, WERc.- PcLATED
TO DIFFIRENLES IN ACHIEVEMENT BETWEEN SIBLINGS. SUPPORT WAS FGUNO
FOR A IHEURY OF COUNTERVAILING FORCES. tIRbAN CHILDREN NEEDED A
STRONG, STRICT MOTHER AND WARM TEACHERS. RURAL LHILDREN NEEPI-D
SEPARATION FRUM HOME, AND SCHOOLS WHICH REWARDED CREATIVITY AND
ENFORCE', LISS CWsift1V4IrY. PHREAN CHILDP:N NE-i_OEU A NON--NOT1Lc- HOW,
INTELLECTUAL CHALLENGE AND AFFILIATION WITH SOCIAL NORMS. PEFk
RFLATIONSHIFS WERE NEGATIVE EXCEPT IN THE RURAL AREA. (AUTHOR)
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EIE- S,Ah CUNC(PI
PE- SoANISH SNP: - AKIN(,
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TO PROJECI FRONTIER
ID SAN DIEGO CUUNTY

. _

Ail THIS SPEECH PROVIDES AN OUTLINE OF THE PLANNING PRUCEDURF AND
1-QAMLW,IkK i-Pc, Ilk CURRICULUM UfA.1, IN THE filLINGUAL EDUCATION
PRWRAM, PW,JECT ERCNTIER, AT CHOLA VISTA, CALIFORNIA. IT EYPLAINS
TPL 60AL:A 01:- THE PRuJr.t:T WHICH IS G'-,AoUALLY BEING !XPANDFD TO ALL
G;40..if LEVELS, .AN[. IT uFSC4IPES HOW THE COALS AE INTERWOVEN INTJ A
FfAMEWORK MAUI UP IJE UNIT:: li: LEARNING AT ANY UNE LEVEL. A OIA6PAm
FHPWING THE FRAm):Wt)klc I!, INCLUDEL ALONG WITH A CHAT SHOWING THE
STEP.: FriAupiti, 14 THE GURAICULUM rEVELCIPMENT. A rI.LLIUGRAPHY IS
INCLUDED. (VM)
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'Y Ate) (e.) .1041 HAPPENS IC HIM IF HE IS PLACED TAT:. A WW

'zik,AftuY. TF,E :_;Vi ;;ALL PWPriSr Of THi= kftsEARCh WA! I,'

ASCE1TAIN 0-0mISINt, INSTRUCTIONAL PcsJCEiJRF!, F')F. ONDFRACHIrVINC (A!
MLASI".:ED "V :1ANJAkfo1LL'I i.C1411Vi'MENT TESTS) MEXICAN AMERICAN IN
(4ALLS oN/J1fhFSIZING ThAf OIFF=kiNCES tXTST TN QUALITATINf
CHAPACTLRI.J1:!7 DE _N INLLATIrJN TO ETHNIC CLASSIFILATION!
AN(' IN 117ADINI, LEVEL AChIIVEMENT, At THAT I FADING ACHTFVEVENT
LHLTDRALLY t,4ILORtN IS DIRECTLY RLATED TO OI:=PER:NCES IN

ILCHNI,XES USE!: TO ACCCMPLISof 4EAD1N6 SKILLS, 50
LPWAChIEVIN(.1 ANL g,0 ACHPVIN6 BPYS MEXICAN AME!,TCAN DESCENI AN!,
Fc ALHIFVIN6 t,OYS OF ANULO AMi-RICAN HL''IlAGE FROM 3 "DISADVANTAGED"
LC AN,-_,cLE% SCFUOLS WERI FINEITNGs ItNnFri It; St PPOR1
HYPOTHESIS 1 WHILE NEGATING HYPOTHESIS 2. IT APPEARS THAT THERE ARE
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4. From a Special Education Teacher: The staff at our school for TMRs feels
that teaching of time and the clock is inefficient and lacks impact. We

would like to know improvements in methods, materials, and procedures (for
chronological age up to 20-25 years).

Comments:

TRAINER DISCUSSION GUIDE

The major problem faced by the searcher in this example is one of

deciding how broadly to search. The teaching of time and the clock

may be included in materials dealing with the broader topics CONCEPT

FORMATION, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL MATHEMATICS, or MATHEMATICAL CONCEPTS.

There is also a question as to how the TRAINABLE MENTALLY RETARDED

should be searched, since technically there is a difference between

Trainable Mentally Handiapped and Educable Mentally Handicapped.

The possibilities include TRAINABLE MENTALLY HANDICAPPED, EDUCABLE

MENTALLY HANDICAPPED, LEARNING DISABILITIES, EXCEPTIONAL CHILD EDUCATION,

MENTALLY HANDICAPPED.

Sample searches, using only two combinations of the possibilities

are shown in the attached sample on-line printout. The second

search, a broader one, yields 48 postings of document citations,

in contrast to only 5 in the first search. Also attached is a

sample printout of citations selected from both search formulations.

This is, perhaps, an example of a client's needs being met best by

checking the complete documents on the most likely citations, particularly

since the group is most interested in methods and materials.
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Search Formulation 1:

SS 1 /C ? - -- SEARCH STATEMENT 1 OR COMMAND?

USER:

TIME
PROG:

PSTG---NUMBER POSTINGS (137)
SS 2/C?---SEARCH STATEMENT 2 OR COMMAND?

USER:

EDUCABLE MENTALLY HANDICAPPED OR TRAINABLE MENTALLY HANDICAPPED OR
PROG:

CNT 2 - -CONTINUE SS 2

USER:

MENTALLY HANDICAPPED OR EXCEPTIONAL CHILD EDUCATION
PROG:

PSTG---NUMBER POSTINGS (3509)
SS 3/C?---SEARCH STATEMENT 3 OR COMMAND?

USER:
1 AND 2
PROG:

PSTG- -NUMBER POSTINGS (5)

Search Formulation 2:

SS 1/C?---SEARCH STATEMENT 1 OR COMMAND?

USER:

TIME OR TIME PERSPECTIVE OR MATHEMATICAL CONCEPTS OR CONCEPT FORMATION
PROG:

PSTG---NUMBER POSINTGS (1991)
SS 2/C?---SEARCH STATEMENT 2 OR COMMAND

USER:

MENTALLY HANDICAPPED OR EXCEPTIONAL CHILD EDUCATION OR
PROG:

CNT 2 - --CONTINUE SS 2

USER:

EDUCA LE MENTALLY HANDICAPPED GI TRAINABLE MENTALLY HAND:CAPPED
PROG:

PSTG---NUJBER POSTINGS (3509)
SS 3/C?---SEARCH STATEMENT 3 OR COMMAND?

USER:

1 AID 2
PROG:

PSTG- - -NUMBER POSTINGS (48)
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ED- FD05b681
VP- 72
CH- r:C4(4,41
AU- V,NNAkI, bRUC,
AU- PENNIMAN, TFRRY L.
TI- OUALITY MATH tXPEFIENCS.
PD- JAN 72
IS- ETEmAY7,
IC- 1:1-4009q2
IN- IOWA UNIV., IOWA CITY. SPLLIAL LDUCATIPN (AlkICULUM JEVEL9FMtNT

SC- JC-38t,P_
SN- IOWA STAlt DrPT. INSTKUCTIoN, nFS MOINES.
PP- rrf.! pkTCE MF-$0.65 H(-13.?9
CG- 01C-0-70-2467(607)
NO- 'Atli).

DE- tXCvT11NAL Chic) ttJUCATI:14
DE- GUIDELINES
UE- MATHEMATICS
DE- MEAsUkEMENT
UE- MENTALLY HANDILA.APEH
DF- MPNEY MANAbLMfNT
OF- TEACHING METHIMS
DE- TTME
AP- PTI_STAIT'L Arcf TEACHING MtTHULS FOR THE INSTRUCTION OF MATHFMATICS TO

"FNTALLY CtilLoPtN. ALTHOUGH Tilt ItAAS ARE DEVILOPF0 FVom
SIMPLC Tt1 Cr,M0LtX, ThixE If. NU ATTEMPT TU CORRELATF MATHEMATICAL
IREAS WITH cr,ADL LiVELS. IHc GENERA, STAILD PNILOSUPPY IS 'MAT IFF
0J.TARDEL C ILA) E;EAkNS 'AST 9Y EXPERIENCING ANn FINDS 5ATISFACTION
AND RiINFORC4tNT IN sUCCVSSFUL EADEAVCKS. (,LIDELINFS FLR Tr4v
1NS7PUCIION HE eUNIAM;NTAE OPERATIONS IN MATHEMATICS CnVER Ai:DITT3N,
MULTIPLICA1110), SUBTRACTII,N, ANL, DIVISION. THE USE riF A NUMc F, LINE
IN ADEITION AND THL TEACV'N(, :if MULTIPLICATION AFTER AnolTm
r,e-!)RE SUBTRACTIfIN AR.: AL .CATED. THE NUMBER LINE IS ALSO ADVLCAIEV
IN IHR TEACHING OF SUi$TRACTIOM AN!) DIVISION. THE IECTION UN THE
TrACHING nv INCLUIJES MANY SAMPLE WIRY* SHEETS THAT MAY
HELPFUL IN SEQUENTIAL PRESENTATION OF TIME-RELAiED CriNCrWTS. THs-
ChAPTIk UN TIACHINI, Ut- MEASUREMENT tMPHASI/FS THAT IHE T,_ACCIING PF
MtASUREVNIT WILL BE AU6MENTc0 IF MANY PLAY ACTIVITIES RE=AJIRING JSE
OF MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES ACCOMPANY THE INSTRUCTION. THE LAST
INSTRUCTIONAL SFCTIUN CONCERNS MONEY AND EMPHASIZES THAT CHILDRFN
WED TO hAVL MANY tXPErIffiLES HANDLINC, REAL MONEY UNDER SUPrtVISIuN.
SUGGEST! ti LEARNING SEQUENCLS, ACTIVITIES, ANU REINFORCEMENTS
ACCOMPANY THE SECTIONS ON MEASUREMENT, TIME, AND MONEY. (CE,)
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PD AUG 71
TS CIJE1971
PR
C6 il I)
JC P:RLIVIUAL AVM! MAJTOK SIOLLS; 13: 1; 3-10
DE Af=r_ DIFFIkENCFS
DE CIAGNTIIVL P!:GC-FSES
DE MENTALLY HANi.ILAOPu
DI P::PEn4MANCE PAcTeRs
DL 01:oICTIVE VALIIITY
DE PcSf-q,NSP MiJ.;t

DE SENSPVY EXPLR1LNCL
DL STIMULUS IliFf.AVTuK
Dr- TIME
DE VISUAL PERCEPTION
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11- PLANNING AN ARITHMETIC LU-RICULUM ECM THE !1DUCABLE MENTALLY

RETARDEN. SPECIAL EOUCATICIN CURRICULUM OFVLLOPMENT LENTER; AN
IN-SFHVICL T;-4kINI4JG PRnGRAM.

PD- NJv 3E
IS- EJVJEC69
IC- 15EuL992
IN- Tt)WA oNIV., IOWA CITY. SFCIAL EDUCATION CURRICULUM DEV:LOPMENT

CFNICR.
SC- JX034,24,
SC- 47MQ6600C
SN- I1WA STATE" uE,JT. OE POBLIt. INSTROC1IUNI MOINES.; EIFFICT, OF

L_DUCATIIIN (THEW): WASHINVION, D.C.
PR- cHkS PRICE MI--.10.65 HL -j6.58
CG- 14'1G-3-7-0O2,133-v499
RN- 8R-6-'286J-7
NO- 144P.
DE- CURRICUL1M
DE- CURRICULUM 4U1',A.S
DE- tOUCARIA- AFMTALLY HANDILAL'PE-O
DE- -LEAtNTAPY SCH4JOL STMJCNTS
OF- OTEPTIONAL CHILD LDUCATI0N
"JF- MATHEMATICAL PPPLICATIONS
Dr- MATHtMATICAL CONCEPTS
DE- MATI,tMATICAL MODELS
DE- MCIFFMATICS

mtNTALLY HAN;)1LAPPED
DF- MANAGLMENT
OF- P;ACTILAL MATEIFMATICS
1st- SCHLFL STUDENTS
OE- SEWENTIAL LEARNING
OE- TEACHING ME:HODS
DE- TIME
AR- iHt f,u10129 IN-Pr-NOE° AS A MUr:EL FLR TEACFCE: WHO WILL DEVICP THErz

,/N Ai ITHMETIC CURRICULAR MATERIALS, INTRODUCES CONCEPTS
Sf:kUt-NlIALLY FROM SIMPLE TU COMPLEX AND CONTINUES THEM FROM oNi
LIVI-L TO THF NEXT AT INCRI-ASINGLY MUkc DIFFICULT AND ARSflArT
LEVEL:,. THE PROGRAM IS ARDITRARILY CUT INTO FOUR LEVELS TO
CLERRELHUNO TU SCHOOL DIVISIONS: PRIMARY (AGES 6 TU 9), INTLRMLUIATE
(AL-S T) 12), JUNIOR F'IGH (AGES 12 TO 14)9 AND SENIOR HP;E. (AGES
14 TO AOULTHUOD) WHICH IS ORIENTED TO JOB REQUIREMENTS AND MONEY
MANAGEmINT. TT PRESENTS CONCEPTS OR SKILLS TO BE DEVELOPED, EOGC,ESTS
ALHINL, METHODS AND AILS, AND INDICATES PRACTICAL WAYS FOP ..TUDFN1S.
To USE THESt CPNCFP1S ANU SKILLS. THREE SAMPLE UNITS PRESENT IU TO
14 LESSONS ON THE. PERSONAL APPROACH TI) NUMBERS (PRIMARY LEVEL), TIME
(INTERMEDIATE LEVEL), AND CHECKING ACCOUNT PRDC,J)URES (SENIOR HIGH
LLVEL) (LL)
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FD F0022301
YR 68
CH if;002625
AU iATImAN, 0A.ciARA U.
TI IFmemAL LFAkNING. DIM_NSTONS IN EARLY LFARNING SERIES.
PU on
IS HILFt:.6,4
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CG .117G-4:,-06130c-0571
AV UlMuNSIuNL PVeLISNING COMPANY, SAN RAFAEL, CALIFUhNIA V4401.
NO W.F.
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OF fjCNITIVi DIVLOI)MENT
DE CiINCET FORMAIION
DE FAEMfNTAkY (LADES
Cit EVALUATION :1t THUDS
DF ':XCrPlICNAL CULL FULICATILN
DI HUML INS1kULTICN
OF INf.TROCTIL,NAL MATERIACI
Dr LZARNINO DISAJIUTIES
DE Pi-.'SCHOuL IPOCATIqN
OE PFMANY
DF STiDi-N1 VALUATION

TLALHIN=a GUILES
OF TFACHING MtiO Or.)
DE UME
DE TIME FERSPICIIVE

JILIGN;:; Tu MfNIMIZI (IMF AND COSI f0 T::ACHLkS ANL PAktNTS, TH;
131+PithACK SOTH IDEAS ANL:, FFACTICAL 1,10L: FOE. TFACI-JN(

CONCLP1S. THE CONCEPT OF TIME IS PFESENTEU; THE MAJN7
ViUvIES NIAAMAL CFILJ r/EVLLOPMENT ANO HVW CHILDREN COME TO
UNDLLSTAN't TIME WAKDS AND LONCEPTS Akr kEVIfWtD. 1MPOPAL'

WIFFICULTIk! IN LEAANING Pfc. SIGNIFICANCE- OF SICULN(7F
AND TI Mt) Af CW,T,:FkED; ANJ THL EVALUATION OF DEVLLOPMFNT
DISGUISED IN TikMS OF TESTS. SPECIFIC SUGGESTIONS AkE OFFE°FL' FOR
TEACHIN6 HUME, PRESCHOOL, PRIMARY, AMA EL5MINTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN. A

PI6LIOGRAPHY ANNOTATES 61 ENTRIES; AND A LIST GIVES SOURCES AND
uSCklPlIONS MANIPULATIVE MATERIALS, TWO SETS (F PPOGRAMED
MATERIALS, 10 FILF:iSTRIPS AND TRANSPARENCIES, AND 12 CHILDREN'S
BOOKS. PF)
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MAIN STREA4 JNIOCENETIC STUDIES OF 'CONCcPTUALI7A11UN. oNDFR.
(.(CITUN 11 TieTCS INVESTIGATED ARP,BEHAvIOURIST APPROACHES TO THE
(ACT:I-TEAL PwCESS, CONCEPTUAL PTJBLEMS, AND DEVEL(PMENTAL STUDIES.
IN (..4_CTIIM II, SUBJECTS INCLUDE INTRODUCTION TO PIAGETIS Wov.K,
MATHEMATICAL AND SCIENTIFIC_ CONCEPTS (NUMbER, QUANTITY, WEIGHT,
AREA, vuLUML, SPACE, TIME, VELUCITY, CAUSALITY, ANO LOGICAL
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HANDICAPPED, FOUCATIONAL ASPECTS, AND SOCIAL, SELF, AND CLASS
CONCEPTS. A CONCLUDING CHAPTER DEALS WITH GENERAL ASPECTS OF
CONCEPTUALIZATION. A LENGTHY BIBLIOGRAPHY IS ALSO INCLUDED. (DO)
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SESSION NO. 20

SELECTING EQUIPMENT

I. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION Or MODULE

A. Objective
)".

To provide an awarendss of the various kinds of microform
and reproduction equipment currently available and to
provide some guidelines for equipment selection and
acquisition.

Upon completion of this module, trainees'should:
a

Be aware of the various types ofmi.croform and
reproduction equipment on themarket.

Know what kinds of equipment are most useful for
the operation.of an educational resources center.

B. Participants

Trainers! 1 Ins.tructor

Trainees: All

C. Summary of Module Activities

This is a lecture, with time tor-questions and discussion
at the end of the presentation. et

D: Duration

1 hour

1.

C

,

1 1

ft 6"".# f,

1

g

a
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REQUIRED MATERIALS ANDADS

A. Trainer Preparatory Reading

None

if. Trainee Preparatory Reading

None

C. Aids and Equipment

None

III. SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES
I

TOPIC

Step 1 Accessing.

Step 2 StOrage

Step 3 Retrieval

Step 4-Dissemination

Step 5 Publication

Step 6 Network Communication.

'Step 7 Summary and Comments

IV. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

This mod e is desi(gnd to provide a very hard-nosed,
opinionated piesentation by someone who has considerable
experience in the arca. In the pretest training session,
it was conducted by Prank Mattis, and a similar 'type
ind!Vidual is suggested for any subsequent training
sessions.

I

ACTIVITY MINUTES

Lecture 17

Lecture 3

Lecture 12

Lecture 13

Lecture 5 .

Lecture 5

Discussion 5
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V. CONDUCT OF THE SESSION.

Step 1. Accessing
A. inquiries

1. MCST and MTST
A. cataloging

1. MCST and MTST
C. microfiche manufacture

1. planetary camera
2. stuffer
'. reproduction system

Step 2. Storage
A ird copy
B. luicrofiche

Step 3. Retrieval
A. mechanical

.10
1. lazy susan
2. REMCARD system

B. computer
1. on-line systems
2. batch systems

Step 4. Dissemination 1

A. microfiche readers %

1. hand readers
2. portable readers
3. non-portable readers

1:r: microfiche reportduction
1. microfiche
2. hard copy

C. photocpoy machines
'Step 5. Publication (5 minutes)

A. copy preparition
b reproduction

Step 6. Network Communication
a. MCS'?'madem

b. WATS lines
Step 7. Summary and Comments

a. buy, rent or least?
b. equipment power requirements.

(17 minutes)

(3 minutes)

(12 minutes)

(1'3 minutes)

1

(5 minutes)

(5 Minutds),

-

4,



SESSION NO. 21

EDUCATIONAL INNOVATIONS:. THE SUBSTANCE OF CHANGE

1

I. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF MODULE

A. Objective

To provide an awareness of the context of educativa1
innovations and the tools for accessing information about

innovations.

Upon completion of this module, trainees should:

1. Understand who produces innove

2. Understand various types of innovations. .

3. Understand how innovations are disseminated.

4. Understand use of resource materials abo 4t innovations.

5. Understand potential users of innovations.

6. Understandinhibitors in the adoption process.

B. Participants
JP>

Trainers: 1 Instructor

Trainees: All

C. Sumpary of module Activities

All trainees are to read the enclosed background paper. The
actual session will be a descussion of the paper. Witource
materials will be available during the session.

D. Duration

1) hour

F

1.
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II. REQUIRED MATERIALS AND AIDS

A. Trainir Preparatory Reading

1. Attached .background Pape;

T-ainee Preparatory Reading

I. Attached background paper

C. Aids and Equipment

For the discussion of where to find out about
innovations, the trainer needs to lave at least
one copy of the following:

Council for Educational Development and Research,
Inc. CEDaR Catalog of Selected Educational Research
and Development Programs and Products.,
Denver: Council for Educational Development and
Research, Inc. Volumes 1 and 2., 1972.

Henrie, S:N. (Editor) ALERT: A Sourcebook of
Elementary Curricula Programs and Projects.
San Francisco: Far West Laboratory for Educational
Research and Develoment., 1972.

National Center for Educational Communication. Educational
Products Mini-Kit. Washington, D.C.: Office of Education.,
1972..

PREP-29 -- New Products in Education. Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office., 1972.

Smith, M. Peck, R. amd Weber, G. A Consumer's Guide to
Educational Indpvations. Washington, D.C.: Council for
Basic Education., 1972.

For the Educational Products Mini-Kit, the trainer needs a
cassette player and a filmstrip projector. The trainer should
have chosen one filmstrip to show and have it set up before
the/oession.
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III. SCHEDULE OF ,ACTIVITIES

TOPIC

Step 1 Innovations: Where do
They Start?

Step 2 Innovations: What
Forms Do They Take?

Step 3 Innovations: How are
They Disseminated?

Step 4 Innovations: Where Can
They Be Found?

Step 5 Tnnovations: Who Are The
Potential Users?

Step 6 Innovations: What Affects
Adoption?

IV. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

ACTIVITY

Discussion

Discussion

Discussion

MINUTES

10

5

5

20

P 5

15

Discussion/
Examination of
Materials
Discussion

Discu sion

The trainees should have read the background paper before coming to
this sepsion. The discussion will focus on. the papa-, making sure
the trainees understand the concepts concerning innovations.

The trainer should spend some time in Step 4,shawing the resource
materials available -- ALERT, CEDaR, etc. These materials should
then be passed around so trainees have a chance to become familiar
with'them.

V. CONDUCT OF THE SESSION

Step 1 Innovations: Where Do They Start?

This module has the theme of innovations --

the substance of change. I assume chat each

of you has read the background paper for this.

session. Let's start by discussing where

innovations start. By that, I mean, who

develops innovations?

( 10 minutes)

(Trainer then calls on someone in the group. These ten
minutes of discussion grow nut of potnts, raised by the
trainees. The trainer should make pure that trai es
with questions about the materials be allowed to raise
them).

a
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. Step 2 Innovations: What Forms Do They Take?

Moving on to the forms that innovations take,

let's see what types of innovations we can

name?

( 5 minutes)

(Trainer gets each trainee to name at least one kind
of innovation).

Step 3 Innovations: How Are They Disseminated? j ( 5 minutes)

Some of the innovations we have just been

discussing require very different dissemination

techniques.. Let's take several of these innovations

and discuss how they might best be disseminated.

(Trainer again gets trainees to discuss dissemination
procedures for the various types of innovations that
were mentioned in the precious step).

Step 4 Innovations: Where Can They Be Found? ( 20 minutes)

Since most of the innovations.are poorly(

disseminated, it is important to know where

Jescriptions of them can be found. Of course --"-\\

sometimes, we will have seen an ovation already

4

working in a school. Othertimes, we
i
will have heard

about it tram our colleagues or from reading in the

newspaper. Hower, there are several systeffiatic

collections of resource materials. I have copies of

some of the best of these here today.

(Trainer then illustrates how to use the resource materials --
ALERT, CEDaR, PREP-29, Educational Products Mini-Kit, and
Consumer's Guide to Educational Products).

Step 5 Innovations: Who Are The Potential Users? ( 5 minutes)

'although we need to know about innovations, we really
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are not the target audience of the innovations.

Who are the potential users?

(Trainer asks trainees to discuss who might use some of
the innovations that have been discussed in previous
steps).

Step 6 Innovations: What Affetcs Adoption?

Perhaps the hardest point to understand'is why

educators resist innovations. The background

paper you have read list some of the kinds of

resistance. Let us discuss the point raised

in the paper.

4

( 15 minutes)

(The trainer may want to-use Figures 1 and 2 to help
trainees focus -.)n the subsystems that lead to resistance).
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INNOVATION: THE SUBSTANCE OF CHANGE

Educators and observers of the educational scene all testify

to the changes taking plate in schools. Such ideas as

accountability, alternative schools, black studies, flexible,

scheduling, computer-assisted instryction, year round schools, open

classrOoms, and team teaching are being talked about and being

tried in many schools throughout this nation. Some of those who

write about these changes lament the slow pace of change. Others

feel there are many changes, but few that significantly affect

education. And still 4hers want teachers to just teach "reading,

'riting, and 'rithmetic" like they did in the good old days. But

whatever the perspective, the conversations and the writings repeat

the same theme of a change process. A process hat brings new

ideas, new materials, and new methods into the school. This papet

focuses on the change process as it helps us to understand

innovations -- the substance of change.

Two literatures are important in a discussion of innovations.

These are the diffusion research literature and communication

research literature. The diffusion literature is well represented

in A GUIDE TO INNOVATION IN,EDUCATION (Havelock, 1969) and

COMMUNICATION OF INNOVATIONS (Rogers and Shoemaker, 1972). Both

books review and synthesize much of the early research as wen as

develop new ideas. These books are al\o important because they

60!
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go beyond single aspects such as adopters and rates of adoption

into the context of innovation. ti

The communication research literature has recently been

summarized and synthesized in THE PROCESS AND EFFECTS OF MASS

COMMUNICATION (edited by Schramerand Roberts, 1971). Diffusion and

communication literatures share many of the same ideas and models.

The diffusion literature developed from the traditions of

anthropology, rural sociology, medical sociology, and education,

But our present understanding of the two fields shows considerable

overlap. An illustration of the extent of mutual concerns is found
ANL

inSchramh,and Roberts. The authors devote almost 150 pages in a

1000 page book to articles on innovation and change.

The overlap is again illustrated by Rogers and Shoemaker who

refer to communication models when desciibing the diffusion

process. They tell us th.4t in the 1930's and 1940's communication

researchers subscribed to the "hypodermic-needle" model that

emphasized the immediate the powerful effects of mass media on the

audience. This was the one-step flow model of communication.
. They

point out how the 1940 Presidential election simultaneously

destroyed the hypodermic needle moder and created the two-step flow

model. In studying this election, Lazarsfeld and his colleagues

found little evidence of diragt inflyence of the massmedia. Few

Voters altered their vote intentions directly on the basis of

information presented in the media. Rather "opinion leaders" got

'information from the media, and in turn influenced their friends
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and neighbors. Menzel and Katz (1955), used this two-step flow

communication model in their study of the diffusion of a

pharmaceutical, and expanded it to a multi-step flow of

communications. Rogers and Shoemaker explain the current

understanding of the multi-step flow model:

It does not call for any particular number'

of steps nor does it specify that the message

must emanate from a source by mass media

channels. This model suggests that there are

a variable number of relays in the communication

flow from a source to a large audience. Some

members will obtain the message directly through

channels from thg source, while others may be.

several times removed from the message origin.

The exact number of steps in this process

depends on the intent of the source, the

availability of mass media awl the extent'of

audience exposure, the nature of the message,

and salience of the message to the receiving

audience.

One concept that is particularly useful in describing both the

diffusion and communication processes is Harold Lasswell's

well-known description of a communication act. Lasswell phrased.

it:

Who Says What In Which Channel To Whom With What Effect?

If we break this sentence into the five steps it implies about the
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communication Ordicess, we find it also describes the diffusion

process. Of course, by the time we are talking about diffusion we

have different words for the 40ps. Now they are called:

Source Message Medium Audience Impact.

To discuss the process of innovations, we need to modify the words

again. We translate the otiginal statement from:

Who Producers

Says What Products

In Which Channel to: Dissemination Medium

To Whom Users

With What Effect Adoption.

Although the translation is not as elegant as the original, it

provides us with the organizing principle of this paper. Each step

helps us understand an aspect of innovations. We can discuss

innovations in the context of where they come from, what forms they

take, how they are disseminated, who are the potential users, and

what are the conditions for adoption.

INNOVATIONS: WHERE DO THEY START?

Although there is no single classificatory scheme of the

producers of educational innovations, we see the range by looking

at individuals and groups who produce innovations INSIDE THE

SCHOOL, ACROSS SCHOOLS, and OUTSIDE THE SCHOOL. In the first

category we have classroom teachers; principals, and curriculum

committees. In the secondary category we have superintendents
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ti

and specialists/consultants in the State Department of'
.0

of Education. in the third category.we have researchers in

acadenlic settings, researchers in non-profit, non-academic research

and development...labs, and developers in educational publiihing
der

companies.

There vobably are ()thins who are' responsible for producifig'
/

inno4lations. Yet even,within this list we see the likelihood of i

developing and disseminating indovations increases aa-we Rove from

inside the school to outside the school.' Those in the school have

many functions to perform. Their days are filled with teaching,

meetings, preparation for class; administration, etc. And when

.they do produce, there is neither motivation nor incentive to'let

others know about the innovation. Studies have shm;rn that the

teacher who creates new materials is unlikely to share these ideas

even wj.th others in her bgilding. The curriculum committee who

works out a new science unit for fifth graders will probably never

try to disseminate'tbese materials.

At the other extreme we find the researchers in an educational

publishing company: A great deal of time is devoted to developing

and field testing.new materials and to publidizing the new

products. Here, as well as ip R and D centers, the reward system

favors innovative thinkers who produce new materials, new ideas, or

new methods of instruction.

A corollary question to 'Who ?roduces?' is,'Who stimulates

.
production?' - Our list here includes administrators lucb.as

4
a
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principals who encourage teachers to develop new materials; state

superintendents Whoisee to it that there is sufficient money in

state or local research unite; and the federal government that

funds both academic researchers and non-academic R & D center

researchers through agencies like NSF, USOE, and NIE.

INNOVATIONS: WHAT FORMS-DO THEY TAKE?

I/
There are many types of

r
innovations. The range includes new

te*tbooks, new audiovisuals, new curricula materials, new

technologies, new methods; and new structures. Some of these

products are tangible. Schools can purchase or rent new films, new

filmstrips, new textbooks, computer terminals for CAI, etc. Other

products are intangible. These include methods of teaching like

team teaching, methods for organizing classroom lessons like

behavioral objectives, And new physical structures like open plan

schools. This second category requires more in the way of new

attitudes than new materials.

INNOVATIONS: HOW ARE THEY DISSEMINATED?

Once the producers of innovations have finished products,

their job is not over. Qp at least it should not be. Somehow the

new materials, ideas, methods, etc. need to be disseminated to the

schools. 'How is ,his done? As we said earlier, the one-tile or

occasional producer rarely disseminateb the product. Ronald ,

Lippitt (1965) says, in writing about this problem:

In education, a great proportion of the
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significant new inventions in our field

remain quite invisible, undocumented,

inaccessible for consideration by potential

adopters. There is a high.level-of

inhibition to communicating. There'is a

lack of articulateness about what has been

invented and a lack of documentation.

Pellegrin (1966) adds his own comments to those-of Lippitt:

There are grave weaknesses of channels and

procedures for dissemination.' Unlike many

academic disciplines, education cannot rely

almost exclusively on the printed media for

disseminating informotion. ...there is a

great deal of suspicion of sources of
. ..,

knowledge which are not known personally

to the practitioner.

But some innovations do get into the fichools. How re these

innovations disseminated? Conventions are gathering places-of both

academicians and practitioners. Papers, symposiums, exhibits, etc.

all serve to spread the word about new developments in the field of

education. Closely related to the convention is the journal

article. Academicians, researchers, and practitioners subscribe
A

to journals. A great deal about current knowledge is

published in these journals. A third dissemination mechanism is

advertising. Commercial publishers use.direct mail and journal ads

1

ti
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to promote their products. And fourth, several states have

education extension agents who work with schools to disseminate

innovations as they apply to specific needs or problems.

INNOVATIONS: WHERE CAN THEY BE "FOUND"?

Since many innovations are not actively disseminated, the

interested educator needs to know where to locite these resources'.esources.
A

Fortigately, there are several good sources. PREP-29 "New Products

in Education" describes the 13 "winners' of an OE-sponsored

assessment of the validity and usefulness of new products.

Included are: Home-Oriented Early Childhood Education from the

Appalachia Educational Laboratory; MATCH (Materials and Activities

for Teachers and Children) Box from The Children's Museum, Boston;

Parent /Child Toy Lending Library from Far West Laboratory for

Educational Research and Development; Patterns in Arithmetic from

Wisconsin Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learning;

etc. Most of the innovations described in PREP-29 are also

available in l USOE produced "Educational Products.Mini-Kit." The

kit contains 12 filmstrips plus audio cassettes.

A second useful report is "Consumer's Guide to Educational

Innovation" produced by Council for Basic Education in Washington.

It covers a few dozen of the most discussed innovations, including

non-curricular innovations in staffing, use of space, etc.

Two directories worth-noting are "ALERT: A Sourcebook of

Elementary Curricula Programs and Projects" and "CEDaR Catalog of

Selected Educational Research and Development Programs and
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Products." ALERT is produced by Far West Laboratory. It covers

all the noteworthy elementary level products. It carefully.;

Lt

adiresses the hard questions of cost, staffing requirements,

inservice training requirements, etc. CEDaR is produced by the

Council for Educational Research and Development in Denver.

\ Volume 1 covers existing product6 from ten national educational
.-----

.. .
.

labot.aties and nine university -based research and development
..

centers. Volume 2 covers forthcoming products now under

development. Each product is summarized in one page of information
4'

including product name, producer, target audience, product

characteristics, product evaluation and price.

Some producers have filmed materials that describe their

'innovations. After locating an innovation through ALERT or CEDaR,

one can contact the producer to see what descriptive materials are

available.

/One access point to commercial producers is the Westinghouse

Learning Directory. It differs from the previously mentioned

`sources in two msys. First, it is not limited to innovations. It

is a list of all available educational materials. Second, it

provides no evaluation of products.

I

A final source of innovations is ERIC, the national information

system that is responsible for reports of innovative programs

and significant efforts in educational research. Abstracts of, all

ERIC documents are published in "Research in Education" a monthly

list of newly accessioned materials. All abstracts are also stored
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on magnetic tape that can be computer searched by using descripter

terms specifying the topic of interest. Full text isf documents

is available in Microfiche or papercopy. j

INNOVATIONS: WHO ARE THE POTENTIAL USERS?

Users range from individuals to an entire school system. For

instance, a teacher might decide to add a new workbook to his

course. A committee might decide toadopt the new NSF science

curriculum. aschool district might decide to go on the 45-15 plan

for year r school.'

PotentialApters, when considering a particular innovation,

need to be aware of the types of people who might be affected

by a thange. Those affected include pupils, parents, teechers, and

INNOVATIONS) WHAT AFFECTS ADOPTION?

To understand the adoption process we need to exaAgne both the

factoring influencing-the adopter,and the characteristics of tge

innovation.

First, let's look at the individual as potential adopter. We

know he has,intrapersonal subsystems that affect his level of

innovativeness. As illustrated in Figure 1, there are demographic,

cognitive, affective, motivational, life-cycle, and situational

subsystems. The function of these subsystems is better understood
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if we think of the three phases necessary for adoption. Rogers,

Carlson and others talk about the knowledge phase, the favorable

attitude phase, and the behavioral adoption phase. These three

phases and their relationship to the subsystems are shown in Figure

2. Each of these phases is blocked by a line of resistance created

by the subsystems. Only under certain condi(ions will the

subsystems allow the person to accept the new knowledge, or to

develop a favorable attitude, or to adopt the innovation. For

instance, a teacher who never goes to conventions, who subscribes

to no educational journals, who is 'closed minded', who has been

teaching for 15 years, and whose principal does not tol9kate

changes in the classroom, is extremely unlikely to ever have her

$

knowledge, attitudes, or behavior changed by innovations. The line

of resistance is firm. On the other hand, a principal who goes to

one national convention, two regional meetings, who subscribes

to two educational journals, who is willing to tolerate a certain

amount of risk, and who is 'open minded' is likely to

allow new knowledge, attitudes, and even behaviors to cross the

line of resistance.

However, we see in the center of the figure that even when

knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors have crossed the line, they

only partially overlap. In Figure 2 overlap between any,two of the .

three is represented by straight lines. Overlap of the three

phases that results in adoption of new innovations is represented

v

by solid 'black.
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When a group, rather than an individual is the adoption unit,

there are multiple individual systems operating, plus a group system.

The group system, like the individual system, is also made"up of

subsystems. However, they have the added dimension of being strongly

influenced by group dynamics.

The innovation also has certain subsystems or properties that

help determine the likelihood of its acceptance in a school. These

These properties are shown in Figure 3. The internal subsystehs

include complexity, divisibility, communicability (Rogers, 1962),

pervasiveness, and reversibility (Katz, 1965). The external

subsystems of the innovation include its place on the adoption

curve, the demands it makes on staff capabilities, the demands on

money resources, the depends on the school structure, and the

demands on administration of education. If these demands are

particularly heavy, then adoption is unlikely. If they are light,

then adoption is much more likely.

Of course it is possible to "tervene in thi process.

Personal linkage systems or media-mediated links may provide the

answer. There are well documented innovations such as those listed

in ALERT or CEDaR that are unable to cross the personal line of

resistance or. that make-heavy demands on a school. Educational,

extension agents have often been able to build bridges across the

lines of resistance. In states where personal linkage is too

expensive, it may be possible to develop effective media campaigns

that rely on print and two way audio/video. Educational television

A
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Figure 3:, PROPERTIES OF INNOVATIONS THAT
INFLUENCE ACCEPTANCE IN SCHOOLS
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plus telephone hook-ups, information hotlines, and two way cable

all hold promise for the media-mediated dissemination systems.

Unfortunately, the innovation' process has been tied to our
r

early understanding of the communication and dissemination

processes. In general, the innovation process is still considered

to be a one-way street that starts at the producer and ends

with adoption. It is time to understand the needed feedback loops

that are now recognized in the communication process. These

feedback loops, applied to innAvations mean the practitions have

direct access to the producer. Direct acess both in inputing needs

and in reacting to products. Ac present, the producer is not

really concerned with the user. And although one never would argue

that the producer be limited to the state.i needs of

practitioners, one should argue that proddcers be responsive to

these needs. A linkage system connecting producer and user may

eventually be more significant than the linkage system connecting

innovation to user. Products that grow out of an open,

participatory, responsive system will'already have bridges to cross

that will carry them over the lines of resistance.

CONCLUSION

Everyone involved in the'educationa1 process is also involved

in educational cAange. We may try to ignore it and to resist it.

But change, at least at the micro level, happens anyway. What is

Ai%
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needed is a better understanding of the innovation process so we

can become actors rather than reactors in the process. Then as

actors we can begin working toward a more open and participatory

process that provides feedback at many pointg in our five phases

of producer, product, dissemination, user and adoption.

it

A

..

s.

1

'.
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SESSION NO. 22

RETRIEVING ERIC INFORMATION--B

I. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF MODULE

A. '-Objective

To help Field Agent and Project Manager trainees acquire both a deeper
%understanding of, and some basic skill in selecting descriptors and

formulatin search strategies for compiater seaYchingparticularly
using Boolean logicthroUgh problem solving with the Thesaurus and use
of on-line retrieval systems.

4

Upon completion of this module, trainees shoul, be able to:

1. Describe the importance of gueki negotiation process--and the summary
problem statementin deve1Noping a search strategy and handling
decision points in the retrieval process.

2. Develop search statements, using the Boolean operators AND, OR,
and AND NOT.

3. Apply different search strategiesto broaden searches (for'low-yield
search results) or to limit-searches (for high-yield search results).

B. Participants

Trainers: One instructor and at least one assistant, per terminal, who
is familiar with the particular on-line system being used.

TraineeS: Field Agents end Project Managers

C.. Summary of Module Activities

The instructor introduces the concept of Boolean logic and its application
in formulating searches. This 15-minute introduction is followed by an
exercise period in which each trainee is asked to select terms from the
Thesaurus and prepare Boolean-searches for several problem statements.
The trainees are then divided into small groups to submit their search
strategies to search specialists working with an on-line system. After
this demonstration; the groups are convened to discuss the variations in
search results produced by alternative search gerategies. This section

concludes with a brief summary presentation and discussion on the
,..:lation of Field ,Agent activities to the retrieval process.

D. Duration

TWo hours
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II. REQUIRED MATERIALS AND AIDS

A. Trainer Preparatory Reading

1. Mathies, M. L. and Peter G. Watson. Computer-Based Reference 'Service

(to be published by American Library Association, Spring 1973).

(Part Two)

2. SDC. User Manual for SDC/ERIC, January 1973. (Chapter VPI)

3. Lockheed. User Manual for DIALOG.

4. Resource Information Center, Grand Forks, North Dakota. An Alternative

to Query.
1

5. MacMillan Information. Myriad-ERIC Search System: Instruction Manual.

B. Trainee Preparatory Reading

Mathies, M. L. and Peter G. Watson. Computer -Based fteferenceService

(to be published by American Library Association, Spring 1973).

(Part Two)
4

2. Sample Search Statements for Level-Related Terms

3. Sample On-Line Search Printouts

4. Sample Coding Sheets for Batch Systems

C. Aids and Equipment

1. At the beginning of Step 2, the instructor shoul4 distribute copies

of the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors.

2. "Retrieval Exercises - -B'," to be Completed during the session, are

included in the trainees' packages.

3.. A terminal should be available for each of three or four trainees

involved in the session, with a telephone and table for each,

terminal.

D. r;cher

The trainer shculd work with the terminal operators before the session,

' reviewing the search exercises and discussing the kinds of search experi-

ences the trainees should observe. The trainer and the terminal operators

should be prepared to initiate activities at the terminal to demonstrate

"principles that are not necessarily illustrated by the trainees' suggested

search formulations.
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III. SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

Topic .

Step 1 Introduction to Boolean Logic

tep 2 Developing Search Statements
using Boolean Operators

Step 3 Demonstration of Search
Results for "Retrieval
,Exercises--B"

Step 4 .eview ol Search Results

Step 5 Summary of Searching
. Strategies and Field

Agent Activities

IV. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Activity iMinute

Presentation/DiScussion
I

15

Completion of "Reiieval 20

Exercises--B" by Individual
Trainees

.

On7Line Demonstration 4 - 45.

Discussion

Presentation/Discussion

20 .1

10

Although this session could be conducted without the on-line sys'tem segment
(Step 3), trainers are strongly encouraged to provide for its inclusion, so
that trainees can "see" retrieval occurring and receive immediate feedback
on the impact of their' decisions during the training session. If access to

an on-line system cannot.be obtained, thi's session'should include more
discussipn time on the review of the paper/pencirprintouts to illustrate

some of 4le searches and variations in search results.

This module is essentially the same as Number 19. However, the instruction
should focu; more discussion time at Steps 4 and 5 on the relation of
searching decisions to the Field Agent tasks of query negotiation and follow-

up communication.

V. CONDUCT OF TH8 SESSION
.

Step 1 introduction to Boolean Logic (15 minutes)

Boolean logic, named after the English mathematician George Bbole, is

one way in which a file of bibliographic information can be searched by

computers. I think you can gain some degree of expertise and reduce some

of the confusion associated with the application of Boolean logic to

search formulationA if we examine a few essential principles that are

involved and note some of the more common problems that occur in practice.
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[The trainer should illustrate the concepts introduced in this section
on a chalkboard.] e.

. Point 1: Boolean logic employs the most basic form of logic: something

is either present or absent; it is ".here or not there. Thus, -in specifying

one term im relation to another, the computer clicks for the presence or

absence of these specifications in the file.

Point 2: -Your specifications are stated in terms of one of three con-

ditions:. AND, OR, or NOT.(perhaps more easily thought of as AND NOT).

["Place three Venn diagrams on the board and ask the trainees to indicate
which parts of the circles would be retrieved by each logical operator.]

AND

A AND B

OR

A OR B

AND NOT

A AND NOT B

[When two or more terms are linked by AND, the computer
retrieves only those document citations that have been
indeked by all the ANDed terms in the arch statement.]

[When two or more terms.are linked by OR, the computer
retrieves all document citations that have been indexed
by.either one or more of the ORe'd terms in the search
statement.]

[When terms are linked by an AND dOT, the computer
rejects any document citations that have been indexed
by those terms.

doi

Stated another way, the computer retrieves only those
document citations that meet the positively stated
specifications, and excludes the negated term(s).]
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Point 3: A common source of confusion lies in the difference between

our natural-language meaning of "and" (little a-n-d) and the Boolean

logic operators. In stating requirements of an ORed statement - -TERM A

OR TERM B -in plain English, we might say, for example, "I want all the

documents that are indexed by either Term A or Term B, and those indexed

by both terms." However, a client will not state his requirements in

those explicit terms; most likely he would say I want information on A

and B. However, it is the responsibility of the field agent or the

retrieval specialist who is working with th" client to find out what

the "and" means during the query-negotiation process.

Total:

BOOLEAN "OR"

A OR B =

A only

+B only

+A AND B

To :al:

BOOLEAN "AND"

A AND B =

A AND B only

As you can see, the Boolean OR will yield a far greater number of document

citations than the Boolean AND. To distinguish between the two, it is

often useful to think of AND as being restrictive and OR as being compre-

hensive. This kind of thinking must be in the back of the query negotiator's

mind when he or she is talking to the client, to insure that the natural

language statement of the problem can later be translated into the most
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ds

appropr-.ate Boolean statement, or that the latitude in developing

Boolean statements is clearly understood.

4-

Point 4: And this brings us to Point 4, that is: the use of OR broadens

a search; AND limits or narrows a search.

Before we continue to Point 5, let's work through one problem together.

Imagine that we are working with a superintendent who wishes to ootain

planning information on year-round schools, and is particularly interested

in cost-related information.

[The trainer should ask the group to suggest some Thesaurus terms for

-each concept in the search problem, and then show how each of the terms

would be ORed in several statements to start broadly, and how the ANDing

of, groups or "sets" of descriptors then restricts the search. (Since

'systems vary-in how they handle combinations of Boolean operators, the

trainer can use both parentheses and sets to illustrate on the board the

search logic.) For example, one formulation for this particular search

problem is:

((YEAR ROUND SCHOOLS OR EXTENDED SCHOOL YEAR OR

TRIMESTER SCHEDULES)

AND

'(EDUCATIONAL FINANCE OR COST EFFECTIVENESS OR OPERATING

EXPENSES OR BUDGETING)

AND

(EDUCATIONAL PLANNING. OR SCHOOL PLANNING))

Another way to think of the relationships is in sets:

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3

I

YEAR ROUND SCHOOLS

'OR1EXTENDED SCHOOL YEAR
I

ORITRIMESTER SCHEDULES
I _

I

:__s

AN D

_X---
i

1

EDUCATIONAL FINANCE

ORICOST EFFECTIVENESS
I

(OPERATING EXPENSES
1

'BUDGETING
i

AND

EDUCATIONAL PLANNING

OR' SCHOOL :)LANNING

POSTINGS = 135 POSTINGS = 3265 1"so' POSTINGS = 2230
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A sear,In on .everal combination of sets results in different postings

levels, i.e., tne number of documents in the file that meets the particular

specifications:

1 AND 2 = 29 postings

_,

1 AND 3 = 4 postings

1 AND 2 AND 3 = 0 posLings

Because the combination of all sets of terms produces a "no-hit" situation,

the searcher might choose to use the following search combination:

1 AND 2 OR 1 AND 3= 3 postings

In this casa. the main concept (YEAR ROUND SCHOOLS) is matched with both

econdary concepts, and then ORed tO approach a more comprehensive search

ragegy thdt the combination of the main concept with only on, secondary

concept.

Point 5: Althougn you may decide to coordinate only two terms (A AND B),

you frequently run two risks: (1) you may not retrieve comprehensively

on your search, and (2) you may not get any "hits," i.e., there.may not

be any document citations indexed by both of tne particular terms. This

element of surprise becomes more acute in batch-mode searching, and the

_',2rly comprehensive search formulation is a safeguard against .ost time

in discovering this "no hit" situation only after a run has been made.

The first risk takes us back to the first Retrieval Module in our dis-

cussion of themiERIC indexing and the need to select several appropriate

terms. The se,cond. risk is directly related to file size and the number

of postings (i.e., frequency with which any given term has been used to
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index documents). As of June 1971, three-fourths of the some 7000 ERIC

descriptors were indexed to fewer than 100 documents, although, some

terms had postings as high as 1500 and over. You can see that the

probabilities for finding a match or hit for only two terms (e.g., if

TERM A has 25 postings and TERM B has only 6 postings) are much lower

than if you had said:

( ( A OR H OR K) AND (B OR G OR Z) )

Postings = 150 Postings 1 80

Step 2 Developing Search Statements Using Boolean Operators (20 minutes)

For the remainder of this session, we will be working on and discussing

several exercises, which have been drawn primarily from the request

files of the San Mareo center. The first step in preparing for a

search is to review the problem statement and select the resources

that art going to be used. For some of the problems we have given

you, you may not believe that a search of ERIC will entirely satisfy

the request, or in other cases, that ERIC is even the appropriate

resource. We would like for you ' note the other resources you

might wish to check as a supplement to, or substitute for, an ERIC

search, but we are primarily interested in your working at this time

with the ERIC Thesaurus in selecting terms and developing search

statements--using the Boolean operators--for computer searching,

whether batch or on-line.
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After you have completed preliminary work with the Thesaurus and

have formulated your searches, we will work through your formulations

at the terminal, on-line, so that you can see the results and under-

stand how some of your decisions impacted on these results.

In your packet you will see Retrieval Exercises--B, both the problem

statements and worksheets, which may be used in completing your

search formulations. The worksheet format is one kind-of convenient

fcrm for developing a strategy of ORed and ANDed statements. Sample

searches are provided on the first exercise sheet to illustrate how

you can use the form.

[The trainer should distribute copies of the Thesaurus to trainees,
and should be available through this period, to answer questions and
help trainees who may have difficulties i_. using the Thesaurus.]

Step 3 Demonstration of Search Results for "Retrieval Exercises--B" (45 minutes)

[After the trainees have completed ti,c paper/pencil exercises, they
should bring their search formulations to the terminal area. The
terminal operator should ask one of the trainees in his or her group
to volunteer a search formulation for Exercise 1, and proceed to
insert it into t-ne ,,ystem. The operator should explain to the trainees
what he or she is doing 4ith regard to particular features of the
system being used, but the teaching of the on-line system should be
only incidental" to arriving at the search results, showing sample
displays of citations and abstracts of the search results, and explor-
ing different resurts with different search formulations. The trainees
should be asked to volunteer any different search formulations--
different terms or sets of terms or different uses of Boolean operators7-
that they have prepared for the search problem.

This segment will be most instructive if the terminal operators are
able to take the leaf provided by the search strategies recommended
by the trainees, but are also able to supplement the demonstration



with approaches that are not recommended by the trainees.
Illustrative. searches and variations in strategies contained
in the RETRIEVAL EXERCISES--B (FOR TRAINER) can be used as
background for developing this part of the session.]

Step 4 Review of Search Strategies and Results (20 minutes)

IThe trainer should convene the group and direct a discussion
of each search problem--the'search strategies that were devised
and their observations of the on-line applications. Although
trainees' questions may serve as a guide to this session, the
trainer can use the background on the RETRIEVAL EXERCISES--B
(TRAINER) to direct the discussion on each search problem.]

Step 5 Summary of Searching Strategies (10 minutes)

The exercises that you have completed illustrate some important

decision points in the retrieval process, two of which I'd like

to review, and perhaps you will add some of your own.

Point 1. One of the most important points to be made is that a

searcher will almost always by working with insufficient informa-

tion--even if the query negotiation proceSs has been an excellent

one. I am reminded of Dr. Fairthorne's vivid and telling

definition quoted in your retrieval packets:

The purpose of searching is "the recovery from a given collection

of documents, with stated probability, a set of documents that

includes, possibly with some irrelevant ones, all documents of

specified content; or, a set of documents that includes nothing

but documents of specified contents, but possibly not all of

them."
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A search ' 11 often reveal.complexities that cannot possibly

be anticipated until the search is well under way. These com-

plexities result from one, or a combination of several /factors

including:

The multiplicity of terms in the educational language, as

we saw in the tutoring problem,,where there were at least

four iifferent tutoring programs (cross-age, peer, programmed,

and after-school). And the possibilities even increased with

the non - tutoring elements, reflecting the persons to be in-

volved in the tutoring (e.g., teachers, parents, volunteers,

paraprofessionals).

The subtleties or focus of a document's contents that are

reflected in a wide variety of combined descriptors, such as

we saw in the academic achievement and self concept problem.

The combinations of descriptors focussed on one or several

elements of the relationship, in the use of test instruments,

reports of educational research, the effect of home elements

(e.g.., one parent children, mother's attitudes).

The potential of "hidden contents" not covered by the index-

ing terms. Is teaching time perhaps a secondary topic in

many of those mathAnatical concepts or concept-formation-

indexed documents?

The search process itself, with the powerful capability of

a machine search, on one hand, to coordinate the likeliest

terms we can select and produce a masterful listing, but the
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limitations of the machine search, on the other hand, to

deal with some of the intellectual elements I have just

enumerated.

Because the searcher will not always have the information from

the client--who perhaps would not know himself--on which to base

certain decisions, he or the must understand what is involved

in the alternatives available to him and this brings me to

Point 2. There are several alternatives available to the

searcher, and to the center as 'a whole, in making the retrieval

decisions. Some of these alternatives concern the search strat-

egy itself, but others relate to the screening of printouts,,,_

the use of substitute resources, and the packaging and communi-

cation of search resultl We will address packaging and com-

munications in a.later session, but it is certainly relevant to

mention it at this time.

Some of the alternatives are:

Conduct a slightly more comprehensive search, one that will

contain the peripheral and seemingly unrelated items, so

that the client can then pick out the items of relevance to him.

A variation on this theme, to conduct the comprehensive search

and make notes on the printout to point out the variations
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in search results (e.g., the variations in student popula-

tions or in terminology for a given topic) for the client.

Select the most on-target search strategy possible, to ident-

fify a few items for the client to "get started".

These alt9rnatives can be varied even more with the addition

of steps in which complete documents are checked for their

relevance, or printouts are organized' according to some principle

or classes of information. We will be addressing these possi-

bilities later, butithe basic decision for selecting among the

variety of alternatives is based on at least two key elements:

The available resources (staff time, relative to volume of

activity; search/fetrieval resources, in terms of machines

and materials).

The best knowledge of what is most likely to meet the client's

needs given his position, his apparent level of sophistica-

tion in the subject of the search, and the use which is

planned for the information.

The first element will be a fairly fixed constraint for any

center, but the second element is one that can be dealt with

in the query negotiation process through the insights gained by

the field agent in talking to the client, which should be..trans-

mitted to the searcher.



.[The trainer might wish the trainees to volunteer their
thoughts on the important decision points that they believed
were raised through the exercises--whether they relate to the
retrieval process or to the query negotiation or communications
activities.]

Although we are operating on a limited amount of information,

why don't we think through the client's "best interest" in

each of the searches we have performed, and discuss the course

that we believe would have most likely met the client's needs,

if only initially.

[The trainer may wish to start off with one example, and then
ask the trainees to state their preferences, based on their
understanding of the time, expectations, and typical uses of
information by school personnel.]

For example, on the teaching of time to TMRs. I read this

request as a very specific one, for the TMR teachers have many

responsibilities, and teaching time is only a part of this

responsibility. I would search only on TIME and not go into the

mathematical concepts or concept formation materials, where we

can assume that the finding of relevant materials would take

some digging and reaciiiig 'y the teachers. I might supplement

my findings by talking to my special education consultants in

the SEA to see if they know of any materials, or by checking the

Curriculum Laboratory personnel or my curriculum materials col-

lection. I would also check my project/people file, to see if

there were any Special Education Instruction Materials Centers

in my area with whom I could check.
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Agreements? Disagreements?

{Trainer should let the trainees discuss their preferences
for the remainder of searches as well as the kinds of fur-
ther interactions between the Retrieval Specialist and field
agent or field age t and client they would redommend.1
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SESSION NO. 22

RETRIEVING ERIC INFORMATION--B

Retrieval Exercises--B Trainer Discussion Guide
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[See SESSION NO. 19]
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SESSION NO. 23

THE QUERY NHCOTIATION PROCESS--B
frif

I. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF MODULE

A. 01±:dective

The purpose of this session is to provide retrieval specialist
trainees with an opportunity to acquire experience in query-
negotiation through their participation in role-playing
exercises that demonstrate the five basic negotiation ingre-
dients identified in the Int.oduction to Negotiation Process--A

1
Upon completion of this session, each trainee should be able to:

1. Understand the concerns of the field agent in one of his
major roles

2. Describe the kinds of situations in which the retrieval
specialist assumes major responsibility for the query-
negotiation function

3. Prepare for the application of the majot concepts in this
module to their own query-negotiation activities

B. Participants

Trainers: A session moderator and two experienced center
staff personnel (field agents and/or retrieval
specialists) to conduct the role-playing
exercises

Trainees; Retrieval specialists

C. Summary of Module Activities

This session should be conducted by a panel of three tYainers:
one to serve as the moderator and two toconduct the role-
playing exercises.

The session moderator will be responsible for the Introductory
(Statement and presentation of the Session Summary (Steps 1 and
'7). The other two trainers, in addition- to.providpg the moderator
with additional technical expertise, will be responsible for the
presentation of the five key session Concepts (Stepd 2 through 6).
Before each role-playing exercise, a trainer will provide a
definitive description of the session concept, and set the stage
for the retrieval specialist/client negotiation. He will
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then be aided by two trainees for each of the two exercises.
Following the role-playing exercises, the trainer will moderate
a brief discussion period.

After all five - concepts have been described, demonstrated, and
discussed, the session moderator will present the Session
Summary.

D. Duration

Two hours

II. REQUIRED U"TERIALS AND AIDS

A. Trainer Preparatory Reading

Rekriew discussion points for role-playing exercises in Session No. 18

B. Trainee Preparatory Reading

The set the stage scripts for the ten role-playing exercises

C. Aids and Equipment .

None

III. SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

Topic

Step 1 Session Introduction

Step 2 Key Concept No. 1: "Asking
the Rightr-Questions"

Step 3 Key Concept No. 2: ."Guiding
the Discussion"

Step 4 Key Concept No. 3: "Analyzing

the Client's Real Concerns and
Motivations"

SteR 5 Key Concept No. 4: "Learning

to Listen"

Step 6 Key Concept No. 5: "Estab-
lishing Rapport with 'the
Client"

Step 7 Session Summary

Activity Minutes

Presentation 10

Presentation/ 20

Exercise/Discussion

Presentation, 20

Exercise/Discussion

Presentation/
Exercise/Discussion

Presentation/
Exercise/Discussion

Presentation/
Exercise/Discussion

Presentation

20

20

20
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IV, SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

While it is recbmmended that practical experience in enactinge query-
negotiation situation be a part of this session's objective for each
trainee, discretion should be used in attempting to achieve this goal.
Consideration should be given to optional approaches such as having
the two trainers demonstrate the firgt exercise, or using a trainer in
the cliencrole to encourage and assist the trainee if the interview
begins to &Ater. Also, observation of the trainees would be most
comfortable in a role-playing situation. Role-playing is not equally
suited to all individuals in any group. Many individuals who are
capable of conducting a successful negotiation interview are unable
to cope with the theatrical aspects of a role-playing exercise. The
best guideline to follow, therefore, is to plan options in advance
of the session and be ready to employ them if the situation indicates
a need to do so.

For each concept, two exercises are provided: a field ageLt situation
and a retrieval specialist situation. Trainers may wish to select
only one situation per concept, dependipg 'Ton the time allotted.

V. CONDUCT OF 14HE SESSION

Step 1 Introduction to the Retrieval Specialist and the Query
Negotiation Process (10 minutes)

The major distinction that is made in defining roles for

Center personnel is usually one of ascribing the inter-

personal contacts--the _initial contact, the query negotiation

activity, and follow-up communications activities--to the

field agent, and the reference and retrieval functions to

the retrieval-specialist. In fact, we know that this neat

division of labor is not that distinct. Although we have

tried to focus on the major' responsibilities of each personnel

role, we believe that is important for the retrieval specialists

to have this additional training in the query negotiation

process, for two reasons:
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e We hope that this session will help you to develop an

appreciation for the difficulties that the field agent

4/ encounters in tackling his major jobout in the field.

It is easy for all of us, when we are removed from the

firing lines, to forget the complete picture of activi-

ties that another person is facing; otherwise, we might

sit in our central office, wishing for more information

on the request form that is received from the field

agent. ,We might also try to remember that he is likely

faced with a heavy load and is moving from office to

office or school building to school building, perhaps

performing the role in a parttime capacity; when he

finally sits down with the client, he may be needed

wore at that time as a sympathetic listener to the woes

and dilemmas of the moment and dey t. in as a patticipant

in a businesslike and efficient dialog about the client's

specific information requit ents. It is for similar

reasons that we have .ried to provide for the field

agent's developing the capacity to imagine himself in

another role, by having him involved in some depth with

the Thesaurus and the actual retrieval process. We

cannot hope to have everyone be an expect in every Center

function, but we should expect that each person has

somewhat more than a superficial understanding of other

roles.
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We, would like to break down the query negotiation ¶rocess

into several componeilts or concepts, so that you may begin

to develop your own philosophy and apprcach to a task

that you will be performing--in veryi_nq degrees. You

will have walk-in visitors (from within the SEA, for

example, or elsewhere), you will receive telephone and

letter requests directly, and on occasion you will be

following up on clients on recommendations from the field

agent in that area. Therefore, the retrieval process may
S

be your major responsibility, but followa4Lclosely

behind is some interaction with clients particularly the

query negotiation InterLetion.

There are at least 5 bogie ingredients or concepts in the query nego-

tiation process:

Askinc the right questions

Guiding the discussion

Analyzing the client's real concerns and motivations

Being sensitive to the client's needs through tl-e art of

listening

Establishing personnel rapport with the client

We have developed several exercises to illustrate each of these ingre-

dients. Scme exercises are more typical, perhaps, of the field

agent's "out in the field" contacts; others are more representative
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of the contacts a retrieval specialist might encounter directly.

We hope you will feel comfortable in joining us as we enact several

of these situations and discuss some of the possible approaches and

considerations involved in each situation.

Step 2 Key Concept NO. 1: Asking the Right Questions (20 minutes)

Definitive Description of the Concept

The portion of the interview process that deals most directly

with information gathering on the part of the field agent or

retrieval specialist is, that of "asking the right questions."

No interview can be considered successful if the information

required for proceeding to the next step in the retrieval

4pecialist/client relationship is not acquired. Of the five

key concepts to be covered in this session, the questioning

process is perhaps the most basic, the most structured, and

quite likely the most mechanical. It is basic, in the sense

that questions lead to the answers that are needed to continue

the interview or assist the retrieval specialist in his task

of satisfying the informational requirements of the client;

structured from the standpoint that questions can be viewed

as the building blocks that make up a complete interview;

mechanical because the questions asked during an interview

can be listed under the rather standard headings of what,

where, when, who, why, etc. Do not make the mistake of



concludinrj that something that is basic, structured, and

mechanical is also (Ampie. ReJlember, the title of this

concept is not "Asking Questions," but is "Asking the Right

2uestions." And--I might addr-"at the right time and in the

right way."

J

If a question is to be more than just a question--a "right

question," it must have a purpose. This is where your inter-

view questions begin to interleave with the other four key

concepts. What is the purpose of your question? Are you

attempting to guide the discussion in a direction that you

beli...ve will be more productive? If you are, you shDuld be

fairly certain that the new direction you have chosen is.the

proper way to go. Are you asking a specific question that

will allow you to evaluate the client's response and thereby

analyze his real concerns and motivations? If so, you must

first analyze your own feelings aoout the client's problem.

If you do not, you might very well read your own concerns and

motivations into the client's response and miss his point of

view entirely. Are you asking a question that you hope will

draw out the client? If that is your purpose, remember that

gaining insight to a problem is a two-way street. Both you

and the client can benefit from this kind of question. You

should be ready to act as a sounding board as well as a

sponge. If, during the listening process, you are able to

interject brief but pertinent comments, the client may provide
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you with a major portion of your informational needs.

Finally, are you asking a question to help you establish

rapport with the client? If so, you should be ready to

comment on the client's response. For'example, a very common-

place question might be "How are you today'" How do you

answer if the client's response is "I feel terrible," rasher

than the usual response of "Fine."? In other words, if you

are using a question in an attempt to establish rapport, be

certain you are ready to respond intelligently to the unex-

pected as well as the expected answer to your question.

Asking questions at the right time and in the right way is a

subjective decision the retrieval specialist must make every

time he conducts an interview. All standard interpersonal

interviewing techniques came into play. The retrieval spe-

cialist needs not only to know the interviewing techniques

that best fit his own personality, but should alp attempt to

use an approach that will put the client at ease.

The exercise we have prepared for you is intended to emphasize

the importance of "Asking the Right Questions."

Exercise No. 1 (Field Agent Situation)

The field agent is attending a meeting of guidance counselors

from schools in his district. During a coffee break he is
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A
-engaged in casual conversation by one of the counselors.

The counselor is new to the district and unaware of the

service provided by the field agent. The field agent briefly

explains his position and role in the district. Just as the

counselor begins to tell about a problem in his school concern-

ing underachieving students, the meeting is called back,to

order. The field agent quickly suggests they get together

immddiately after the meeting in a coffee shop nearby., The

counselor agrees. The field agent and counselor are now at

the coffee shop. The field agent is the first to speak.

Exercise No. 2 (Retrieval Specialist Situation)

The retrieval specialist has received a memo from the state

superintendent asking "what was the lowest cost of mutton in

Australia during the last 10 years." The retrieval specialist

reads the memo twice, then approaches her project manager for

a discussion of her concerns: (1) such a request is not typ-

ically handled by the Center since it is a general reference

question and appears not to relate to the educational process;

(2) the requester is the superintendent; (3) how she should

handle it. She approaches her manager, and says "You'll

never believe the request that I just received..."
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1

(The trainers may wish to take this exercise one step farther,
with the retrieval specialist calling the superintendent's
secretary for morespecific information. However, the point
of the exercise might be simply to note that "asking the right
questions" sometimes can mean "doing the right thing." If the

query negot' 'on part of the exercise is continued, one of

77:h
the right questions might be to find out if the superintendent

wants to know e price of sheep from the farmer or the cost
of mutton products (e.g., leg of mutton, mutton leg chops,

etc.) in the market. The retrieval specialist who had to

deal with this problem- finally called the Australian Embassy
in San Francisco to learn that at one time last year, you
could get a whole sheep for 10 cents (during the drought);
she also found the market prices for leg of mutton, mutton
loin chops, mutton leg chops, and forequarter chopsl]

Discussion Period (Conducted by trainer)

Step 3 Key Concept No. 2: Guiding the Discussion (20 minutes)

Definitive Description of the Concept

The importance of "guiding the discussion" should not be

overlooked in any description of the interview process

Simply stated, it means that you, the retrieval specialist,

control the format and direction of the interview.

This key concept carries with it a certain degree of respou-

sibility. As in any other form of interpersonal relationship,

when you are in charge you are also resprnsible for the final

results. Do not associate this concept with any one approach

to interviewing. The concept is that the retrieval special :st

should establish an interview format that he believes will

best serve the needs of the client. The format may vary from

one that allows the free association of ideas related to the

client's stated problem to a highly structured and formal

interview. In many cases the approach may change during the
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interview or over a period of several interviews from free

association to a more structured format. In any event- -

whether the interview be formal or informal, structured or

free--the retrieval specialist should attempt to establish

and maintain control of the interview.

Another aspect of guiding the discussion is that of either

directing a client down a certain path or redirecting the

client who begins to wander off the subject. In either case

the retrieval specialist should use discretion. For example,

while on a vacation trip many of you have probably realized .

your greatest enjoyment and satisfaction through an unplanned

excursion down a side road. Of course, 'ou probably have run

out of gas also or been stuck in the mud on similar side

trips. The retrieval specialist needs to use good judgment

about when "side trips" should be taken and how long he

should allow the client to stay off the main road.

In brief, the retrieval specialist is responsible for assess-

ing the situation and establishing an interview format best

suited to the client's position, personality, and stated

problem.

The retrieval specialist should be flexible in his approach

but should remain in control of the interview. Finally, he

should remember that because he is in control, he is also
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responsible for the results.

Let's go ahead with our next exercise and see what develops.

Exercise No. 1 (Field Agent Situation).

The field agent is discussing a plan that a local high school

principal hat for involving the students in a drug education

program.

While the principal says he is convinced that "The kids need

to participate actively in the development of the program if

it is to be a success," he is also hesitant about allowing

them too much freedom in the selection of guest speakers,

films, and drug abuse literature.

The field agent, sensing the conflict between the principal's

goal of student involvement and his lack of confidence in the

students' judgment, is faced with the need to redirect the

discussion and reassure the principal. The field agent

comments...

Exercise No. 2 (Retrieval Specialist Situation)

The retrieval specialist has been asked to attend a meeting

of media specialists in the SEA who are planning to build a



list of multimedia materials appropriate for bilingual

programs, K-6. The chairman of the meeting has asked the

retrieval specialist to talk-a little about the tenter's

services and to find out from the group, which has just begun

to work insmall committees, what kinds of help it needs to

complete its w <k
4-

[In this instance the retrieval specialist has been-placed
somewhat on the spot, but with the advance warning she might
have prepared for the encounter with a suggested structure of
materials and major resources, or might have prepared some
leading questions that would help to direct the discussion
toward what classes of materials the group was interested in,
and what resources they had already checked out.]

Discussion Period (Conducted by trainer)

Step 4 Key Concept No. 3: Analyzing the Client's Real Concerns and
Motivations (20 minutes)

Definitive Description of the Concept

Analysis of a client's real concerns and motivations is very

possibly the most difficult of the five key concepts to

achieve. Very often the retrieval speCialist must read

between the lines and look behind the statements of a client

to assess his true needs.

For example, while many requests for information are simple

and straightforward, others will require the retrieval spe-

cialist's assistance in the formulation Of the problem state-

ment as well as the information request. The overgeneraliza-

tion of a problem can result in too much information being



requested which in turn may discourage the client from using

any of the information that is provided. Conversely, if the

information acquired irom the client is too sketchy or if the

problem statement is drafted with too much specificity,

important supporting concepts underlying the problem may be ,

overlooked.

gisinformation also might be provided to a client if his real

concerns and motivations are not surfaced by retrieval spe-

cialist. For example, many problems facing educators today

stemr-from Supreme Court decision concerning the violation of

indi idual rights. Requests for information regarding reli-

gious courses, dress codes, moral conduct, extracurricular

activities, off-campus clubs, etc., may not be identified

initially by the client as legal problems. The requests may

ask only for information as to what other schools are doing.

Two obvious problems associated with responding to this type

of request without checking. possible legal aspects are:

(1) the practices of other schools may never have been legal

and (2) the information provided may reference school prac-

tices that were legal when adopted in the past, but need to

be changed because of recent court rulings.

Very often the real concerns and motivation of a client can

be discovered by finding out how he plans to use the informa-

tion provided.
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In summary, retrieval specialists should attempt to develop

a sensitivity to their clients' real concerns and motivations.

Any unspoken concerns can be uncovered through a definitive

development of the problem statement and a more complete

description of the information use.

Exercise No. 1 (Field Agent Situation)

The field agent received a telephone request from an elemen-
t

tary teacher for information regarding different forms of

student grading systems in use within her state. The field

agent complied with her request, and made an appointment to

deliver the material.to her in person.

During his explanation of the contents of the package, she

casually mentioned that this was her first year of teaching

and that "parent conferences scare me to death." This clue

led the field agent to discuss in more detail the real concern

she neglected to reveal in her telephone conversation, (the

conduct of parent-teacher conferences).

The field agent is the first to speak.

Exercise No. 2 (Retrieval Specialist Situation)

A field agent is visiting the central office, and in chatting
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with the retrieval specialist, indicates that he might be

interested in having a search performed on recently published

materials in the field of evaluation and dissemination which

wculd be useful as professional reading. The field agent

begins the conversation with "I know that there is n9t too

much written on the role of the field agent per se--that much

of the material is on the general role of change agentsbut

I'm wondering if yoe might find a few fairly relevant things,

in the file..."

[This exercise might'best be handled between an experienced
field agent and a retrieval specialist trainee. The retrieval
specialist probably should directfhis or her questions mostly
toward finding out whiph areaseof the job are of greatest
concern to the field agent (e.g., the interpersonal aspects;
the follow-up activities in wh;ph he.becomes involved in plan-
ning meetings; the relations of his query negotiations process

, to the retrieval prodess) so that he or she chn narrow the
search to materials on'toPics more specific than dissemination,
evaluation, and change agents.)'

Discussion Period (Conducted by trainer)

;Step Key Concept Ng: 4: Learning'to Listen `(20 minutes)

Definitive Description of the Concept

.The "art of listening" cannot be overstressed. The retrieval

cialist, who is an "active" listener will find that he is

also enhancing his abillity to do well with the other four key

concepts we are discussing today. In contrasting arf "active"

listener with a "passive" listener, an active listener's

A
mind is 43e awake and

'

alert... fully focused on theattitude

4
and unspoken intent of the client's words as well as his
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verbaraaion of the problem. A passiVe listener is one who,

while the client is speaking, is thinking about what he wants .

to say next, and is not too interested in the client' ate-

ments. Perhaps he feels he has the problem figur already..

Or, worse yet, he may be la,ying "Yes, I see, uh-huh...",.but
- .

,
'.

.
i

le

is not fully listening.to or comprehending the Client's.

viewpOint.

With reference to the other four key concepts, an active

listener will be better prepared to "ask the right question"

at the "right time".and in the "right way.-" He will also be

able to use better judgmert in his attempt to "guide the dis-

cussion" becagse the "real concerns and motivations" of the

client will be moke dOdernible. Finally, the retrieval

specialist who wishes to "develop. better rapport:' with his

client should not overlTok the,Vvantages -of being a,good

listener. Clients are people, and being a "people" yourself
k

- -.should convince you of the importancp of 'letting the client

know that you Nelieve his problem is important enough,to

merit your undivided and actiive interpersonal attention...

The exercise we have prspared,for today regarding the "art .

of listening" should not be viewed as a one-sided conversi7

tion. The trainee who is role-playing the retrieval special-'

ist should attempt, in additio.-. to being an active listener,
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to ask the right question, guide the discussion, uncover the

client's real concerns and motivations, and establish rapport

with the client.

Exercise No. 1 (Field Agent Situation)

The tield age,-; is working very hard on a program that is

intended to evaluate the results of a new method of teaching

history.

During a visit to one of the high schools in his district

th is participating in the design of the program, he is

confronted by a history teacher oho has some very negative

comments to make about the value of the program.

The teacbcr speaks first.

Exercise No. 2 (Retrieval Specialist Situation)

The retrieval specialist has received a telephone call from a

teacher in the field who is not happy with the search results

she ha, received, and is blaming the field agent for not

listening to her request in the first place and the retrieval

specialist for sending it out. The teacher is saving "...I

feel that there is little zeason for us to support your service



if there isn't some way for us to get materials that really

relate to our concerns."

[This exercise might also belong to the "establishing rapport"
group, for the letrieval specialist must listen to the
harangue and be prepared to smooth some ruffled feathers. The
point of placing this exercise in the listening group is to
allow the trainees to try to find out why she is unhappy, and
try to read into the tirade any underlying problems or
concerns.]

Discussion Period (Conducted by trainer)

Step 6_ Key Concept No. 5: Establishing Rapport with the Client
(20 minutes)

Definitive Description of the Concept

The establishment of good rapport is primarily the responsi-

bility of the retrieval specialist. A good working

relatiToel, between the retrieval specialist and client is

an absolute requirement if the full potential of the negotia-

tion process is to be realized.

Interpersonal interviewing techniques may vary, but the

retrieval specialist who relies totally on personal flattery

to establish rapport may find that his relationship w.th the

client is deteriorating after a time. While a sincere form

of flattery may help to break the ice with a client, any

lasting relationship must b._ based on mutual respect and the

client's confidence in the retrieval specialist's professional

competency.
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The exercise that follows will probably include examples

of sincere flattery; it should also demonstrate the retrieval

specialist's attempt to build mutual respect between him and

the client, and instill confidence on the part of the client

in his professional competency.

Exercise No. 1 (Field Agent Situation)

The field agent was contacted by the secretary of a high

school principal who was new to the area. The secretary

indicated an interest on the part of the principal in becoming

acquainted with the field agent. Furthermore, she mentioned

the name of a field agent in a city nearby that the principal

had worked with in the past. The field agent expressed his

interest in meeting the ltlIzi)al and a meeting date was set.

I

Before the meeting, the field agent contacted the field agent

in a city nearby and obtained the following information:

The principal is in his late forties; he is cordial

but businesslike.

He is a graduate of USC, and holds a master's degree

in Business Administration. His major area of interest

is educational research.

He has been president of the principals' association

in his former area.



He is a sports enthusiast, and actively participates

in snorts such as golf, hand ball, and swimming.

Most of the services the field agent in the city

nearby had brovided him were related to his interest

in educational research; especially curriculum devel-

opment and new teaching methods.

He was well respected by his colleages, but was known

for his "take charge" personality. Projects he was

associated with had a way of "gettrng done."

The initial meeting between the field agent and the principal

takes place with the secretary ushering the field agent into

the principal's office and the principal saying "Good morning.

I've been looking forward to meeting you."

Exercise No. 2 (Retrieval Specialist Situation)

The head reference librarian from a university nearby call

the retrieval specialist to ask'for help on a computer search

of ERIC that has been requested by the dean of the College of

Education. She comes across fairly pleasantly, but the

retrieval specialist senses that the librarian feels insecure

and uncomfortable in using a resource once-removed.

[There are, of course, several ways in which ti,e retxieval
specialist can begin to establish rapport with this person;
one consideration in her approach might be using this situa-
tion to develop a sense of cooperation between the two so
that the retriev?l soecialist can call upon the reference
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librarian for help occasionally on searches for which th..

project does nit really have the resources.]

Discussion Period (Conducted by trainer)

Step 7 Session Summar (10 minutes)

The session moderator should critique the session by emphasiz-
ing the major points that were made regarding each of the five

key session concepts.



SESSION NO. 24

PACKAGING AND COMMUNICATING SEARCH RESULTS

I. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF MODULE

A. Objective

To acquaint trainees with the kinds of decisions that should be
made and the kinds of activities that are involved Iii the process-
ing and delivery of search results.

Upon completion of this module, trainees should be able to:

1. Explain the importance of packa ;ing and communication in the
filling of an information request

2. Discriminate between alternative formats and styles for present-
ing retrieved materials

3. Select resources and products particularly suited to a client's
request

4. Describe some of the critical elements of a written or
verbal communication

B. Participants

Trainers: An instructor

Trainees: All

C. Summary of Module Activities

'After the instructor introduces the session and its objectives, the
trainees discuss their reading on packaging and how the reading re-
lates to their own operations. Following this discussion, the
trainees attempt to apply the guidelines from the reading in plan-
ning an*information package. This exercise is followed by a dis-
cussion of the decisions made in packaging. The group then con-
cludes the modulo with a kiscussion of the communication of the
information package.

D. Duration

Two hours
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II. REQUIRED MATERIALS AND AIDS

A. Trainer Preparatory Reading

1. Far West Latoratory foi Educational Research and Development.
The Educational Information Consultant (EIC): Skills in
Disseminating Educational Information. Berkeley, Calif.:
Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development,
1972. ("Transformation Guidelines" and "Guidelines for Con-
veying Information to Client "]

2. Sieber, Sam D. et al. The Use of Educational Knowledge.
Evaluation of the Pilot State Dissemination Program: Final
Report. New York: Bureau of Applied Research, Columbia
University, 1972. [Chapter 4 "The Output Interaction Phase--

Delivering and Assisting"]

B. Trainee Preparatory Reading

1. Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development.
The Educational Information Consultant (EIC): Skills in
Disseminating Educational Information. Berkeley, Calif.:
Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development,
1972. [ "Transformation Guidelines" and "Guidelines for Con-
veying Information to Client "]

C. Aids and Equipment

1. Client feedback Forms

III. SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

Topic Activity Minutes

Step 1 Introductory Remarks Presentation 5
&

0
Step 2 Transformation Guidelines Large Group Discussion 25

Step 3 Packaging Exercise Small Group Exercise 45

Step 4 Discussion of Exercise Large Group Discussion 15
Results

Step 5 Communication of Search Large Group Discussion 30
Results

IV. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

None
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V. . CONDUCT OF THE SESSION

Step 1 Introductory Remarks (5 minutes)

In this session we are dealing with the processing of search

results and the communication of the packaged materials to the

client.

4

The first of these operations, processing, can mean a number

of things and be called a number of names. As you know from

your reading, the EIC training materials call the process

"transformation". In the title of this session, we have called

it "packaging". But regardless of what the process is called,

it involves, basically, suiting the information that was re-

-trieved to the needs, purposes, and requirements of the client.

The planning and processing of the client's package may take

place in more than one step in the sequence of activities. in

a sense, it begins with the client's statement of his own re-

quirements in terms of time, format, complexity, etc. It con-

tinues with the field agent's articulation of the client's

requirement., the search request form. The retrieval special-

ist may enter certain restrictions and limitations into the

search, both at the beginning of the search and as it takes
1

shape. And, finally, when the retrieval process is completed,

either the retrieval specialist Or the field agent, or both,
,7

jhttempts to assure the suitability of the search results to the

client and his request.
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I would-4e to begin this session with a group discussion

of the transformation or packaging process.

Step 2 Transformation Guidelines (25 minutes)

Conduct a discussion of all trainees on the transformation or
tpackaging process. Based on the reading of the "Transforma-
tion Guidelines" from the EIC materials, tn4 following ques-
tions might be addressed in the discussion:

(1) What is the purpose of "transformation" or "packaging"?

(2) What are some of the considerations in planning the package
(e.g., client's background, specific problem, type of
information needed)?

(3) Who do you think should perform the screening of materials?
The field agent? The retrieval specialist? Both? Neither?

(4) What are some of the possible formats that might be used
to present materials to the client?

(5) How do you decide the appropriate format to use in relation
to the client and the retrieved materials?

(6) How should you handle computer-retrieved material (i.e.,

how does screening of this material differ from that of
other materials)?

(7) Since no one is an expert on all topics, how should you
approach the processing of material when you are not
well-vttrsed in the subject in question?

Step 3 Packaging Exercise (45 minutes)

The purpose of this exercise is to give you an opportunity to

apply some of the principles of information processing that we

have discussed in planning an information package.

Divide trainees into groups of two or three and refer them to
the "Packaging Exercise" in their packets. Ask trainees to
study the problem statement carefully, decide on the materials
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to be included in the package and the appropriate format, and
note the rationale for their choices.

Step 4 Discussion of Exercise Results (15 minutes)

Ask trainees to coMpare their plans for packaging the material.
Give special emphasis to the kinds of decisions that were made
in planning the package as well as the implications the plans
have for actual preparation of the package.

Step 5 Communication of Search Results (30 minutes)

The second area to be covered in this sqssion is that of cam-
..

municating the information package to the client. Here again,

there are a number of operational alternatives. For example,

in many cases, the package will be communicated in person by

the field agent. In other cases, the retrieval specialist will

mail the package directly to the client and will communicate by

telephone or letter. In still other cases, the retrieval spe-

cialist will send the package to the field agent for review

and the field agent will then send the package to the client.

The Sieber evaluation has identified some factors for considera-

tion in deciding on the mode of-delivery,and communication.

[Write these points on the chalkboard.]

(1) The client's desire to have the material delivered

personally (

(2) The nature of the client's request4

a. Specificity (if the Client knows exactly what he wants,

he probably does not need help from the field agent in

interpretation)



D. Scope of need or problem (requests of small scope

may be very important, but present fewer problems in

deaision-Making and implementation)

(3) Characteristics of the client and his organization

(4) Characteristics of the material

(5) Field agent familiarity with the topic

Good communication, as you know, is not one way. So, part of

the process of communicating the information package to the

client must involve feedback by the client. In verbal communi-

cation, the feedback is a natural part of the conversational

interaction. The client will be able to tell the field agent

or retrieval specialist directly whether or not the package is

what he expected and whether or not he understands how to use it.

Written communication, then, should have a built-in mechanism

for clidnt feedback. It is not safe to assune that the client

will volunteet his feelings about the Center's performance in

filling his request. Some clients may feel that they are being

ungrateful to volunteer critical opinions. Others may feel that

the Center is not particularly interested in whether or not

they use the material.

Included in your packets you will find five examples of

formsitl,at have been developed to help facilitate and promote
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client feedback. Forms such as these might be useful in

surveying client satisfaction regardless of the type of de-

livery and communication. But, they are especially important

in situations where communication has been in written form.

Open a large group discussion on the communication process,
based on the reading of "Guidelinds for Conveying Information
to Client" from the EIC materials. Some of the following
questions might be addressed in this session:

(lf What are the relative merits of face-to-face communica-
tion vs written communication?

(2) In situations where the request was for materials to be
used in plans for "action" (e.g., implementing new prac-
tices or programs) what level of involvement by the
field agent seems appropriate? What are some of the
factors that might be considered here?

(3) Is it the responsibility of the Center to solve problems
for clients or should the Center stop at providih4 the
information and tools for solving the problem? What are
some of the intermediate points in this spectrum?

,

(4) If time demands that a choice must be made, what priority
should be given to the communication process (i.e., is it
more important, for example, to spend time gathering in-
formation requests than delivering results)?

At the conclusion of the discussion, the instructor summarizes
briefly some of the major points of the session.
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SESSION NO. 25

FINDING AND USING HUMAN RESOURCES

I. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF MODULE

A. Objective

To provide information on potential non-print sources
which ma e useful for request fulfillment by both
field a ents and retrieval specialists.

Upon completion of this module, trainees should:

1. Understand the-use of human resources, both as an
alternative to print sources and as a supplement to
documents.

2, Understand ways of finding human resources (such as
SEA consultants, college professors, etc.), particularly
low cost resources that the client can afford.

3. Know how to build a human resources file that is fully
cross referenced.

how to evaluate the services of human resources.

B. Participants

Trainers: 1 Retrieval Specialist -

Trainees: All

t. Summary of Modtle Activities

This is a presentation, illustrated with hand-outs .of
sample forms. After each major point is presented, there
is time for group dicussion. Group generated ideas can
easily be added to individual copies of the outline.

D. Duration

2 hours
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II. REQUIRED MATERIALS AND AIDS

A. Trainer Preparatory Reading

1. Havelock, R.G. "Dissemination and translation roles" in
Eidell, T,L. and Kitchel, J.M. (editors), Knowledge
prodi.ction and utilization in educational administration.
Oregon: Uniyersity of Oregon Press, 1968, 64-119.

2. Sieber, S,D,, et. al. The use of educational knowledge;
evaluation of the pilot state dissemination program.
New York: Columbia University,.1972, 267, 420-439, 605-620.

B. Trainee Preparatory Reading

None

C. Aids and Equipment

Trainees have certain materials in their packets that will be
explained during the session. The trainer can also supply
any forms or resources that are specific to the program.-

III. SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

Topic

Step 1 Introduction

Step 2 Where are your human
resources?

Step 3 How can you identify
human resources?

Step 4 How can you catalog
human resources for easy
access?

Step 5 How will you inform
potential clients of
your capabilities?

Step 6 How -pan you give the
client and extension
agent some alternatives?

Step 7 How can.you evaluate the
performance of your human
resources -- follow up?

Step 8 Thought provokers

Step 9 Review of major points

Activity Minutes

Presentation 5

Mini-case study/ 20

presentation/
discussion

Presentation/ 15

discussion

Presentation/ 20 -

discussion

Presentation/ 15

discussion

Presentation/ 15

discussion

Presentation/ 20

discussion

Presentation/
discussion

20

Presentation 5
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IV. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

This sccsion car, either be conducted by an experienced retrieval

specialist from outside the program or by the program's retrieval
specialist. The outliz,e is designed so that points relevant to the
particular situation, or trainee generated points can easily be added.

V. CONDUCT OF THE SESSION

Step 1 Introduction (5 minutes)

The trainer says:

The bu,,iness of negotiating, linking, retrieving,

delivering and following up an educational information

query is a very exciting adventure. In most cases it

is a rewarding and satisfying experience for extension

agents and retrieval specialists alike. It is rewarding if

all parties are ready, willing and able to serve clients

in a sincere, professional Manner. As you are aware,

there are a multitude of print materials at your

fingertips which, upon proper delivery, will impress

your clients. However, many classroom teacher

principal" superintendents and even schc(ol hoard

members must have face-o-fan,2 communication with

tae experience, consultant in order to sort out the

ideas present 1 in written forms. Often the decision-

making process necessary to bring about change must

be accompanied by an interchange if ideas with a real

live person. As extension agents and retrieval

specialists, your human resource data banks must be full
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and up to date. The following outline leads

us through some steps in finding and using human

resources.

Step 2 Where are your human resources? (20 minutes)

The trainer reads the following case study:

Marsha Thompson is a 5th grade teacher in Union City.

The school system is known as "less than progressive."

However, Marsha has heard about team teaching and would

like to know enough about it thatshe can convince her

principal to let her try it out. She has requested a

computer search from the extension agent. However,

2de now reali2,s the research papers will never

be read or believed by the principal. He is a "show me"

man who wants to see or hear about new ideas. He does not

want to spend several hours looking over documents.

Marsha has asked the extension agent to provide

her with some "people-help "

DTSCUSSION QUESTIONS:

1. Where would the agent find needed human resources?
Which one would he send to see Marsha?

2. Where would the retrieval specialist find needed
human resources? Which one would he send to see Mrasha?

3. If Marsha had to choose between the agent's consultant
and the retrieval specialists's consultant, which one
would she choose? Why?

Some of the possible human resources in the following
outline will have been mentioned in the discussion. Be
-sure to bring out any others at the end of the group



discussion. Before moving on to Step 3, ask the
trainees for other ideas that are not on the outline.
The trainees have a one page checklist taken from
Havelock's A Workbook of Checklists to Accompany A
Guide to Innovation. It helps focus the trainee's
thinking on ways of using human resources in fulfilling
requests.

1.0 Where Are Your human Resources?

1.1 In the school building working as teachers, councelours,
principals, etc.

1.2 Working as specialists in your State Education agency.

1.3 Teaching or administerinE on college and university
campuses.

1.4 Relaxing in regional educational laboratories.

1.5 Making very little money in private consultant service
offices.

1.6 Accomplishing three jobs at once in Intermediate Educa-
tion offices.

1.7 Making more money in private enterprise than they can
spend.

1.8 Education extension agents helping people at the school
district, city, county, or state level.

1.9

1.10

Step 3 How can you identify human resources? (15 minutes)

Trainer goes over points on the following outline.
An exempt- of a letter is in the trainee packet.
At the end, there is time for discussion of points.

2.0 How Can You Identify Human Resources?

2.1 By personal, prior experience.

2.2 Word of mouth recommendations.

2.3 Written communication and canvas.
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2.4 Telephone

2.5 Local, state, and national directories.

2.6

2.7

Step 4 How can you catalog human resources for
easy access? (20 minutes)

Although a working outline is provided, the trainer
may wish to substitute materials about the cataloguing
procedures the trainee will be expected to use. An
example of one consultant file is included in the
trainee packet. There are two parts to it. The first
page shows the consultants organized by topic. The
rest of the example is a complete listing of all
topics for which the Oregon Retrieval-Dissemination
Center has at least one consultant. The topics illustrate
one way to organize a consultant catalog.

3.0 How Can You Catalora_Human REsources For Easy Access?

3.1 Rotary Film.

3.2 Printed Indices

3.3 y-Sort.. Systems

3.4 Computer-Based Filc

3.5 In your head

3.6 Catalogs

3.7

3.8

Step 5 How will you inform potential clients of your
capabilities? (15 minutes)

Discuss the following outline of points.

4.0 How Will You Inform Potential Clients Of Your Capability?

4.1 Through Extension Agents

4.2 Printed Brochures



4.3 Educational Radio-Television

4.4 Letters of Introduction

4.5 Audio- Visual Presentations

4.6.

4.7

Step 6 How can you give the client and agent
some alternatives? t15 minutes)

Present and discuss the following outline:

5.0 How Can You Give The Client And Extension Agent Some Alternatives?

5.1 A big enough file will supplyosome choices.
re's

5.2 Give them more than one choice if possible.

5.3. Can.the extensi-n agent indicate human needs on the
request form?

5.4 Can the client afford to pay?

5.5 Is the client sus?icious of S.E.A. personnel?

5.6.

5.7.

Step 7 How can you el,aluate the performance of your human
resources rollow up? (20 minutes)

The trainee may again wish at this point in
the session to bring in materials specific to
the center where the trainees will be working.
If not, -the following outline and humorous
evaluation guide, .serve as a framework for

discussion

6.0 How Can You Evaluate The Performance Of Your Human Resources- -

Follow Up?

6.1 Written performance -- criteria forms

6.2 Telephone

6.3 Through the Extension Agent

6.4 Project summary -- case study IP
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ab

6.5 Has any change taken place?

6.6 Is anyone turned on?

6.7 Is it a better place to teach and learn?

6.8

6.9

Step 8 Thought provokers

This part of the session allows diverse

(20 minutes)

ideas and opinions to be brought out.

7.0 Thought Provokers (Grab Bag)

7.1 Does your S.E.A. specialist know about your client
and the problem? They might follow up.

7.2 Are your S.E.A(g5ecialists looked upon as regulatory
or service oriented ?,

7.3 The cost factor for consultant service r.an mean
t
the

difference of change versus no change.

7.4 Can you trade your service f,1. consultant service?
Be careful.

7.5 How much communication must take place between the
exLension agent and the consultant? There had better
be some.

7.6 The longer you are in business, the greater number of
consultant service requests you will have.

7.7 Extension agents demand references to people, places,
and things. (50% of the time)

7.8 Your variety of requests will have a tendency to
spread out the consultant work.

7.9 Match the client, consultant, and extension agent.

7.10 Sometimes people just need to talk on the phone.

7.11

7.12



Step 9 Review of major points ( 5 minutes)

The trainer restates the major themes of this
session:

1. Locating human resources

2. Identifying human resources

3. Cataloguing human resources

4. Informing clients about human resources

5. Developing multiple resources irr topic

6. Evaluating performance or human resources

4



Checklist #6

List:
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Not aware
of any
source of
this type

This type
of source
not

relevant

This type
of source
not

accessible

PERSON SOURCE
TYPES

Consulting
OrganizatioAl

This tyre of
s iccess

Not Used -

Yet

1 ,

Individual

Consultants

Academic
Institutions

Individual

Professors,

Scholars, &
Researchers

Federal

Government
Agencies

Professional

Associations

1

to*'.
1

Other
School

Systems
Other Indivi-
duals in my
School

System

1

7. Have you used an adequate iariety.of resources?

8. Have you spent enough time searching for resources?

9. Have you spent enough time reading, listening to, or observing the re-
sources you have acquired?

From: Havt.4ock, R.G. A Workbook of Checklists to Accompany
A Guide tc Innovation. Ann Albor: Institute for
Social Research.

4.
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Dr ELEANOR BEARD, Chairman
1580 S Sky land Drive

Lake Oswego 97034
TO:

OREGON
BOARD OF EDUCATION

942 LANCASTER DRIVE NE SALEM, OREGON 97310 Ph. (503) 364-2171 Ext 1602

RICHARD F DrICH, Vice Chairman
1010 Corbett Build -1,)
Port'and 97204

F 1GENL H FISHER
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Oak,and 97462

FRANCIS I SMITH
600 Morgan Park Building
Portland 97205

W WARREN MAXWELL
Route 6, Box 144
Lakeview 97630
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Medford 97501
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Portland 97205

A E ',ARNE!.
auperintendent and Executive
Officer of the Board
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)eputy Superintendent and
cratery of the Board

FROM:

October 29, 1970

College and University Education Departments and other
Consultant Firms

Oregon Board of Education RetrievalDissemination Center

SUBJECT: ImTentory of Faculty Consultant Expertise

The Oregon Board of Education has established a RetrievalDissemination
Center at its Salem offices. The center will be working closely with
field agents in Lane and Umatilla counties as well as serving infor
Mdi:UU teques's from other school.districts in the state. One of the
primary purposes of the center is to close the communication gap be
tween research and 'practices in schools and classrooms. In many cases
we will be able to furnish information through microfiche or research
abstracts. However, in addition to fulfilling requests for research
information, we anticipate the need for consultant services from high
er education and related institutions.

We are asking all faculty members interested in responding to consul
tent requests to incicate such interest and to list their area of
expertise. Your department may have such a list compiled now. If so,
we -.;ould appreciate a copy, in order to complete our reso rce files
quickly. Enclosed you will find d form on which names and expertise
areas may be listed.

The RetrievalDissemination nter is designed to function in_a
coordinating and service role. If a request for information or assis-
tance is referred to you, you are free to act as an independent agent
and to establish your own relationship with the inquiring school
district.

- .

Please complete and mail to Mr. Jack K. Bech, Retrieval Specialist,
Oregon Board of Education, 942 Lancaster. Drive, Salem, Oregon 97310.

GK:rm
Enclosure

Sincerely,

G orge.Eatagiri
irector

Instructional Technolgy
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OREGON BOARD OF EDUCATION
RETRIEVAL - DISSEMINATION CENTER

942 Lancaster Drive NE
Salem, Oregon 97310

TOPIC

Administration
Max Abbott
Arthur Hearn
A.A. Sandin
Francis Thiemann
Willard Bear:
Milt Baum

Administrative Attitudes
Ray Talbert Educ. Coordinates

Les Wolfe Educ. Coordinates

TOPICS FOR CONSULTANT FILE

INSTITUTION TOPIC

U. of Oregon
U. of Oregon
U. of Oregon
U. of Oregon
OBE

OBE

Administrative Personnel
George Brain W.S.U.

Adult Education
Isabella McQuisten

Cliff Norris

Art, Ceramics
Bruce Wild
Rosco Wright

Art Education
Nancy Conrath
Josephine Cooke
Leo J. Kirk
Ron Wgginton

Art, Jewelry
Morgan Hall

Art, Painting
Tcm Llodgett
Bruce Dean
Harold Hoy
Ron Tore Janson
Edwin Koch

Art, Sculpture
Weltzin Blix
Harold Hoy

O.S.U.

OBE

Lane C. C.
Lane C. C
rt

Audiovisual
Paul Ferguson

INSTITUTION

Moore Audiovisual
(Portland)

Behavior
Elizabeth Brunette U. of Portland
Ray Stinnet E.O.C.

James Weemi E.O.C.

Boards of Education
W.W. Charters. U. of Oregon
Milr Baum OBE

Business Education
Larry Murray Lane C. C.

Fred Winger O.S.U.

Jesse Kaufman OBE

Change Agents
Ray Talbert
Les Wolfe

Educ. Coordinates
Educ. Coordinates

Class Organization
Delmer F. Howell E.O.C.

Mt. ;Mood C. C.,

U.G.E.

Mt. Hood C.IC.

Clinical Supervision
Coll.

Coll
Siste.. -In Myra Seaver Marylhurst

E.F. Guttlieb Marylhurst

Co-Curricular Activities

Lane C. C.1 Grace Graham U. of Oregon
Kenneth Hills OBE

Lane C. C. Communications

Lane C. C. George Carver Mt. Hood C. C.

Lane C. C. Tom Holmes Mt. Hood C. C.

Lane C. C. Ralph Rogers Mt. Hood C. C.

Lane C. C. Milt Baum OBE

Lane C. C.
Lane C. C.

Communication Skills
Carol A. Cole
Margaret Rogers

O.S.U.
U. of Oregon



TOPIC 0

Administration
Administrative Attitudes
Administrative Personnel
Adult Education
Art, Ceramics
Art, Education
Art, Jewelry
Art, Painting
Art, Sculpture
Audiov'sual
Behavior
Boards of Education
Business Education
Change Agents
Class Organization
Co-Curricular ActSicities
Communications
Communication Skills
Community College
Computers
Computer Instruction
Consultant Tirms
Cooperative Education
Counseling
Ctkriculum
Curriculum Development
Curriculum, Elementary
Curriculum Evaluation
Curriculum, P.E.
Curriculum, Secondary
Data, Census
Data Processing
Delinquency
Disadvantaged, Fdu.
Disadvantaged Youth
Drug Abuse

Early Childhood Educi-
Education, Community
Evaluation
Evaluation of Program
Evaluation, Plant
Evaluation, Staff
Facilities, School
Follow-up Studies

la
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TOPICS FOR CONSULTANT FILE

TOPIC

Guidance & Counseling
Guidance Services
Individual Differences
Individual Instruction
Industrial Education
information Centers
Information Systems
Inservice
Instructional Materials
Instructional Media
Instructional Strategies
Instruction
Interaction Analysir
Job - Youth Market
Kindergarten
Language Arts
Language Instruction
Law, Education
Learning Center
Learning
Learning Distbilities
Learning, Fitogrammed

Learning Systems
Library
Management
Management, Personnel
Management Systems
Math Education
Math, Elementary
Math, Secondary
Microteaching
Migrant Education
Motivation
Music

Objectives, Behavloral
Objectives, resting Criteria
Objectives, Typing Oft

Occupational Programs
Organization, Adm.

Paraprofessionals
Philosophy
Physical Education
Planning
Prep Kits

TOPIC

Problem Solving
Program Development
Psychology
Psychology, Developmental
Reading

Reading, Primary
Reading, Secondary
Relationships
Relationships, Staff
Remedial Education
Research
Research, Consumer
Research, Design
School Activities
Science, Biology
Science, Chemistry
'Science, Education
Science, Elementary
Science, Environmental -
Science, Forestry
Science, General
Science, Geology
Science, Instruction
Science, Physical
Science, Physics
Social Studies
Sociology, Educ.
Special Fduc.
Speech and Hearing
Staff Utilization
Student Participation
Student Personne?
Supe-Vision
Teaching Strategies
Television, Teaching
ThQater Arts
Vocational Education
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SESSION NO. 26

THE TEAM EFFORT

Z. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF MODULE

A. Objective

To allow trainees to work as a team in planning the flow of activi-
ties for handling a client's information needs and in participating
in several key steps (including retrieval, and the communication of
search results).

Upon completion of this module, trainees should be able to:

1. Identify both the independent and interdependent actions of
each member of the team in contrituting to the different
activities in the handling of a client's request

2. Demonstrate ability to plan a total service approach for handling
both client contact and supporting activities (e.g., in finding
materials, preparing documentation)

3. Identify basic issues and alternative procedures and communica-
tion links that must be considered in establishing their own
projects or centers.

B. Participants

Trainers: Two instructors (familiar with client-interaction and
retrieval process)

Trainees: All

C. Summary cf Module Activities

The instructor briefly introduces the purpose of the module and the
procedures to be followed in the group exercise. Trainees are
divided into two teams, each of which is given a separate client
problem to work on. Each group is asked to prepare a presentation
for the trainees in the other group. The presentation should in-
clude a description of the sequence of steps for receiving and
handling the problem, which personnel roles would most likely be
responsible for the various steps and the kinds of interactions
among staff members that they might expect to occur.

The group's presentation may be followed by a prepared query-negotiation
interview, a discussion of alternative search strategies that they
have prepared, and/or a simulated communications interview with the
client.
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Trainees are encouraged to include in their presentations--through
discussions or "asides" to the audience in role-playing situations-=
the issues that are raised by the ,particular.problem, client situ-'
'ation; or staff interaction. Each group.is given 90 minute to
prepare for their presentations, and 45 min ites to conduct them.

D. Duration

Four hours

II. REQUIRED MATERIALS AND AIDS

A. Trainer Preparatory Reading

None

B. Trainee Preparatory Reading

None

C. Aids and Equipment

Problems 1 and 2 (in trainee packets)

Selected Citations from Computer Search for Problems 1 and 2 (to
be distributed if there are no facilities for performing a search,
see SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS)

Props and aids such as telephones, computer terminals, .fugitive
materials, etc.

III. SCHEDULE

Step'1

OF ACTIVITIES

Topic Activity Minutes

Introduction to the Session Presentation S

Step 2 Preparation of Presentations Group Exercise -90

Step 3 Presentation of ProbleM 1 Group Presentation 45

Step 4 Discussion of Problem 1 Discussion 20.

Step 5 Presentation of Problem 2 Group Prpsentation 45
9

Step 6 Discussion of Problem 2 Discussion 20

Step 7 General Discussion of Problems Discussion 15
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IV. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

This session will be most effect4.ve if it is conducted in an educational
information center, where the full resources fohandling an information
request are available. If a center is not available, itis desirable
to provide as many props as possible for use in-the presentations. Some
aids for this purpose are listed in paragraph 11.C. above.

V. CONDUCT OF THE SESSION .

Step 1' Introduction to.the Session (5,minUtes)

The purpose of this session is to bring together .the individual

Skills and functions that we have been woi'king with during the

week and deal with them as parts of a continuous flowol activi-

ties The emphasis of this session is on teamwork and the im-

portance not'only.of individual'actions but also of int,ractions

between members of the team.

Divide trainees into two groups, each having an even balance
. .

of personnel in the three major Iles Of project director,
retrieval specialist and field agent. Refer the trainees to
the problem statements in their packets. Assign one problem
to each group.

Step 2 Preparation of Presentations (90 minutes) 4t!-

Instruct the trainees to read their problem staterlents carefully,'
consider how the problemshould,be handled, and tRen prepart, a
presentation that will illustrate some of the major steps that
were invplved in the,handling of the problem. The preentation
might emphasize interpersonal contacts between client and field
agent, field agent and retrieval specialist, staff and project
director, etc.; or it might-stress the technical retrieval
aspects of handling the problem and creating a usable package
for the client. .These are'clecisions tobe made by the groups.

If the ex'rcise is held in an information center, the trainees
should-be advised to use as many of the facilities as they re-

. quire to handle the problem realistically. If a-Ceilter is not
available, the trainees should be sh6wn the props and aids that
are available.

V go*

)6.
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Step 3 Presentation of Problem 1 '(45 minutes)

Step 4 Discussion of Problem (20'minutes)

The trainer leads a discussion of the presentation of Problem 1.
In this discutsion, the group making the presentation may
introduce consideratiOns that did-not fit intq the presentation.
The other trainees may critique the presentation or raise
questions about the decisions that were.involved in handling
the problem.

Step 5 Presentation of Problem 2 (45 minutes)

Step'6 Discussion of Problem 2 (20 minutes)

The trainer leads a discussion of the presentation of Problem 2
as in Step 4.

Step 7 General Discussion of Problems (15' minutes)

%

The trainerleadS a discussion of the handling of the problems
emphasizing simfleritiesand differences in the approaches of

-the two trainee grOups. The tr44nees are asked to discust both
presentations specifically in terms of th,,team effort,

ti

(
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SESSIONNO. 27

DOCUMENTING AND EVALUATING SERVICE ACTIVITIES
4

I. °SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF MODULE

A% Objective

To provide an understanding ofthe need for service
evaluatiOn and a ba&ic knowledge of how to devise
appropriate fOrms and how to keep fecords that prowl:de
useful data.

Upon completion of this module, trainees should:

.

1. Understand documentation procedures

2. Underitand ways of filing records

3. Understand ways documentation can be used
for evaluation of services

B. Participants

-Trainers: I Instructor

Trainees: All

C. Summary of Module Activities

This is a preientation illustrated by hand-outs of
record keeping forms. After the initial presentation
there is time for discussion.

D. Duration

2 hours

<
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II. REQUIRED MATERIALS AND AIDS

A. -Trainer Preparatory Reading

1. Sieber, S.D.,ret. al. The use of educational knowledge;

evaluation of the_pilotitate dissemination pragratii:

New,Yotk : Columbia University, 1972, 98-102, 255-263,

Appendix F.

B. Trainee Freparatpery Reading

/

None

C. Aids andlEquipment

Trainees have' documentation forms in their packets that

arg explained during the session. The traineT.can

supply others(if the,needs of thb center require 1.tse of

substantially different forms.

SOE,DULE OPACTIVITIEF.

Topic Activity -

--/

.Step 1 Interoductich to Presentation

documentation

Step 2 Description of-Documenta-
tion forms Illustrated

presentation

Step 3 Recording information Illustrated

on forms presentation

Strop 4 Keypunching data..st

from forms

Step 5 . Use of forms

Step 6 IntrodUction to

evaluation

Step 7. .. rilscription of

'evaluation form

Step 8 Description of

4 variables

Step 9 , Keypunching informa-
tion, from forms

Illustrated
presentation .

Illustrated
presentation

Presentation

Minutes

.- 5

10

. 15

15

15

5

Illustrated 15

presentation

Presentation 15

Illustrated
PresentWon

"10

Step' 10 I Use- of data Rresentatite 15

4

*s.
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IV. SPECIAL 'CONSIDERAtIONS

The trainer needs to determine how much rev,arch background
the trainees have had. If some trainees feel uncomfortable
with use of terms like original data, nop- parametric statistics,
and chi square, the trainer may want to recommend some reading
assignments in a statistic book. However, it is important
to explain that the group consists of.field agents, retrieval
staff and project managers. The field agents need to understand'
the forms and the use made of the informa*ion that is. collected,
but will probably never manipulate the data themselves and
consequently should not,let these statistical terms 'throW' them:

The documentation and evaluation forms are ,Ised in PROJECT
COMMUNICATE in Kansas. The system is flexible and can easily
be adapted tofit the needs of theindividual center.'

The module is designed with enough time for trainees to ask
questions at the eqd of each step. Although"this is not
specifically designated in the following script, the trainer
should make sure 00 step is understood before going on to
the next step.

V. CONDUCT OF THE SESSION

Step 1. Introduction Co documentation

It is all too often true that organizations

use forms and keep records in excess. Most

of the staff does not know why the forms are

kept or what good they 'do. Sometimes filing

systems are so elaborate that they generate a

'

( 5 minutes)

lot of papers that take up a great deal of. space.

The documentation and evaluation systems

that I am going to discuss have been designed

to deal with these potential problems. The

first section on docuMentation,will help you

7.

woe
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unders.tand what information is gathered,

how to record it efficiently, and how to

'finish the job with all information on

only one sheet of. piper and one IBM card.

At this point in the sessipn, the trainer should
. make sure eakh person gets out 'Allis packet the
request forms A, B, C, D, E, document request
form, and lOg sheet.

Steal Descriptionof documentation forms
. -

Request tom A.is the original'or rough form.

Sometimes it is filled inby the requestor,

.sometimes it is filled in by the field agent,

and sometimes the secretary fills it in when

requests come iron the telephone."

. .

Request form Bis actually page 1 of a four

(10 minutes)

-

part NCR (carbonles4 form. For today's

discussion,-we will look it these four

parts as forms B,C,D, and E. Much of the

information that is recorded on these forms

is only recorded once. Notpie,tha't this form

shows numbers in parentheses. These numbers

correspond to the columns on an 80 colunui IBM

card.

Look` also novl.at forms C, D, and E. Although

identical form B, they serve different

purposes and are actually different colors.

14
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The document request form is send out to the

client with his abst7cts. By putting the ED or

EJ number on the form, the client can easily
- J. .

requeSt microfiche copy of the document. This

it a( three-part NCR (carbonless) form.

And finally, let's look at the log sheet form.

This is one page from a loose leaf book where all

requests,are logged.

Step 3 Recording ,tnformation on forms (15 minutes)
'0

Now that you have had a chance to look briefly at

/I
eac form, let's go balk and see what information

is recorcida on each.

WhpeVer fills in form.A- completes NAME of requestor;.

DATE of request; SCHOOLof requestor, if relevant;

DISTRICT number; ADDRESS; PROFESSIONAL LEVEL such as

teacher, board member; counselor, etc., INFORMATION

41

TOPIC; REASON FOR REQUESTi and LEVEL OF TOPIC sitch

as kindeigarten, elementary, secondary, adults, etc.

This same information is then typedonto the four -

part NCR Form B-C-D-E. Sever'al additional pieces of

information i.re added to the form. These are

DATE REQUEST RECEIVED, DESCRIPTIORS which are filled

in by the -retrieval specialist, and SOURCES for the

search such as a Computer search. A stamping machine
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puts a 6 digit code number on the request form.

This accession number is also stamped on the log sheet,

on the three-part document order form, and on a

3 x 5 indeklcard: Once all this is done, the rough

draft, Form-A is thrown away.

Next, the last sheet of the four-part form, called

here, Form E, is given to the retrieval specialist

who writes in the logic for the search. There is

adequate room to write the logic in the section

labeled 'Follow-up comments.' The logic for the '

search is also printed' on the 3,x5.index card,

which is filed by major descriptor. This file is

:checked when new reqUestS come in. Sometimes this

saves reformulating the logic.

Step 4 Keypunching data from forms (15 minutes)

Trainer: Make surVtrainees get sample IBM
card out of packet.

The keypuncher is given Form E. She keypunches the
J.

logic onto the IBM card. She makes a dupliFate of the

card so the search can be done on both the RIE and

CIJE tapes. She jaiso keypunches two information cards.

In columns 1-6 she puts the accession number; in

7-26 she puts the requestors name, laic name.first;

in 27 she puts the psofessional'level; in 29-31

she puts the.school district number, in 33-34 she

puts a tw-digit code for the month ni;rhich the
.

request was received; and in 38 -77, she'puts the
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major descriptors. Later additional information

will be keypundhed on this card. However, that

inf9rmation is not available until the evaluation

form is sent back by the client.

.The keypuncher 'also makes a duplicate of-this card.

One is filed by requestOrk last- name and one by
,

school district number.

Step 5 Use of forms (15 4;11-lies)

A

By now you are probably wondering why we need

each of these forms. Let me explain the use of

each. As you remember, I have already-said that

Form A is only used to record the request,. Once

''What informatian'is typed on the four-part Form.

B-C-D-E, Form A is discarded. -

You also know something about the use of Form E.

The retrieval specialist writes the-computer logic

..on it. Then the keypuncher used it to punch four 1

IBM cards. Two are duplicates of the ldgic, one

for the RIE and one: for the CUE tape. 'moo other

-IRM cads are duplicates containing d coded version

) :
of the fnformAtion that was originally type on

the four-ptrt form. At this stage these cards are

incomplete. Evaluation information is latfr punched

on them and,bedames the basis fox evaluation of

services prOvided. 0owever,'the cards ar4e also useful

{tn. their, present form. If you want to know how
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many requdgtwere initiated during March, you

can use a counter/sorter, sort on columns 33-34,

take out those with a 03, and count them.

If you want to know how many requests over the

past year have comein from a particular school

.district,"you can sort on the. columns containing

the school district number. You could also sort

fr

on major descriptors, professional level, etc.

Once the computer search is complete and the

abstracts have been printed, Form E is discarded

- By nowme have 'used up' the usefulness of two

of our forms. 7

Forms C and D, abstracts from the computer search,
So

and a document ordering form are packaged and sent to_ .

the field agent. Form B stays in the central offiCe

-and -is fieled by accession number. The field agent

delivers tife package, but keeps 9fms C and D.

Under the section for 'Follow-up comments', the

pecretary in the fielc office records the date when

the materials were delivere
\
,.the date that micro-

'

fiche were ordered, and any additional ictivities.

ti-Nt take place. This form helps the field agent

keep track of individUaf requests. lie can look through

the file to see which"clients need to be called

i--

about order requests, etc.

A
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Although the evaluation form has not been

discussed, let me say that ir-is back from the

client, the secretary types certain, information

from it onto Forms C ar D. For instance, she

types what actions developed from the material

that were delivered. In the example on the forms

you have, the Boys Career Eiluption Course was

adopted for the 72-73 school year. The secretary

also types specificactionS of the field agent,

such a4 his suggestion of a field trip to the

Kansas Employment Service and the suggestion of the

purchase of a microfiche reader.,

Form C stays in the field office. Form*D is

sent back to the central office. Form D has

additional information typdb on iefrom the

elAlUatior. shut. The'new information is key-

punched on the IBM cards. Then,,Form D relpaces.

Form B in the file. Form Bis now discarded.

Step 6 .Introd-mtion to evaluation.,

All of the forms and procedures that we have

been discussing are the documentation phase

of the project. Certain information was needed

t o properly complete a search-of infibrmation for

the client. To do this; we needed to know who

( 5 minutes)

requested the information (so we could get the
,

4

")
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information back, to the person who requested it),

the client's perspective on the problem, the

school level, etc. We also had to record major

desdriptors, sources of information, and the

logic for the search.

Now we want to know what additio,,- ,ation

can be combined with what we'a1re,.., nave, so we

can evaluate the services we perform.

-Look now at form F. This is the evaluation

form that is sent to each client. It is ;:eturridd

to the field agent who records some information

from it on Forms c and D. The agent then sends

Forms D and F to the central office.

When the client receives the form it already has

the accession number, title of search, client's

name and school written in. The client then

s answers four questions; 1. How well did the material-

fulfill your request for information? ots

`2. How will this information

be utilized: 3. How many other people have

used this information? 4. When do you plan to use

the information obtained from this search?

)It is this last question that provides one of the keys
A

to the evaluation.



Step 8 Description of variables

Let us assume now that forms D and F are back in

the central officer We now turn our focus to the

(15 minutes)

three evaluation variables. These are 1. complexity;

2. innovativeness; 3. adoption.

Complexity refers to how complex is the request.

Let me give you some examples. A student from

the university calls in to request seme.material

for a research project for one of her classes. Use

of the information does not involve anyone else;

there is no cost to using the information. The

decision to use or not use the information lies
S

entirely with the student. This request would

receive a 1. A 1., that is, on a five point scale

ranging from 1. very simple to 5. very complex.

A request for information about team teaching

at the district level would require new

expenditures, retaining of teachers, new attitudes

on the part of administrators, parents,, and

children. This request would be.given a 5.very

complex. A teacher asks the field agent co help

her get supplemental materials for her classroom.

this request would be given a 1. But let's say that

same teacher called, not for supplemental materials,

but for materials for a new cource. Since the new course

would require approval from the principal and a certain
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amount of money, the request would be given a 2.

A request for information about open education in

the elementary school would be given a 3 since it

requires changes in attitueds, and requires a

committee to work with the information.

By now you, may be wondering how to arrive at

a decision abdut the complexity of the request.

One possible,way is to have a group of educators

classify a group of requests. Many topics are

requested again and again. Soon a classification

scheme is worked out.

Our second evaluation variable is innovativeness.

Innovativtness is well dc_mmented in the literature:

Rogers, Carlson, and Lyonberger have all written

extensively about it. The five point classification

k

scale is 1. Innovator, 2. Early Adoptorl 3.Early

Majority, 4. Late Majority, 5. Laggard. These terms,

of course, can refer to either a school, a school

system, or an individual. When the request involves

a school or school district, we can use it's

history to decide where it belongs on the innovativeness

scale. Whenever the requestor is an individual, we need

a way to classify the person. Herlig, at the University

of Missouri has written an article called "Identifying

Latent Innovators in Education." This article, based



on his research, documents his LAIN Scale of

personal innovativeness. It is easy to use and

gives us the necessary code for'the individual

requestor:

The third variable is adoption. This five point

scale is represented by: 1. Awareness, 2. Interest;

3. Evaluation, 4. Trial, and 5. Adoption. We gdt

some of this' information from the evaluation sheet,

we find out more from the field agent. For

instance, if the person requests information, but

never orders a document, never asks for more information,

and never makes any use-of the information, we give

him a 1.-He is aware or he would not have made the-
reauest. If the person requests information and then

decides to order one or more documents, then he is

coded as a 2. He has shown interest. If he moves as

far as actually adopting and regularly using the

information, then he is given a 5. If the information

is used, perhaps a committee is formed and the new

materials are discussed, but it is rejected because

-If inappropriateness, then the requestor is given a

3 or 4. At a minimum the information has been

evaluated, and he gets a 3. Sometimes it may have

been given a trial in one or more classroom's, and

he gets a 4. Although adoption gets the highest score,

rational rejection of material can also get a high scqpe.

N...4
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The codes for complexity, innovativeness, and

adoption that we have been discussing are written

onto tke evaluation form. From here the information is

typed on form D. If you would get that form out

again and look at the upper right hand box, you

will See vihere the information is put. The order

of the information, from top to bottom

individual innovativeness (LAIN), school diitrict

innovativeness, complexity, and adoption. Below

these four values is a total of the-complexity

score times the innovativeness score (either

individual or school, whichever is appropriate)

times the adoption score.

Once this information is taken from the evaluation

form we throw it away. We now have thrown away Form

A, Form B, Form E, and the evaluation fbrm. Form C

is kept in the field agent's office, and Form D

is kept in the central offic.

Step 9 Keypunching information from form

Remember the IBM card that we talked about?

-ai

0 minutes)

Remember it had documentation information coded

on it. This information included name of requestor,

*date of request, descriptors, etc. The keypuncher

is given form D. From it she keypunches onto the

information IBM card, the individual innovativeness

score into column 28, the school, districtvInnovativeness
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Ade

score into column 32, the caffiplexity'score into

column 35, the adoption score into 36, and the

product of complexity by innovativeness by adoption

into'columns 18 -80. When she is through with Form D,

she refiles it in the master file by accession number.

Step 10 Use of data (15 minutes)

.

Now, having c6llected,this information, what carewe

do with It. We can,uge each scale by itself as a way

of creating comporisans..For instance, we can see if

different professional groups (teacher, administrator,

etc.) make requests that on the average differ in

complexity. Or we can see if more complex requests

are made across the months of the school year. If

we assume we have ordinal data, and if we use non,

parametric statistics, we can even test the significance

of the difference between groups. There are two
a

appropriatft statistics -- chi square and 'the Mann-

Whitney U.

We ca use the adoption scale by itself'as another

way creating comparisons that help us evaluate

our services. For instance, we can see if requests

handled by a field agent have a higher adoption scale

value than requests that come directly from the

requestor to the center. Or, we can fee if the

adoption scores become higher over time.

_N
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sknd finally, we can-use the innovativeness scale

by itself. We can see,i1 people indifferent

professional roles differ in innovativeness.

This example, as well as all the others are

simply ways of demonstrating what types of people

use our services and what kinds of impact our

services make. This kind of demonstration can be

Iu ed internally. By that I mean, we can let the dat

inform us when we begin to slack Off -- when more

follow:9i) is needed. It is away of monitoring our-

A

selves so we can correct any problems. The data can

also be used to demonstrate to the State Department

of Education, or to a governMental funding agency,

how cur services are creating change in the schools.

We are'documepting ndt only the case studies of

change, but also the dimensions of change.

Although we can use each of the scales'individually,

we can also combine certain scales. By multiplying

a requestor's complexity score by his innovativeness

score, we have a persuasion index.

Persuasion `Index (PI) = Complexity (C) x Innovativeness (I)

If the reffestor has a-faWy complex information need

IV
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but is not particularly innovative, his persuasion

indexscore would be calculated this way:

PI =CxI

PI = 5 x 4
10-

PI = 20

The maximum possible PI'is 25. The minimum is 1.

Twenty persuasion units mean it will take a lot of

persuasion before there will be adoption. It'also

indicates a lot of 'push' is needed from the ffeld

agent.

Air

Let's take another example. Suppose,a teacher wants

information about traffic safety. She is going to

make a new brochure for her third graders. This

teacher has used the service often and scores

411 high on individual innovativeness. Her persuasion

index, score would, look likp this:

The field agent will not have much work to do here.

In fact this kind of request can probably be handled

just as successfully by a telephone call to the central

office.

There is a scale that combines all information we

have gathered about complexity, innovativeness, and

adoption. This is called the utilization index. This
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score is calculated by'multiplying the three

1 scores. As you may remember, this score is already

keypunched on our information card. It is in columns

78-80. The.littlization indek can ie written:

Utilization Index (Ut)/ Complexity (C) x Innovativeness (I) x

Adoptioi (A)

The index has a range from 1 to 125. Scores in the low

range indicate changes that were fairly easy to create.

We would hope that the utilization index would be 'fairly

low in the early phases of a project, but would gradually

became higher over time. This index can also be

tabulated against professional level, against school

district, etc.

The documentation of this center's activities is kept to

a minimum of paperwork. When we are through, all

information in our files for a single request is

kept on one 81/2 x 11 page and one IBM card. All

information is used either in fulfilling the request

or in evaluating our services.



VAOIECT.COMMUNICATE

Kan*

School

Address

. Request ,Form A

District. ail a
. 7,ta

street city . gip

Check all terms that apply: Phone 1/6 - 46i O d

lyt teacher ----- '(0 ) board member ( ) patron ( ), paraprofessional
. '\

( ) adMipistrator L ) KSDE staff ( ,) student ( ) -non-certified\ 7
. 114,

1 ( ) counselor . ( ) other
_ , / ' : I

Describe the topic about which you am. seeking information:. - ., . .

-, ...--.

$

I

r44.441 CA-1411--4-1; e4itimizrw .4101.44..41.05;m)

ae,WA°11

M. 00etto%) tn)

Reason for request:

Which of the following levels apply to your topic? (Cheik more than one if necessary)

( ) OrePrimary ( ) Elementary
( ) Kindergarten ( ) .Junior High
( ) Primary ' ( ) Senior High
( ) -Intermediate DPCX Secondary

* .

SUBMIT ONLY ONE REQUEST PER FORM

V

".V(
(

)

)

Junior College /
College '

( )
)

Adults ,

Professional p

( ) Graduate ( ) No Level

( ) Higher. Ed. - ( Other (Please Define)

01-IM

4
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Name Elizabeth Blue Date 3/29/72
(7..26)

School Mckputh High School District 342 A

27-20
Request Form B

(29-111

McLouth, Kansas' 66054
Address

spet city PP,
\ date received 3/30/72

Check all terms that apply: (27) . \ Phone 796-3400 0

(X) teacher ( ) aboard member ( ) patron ( ) paraprofessional date requested

date filled VII ha
. ( ) administrator ( ) KSDE staff ' ( ) studept ( ) qn-certified

(28)
.4

0
Cit

( ) cojnselor ( ) other

Descriptors:

Describe the topic about which you are seeking information: A, EE

A new coarse in career education for boys-- ED L.L.C*f /0 11
including cohsumer.economics and the world
of work. Interested in how to obtain and
hold a job.

Secondary level --9-12

Reason for request:

There is no occupational education in this small
rural community.

Follow up comments

Joe,
APPcd cATte

Field Consultant Angell I 25

-Sturces:

1,t.1 QJL

Form 50-06-100-1M
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PROJECT COMMUNICATE

Name

School

Address

Elizabeth Blue
(7-26)

McLouth High School

27-23 Req J orm E

Date 3/29/72

McLouth, Kansas

District

street

Check all terms that apply: (27)

(X ) teacher ( ) board member (

( ) administrator ( ) KSDE staff (

( ) counselor ( ) other

city

342

(29-31)

66054
zrp

Phone 796-3400

) patron ( ) paraprofessional

) student ( ) non-certified

Describe the topic about which you are seeking inforation:

A new course in career education for boys- -
including consumer economics and the world
of work, Interested in how to obtain and
hold a job.

Secondary level --9-12

Reason for request:

'There is no occupational education in this small
rural community.

Followup comments

( e a- A e&t° eci (.444T, f., . o R.

..0
Career elanytin. OIL
c a.rea.rs . OK. -

I:nem. e4 T i o NM_ !tut di2 Att. .04 .

oac.u. e4tions . "6A.

occ.I., A-onal in tormakion . oft
Sob

PP
i 1c4+ree. . OR .

301) ar r IICAnt S)
ANIS.

C SeCorclecri nracliPS . cs4

Secontio.rvt fdi,u.cper fo r%) . 04 .

Sec oNctartl Sc.hoel s . 0 A .

5error,dartJ Sckoo 1 Si 14.1tAa s .04.
4t h Sckoo N . 0A .

1 Sckpo I 57 'to Nri t,
Field Consultant Angell

2S IM

(28)

(12)

(35)

(36)

(78) (

t:Jte received3/30/72

dote requested

dote filled qp.717,
Descriptors:

CAREER

EDUSAT Ion)

(38-77;

Jos
A PPLIC.ATI 6 NI

Sources:

p ittAi

Form 50-06-100-1M
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Name Elizabeth Blue

27-22
Request Form D

t

School

Address

(7-261

McLouth }tgh School

Date 3/29/72

District 342
(29-11

McLouth, Kansas 66054

street

Check all terms that apply:

city zip

Phone 796 -3400

( X) teacher ( ) board member y patron ( ) paraprofessional

( ) administrator ( ) KSDE staff ( ) student ( ) non - certified

( ) counselor ( ) bther

Describe the topic about which you are seeking information:

A new' course in`career education-for boys---
including consumer economics and the World
of work. Interested in how to obtain and
hold a job.

Secondary level - -9 -12

Reason for request:
There is no occupational education in this small
rural community.

Follow -up comments
4/21/72 delivered 5/2/72 MF ordered
5/16/72 delivered MF reader 5/26/72 picked up rea

10/11/72 delivered Employment Security Information
1/22/73 ED 058 447 delivered 2/8/73 delivered PREP-32

The Boys' Career Education Course was adopted for
the 72-73 school year. 4

K-VIEW occupations project and microfiche reader and
reader-printer were obtained by the district. Angell
coordinated the district effort to obtain matching
funds for this equipment thru Vocational Education.

Angell suggested a field trip to the Kansas Employment
Service and delivered employment service brochures
and job bank microfiche.

Angell suggested the district purchase a 45x lens for
the reader and subsequently job bank microfiche and
K-VIEW are used daily with students in individualized
portions of the career education course.

Field Consultant Angell 125 ),

til

4

2

H 11

dote received 3/30/7'

ate requested

date filled 107
Descriptors

C ofi (EA
E o ID r-)

Jos
A 'pt.( CAT/61\4

r

Sources

Com pu-f/A)

EP s:t

Form 50-06-100-144



PROJECT COMMUNICATE 27-21 Request FOrrn C

flame Elizabeth. Blue Date 3/29/72
(7-26)

School Mc Louth High School District 342
(29-31)

Address
McLouth, Kansas 66054

wee city zsp

Check all terms that apply: (27) Phone 796-3406,

(X) teacher ( )
4

board member ( ) patron ( ) paraprofessional

( ) administrator ( ) KSDE staff ( ) student ( ) n )n-ctItified

( ) counselor ( ) other

Deicribe the topic about which you are seeking information:

A new course in career education for boys--
includihg consumer economics and the world
of work. Interested in how to obtain and
hold a job.

Secondary level --9-12

Reason for requeit:

There is no occupational education in this small
rural community.

Follow -up comments
4421/72 delivered /2/72 MF ordered
5/16/72 delivered I% reader 5/26/72 picked up read

10/11/72 delivered mployment Security Information
1/22/73 ED 058 447 deliv4ed 2/8/73 delivered FAEP-32

(214)

(32)

(35)

(36)

(78)

--Z
iV00

(;z

dote received 3/30/7;

dote requested

dote filled 447
Descriptors: (38 -7'

AAEEtk

&DU-C/1710 P4

013A PP-MATS 4 NI

S

The Boys' Career Education Course was adopted for
the 72-73 school year.

K-VIEW occupations project and microfiche reader and
reader-printer were obtained by the district. Angell
coordinated the district effort to obtain matching
funds for this equipment thru Vocational. Education.

A

Angell sudested a field trip to the KansatEMployment
Service and delivered employment service btochures
and job bank microfiche.

Angell suggested the district purchase a 45x lens for
the reader and subsequently job wank microfiche and
K-VIEW,are used'daily with students in individualized
portions of the career education course.

Field Consultant Angell 127

C.Corneti..+11V

P

Form 50-06-100-1M
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720075 BLUE ELIZABETH 1 3424032" CAREER EDUCATION JOB APPLICATION
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PROJECT COMMUNICATE

DOCUMENT REOUEST FORM name

Should you desire a document, please list the number found in the upper left hand
corner of the abstract.

ED ED_
ED ED

ED ED- - - -
ED ED

ED ED

ED

ED

ED

ED

ED

Should you desire a journal article, please list the number found beside each
bibliographic entry

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ ;__ _
.,

EJ EJ

EJ EJ-- -- -- -- _I- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

EJ EJ

EJ EJ

EJ _ __ ___ Eq, - - - -

PLEASE RETURN ALL COPIES TO PROJECT COMMUMILATE OFFICE II. H Form 05.03-102-2m
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Title &AAA/
Name

School *taiga%

EVALUATION FORM

How well did the material fulfill your request for information?

excelient

very good

)( good

fair

p^or

comments -

How will this information be utilized?

X classroom units comments -

X. curricular revision

administrative decision making

professional growth

other

How many other people have used this information?

When do you plan to use the information obtained from this search?

have already used the information

in the near future

in 3 months

months

do not plan to use

comments -

ORDER Planning, Research and Evaluation
COMPLEXITY Kansas State Department of Education

TOTALLAIN

120 East Tenth Street
SYSTEM Topeka, Kansas 66612

Form 05-02100



SESSIO1 NO. 28

REVIEW AND EVALUATION

I. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF MODULE.

A. Objective

To review the major training activities and relate them to
each'other and to the work experience of trainees.

To allow trainees to self-assess their achievement in
knowledge pnd skills areas.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the training modules.

B. Participants

Trainers: All k

Trainees. All

C. Summary of Module Activities

The self-assessment and module evaluation forms are completed

first. These provide part of the stimulus for follow-on
discussion of the week's activities. Finally, the trainer

initiates a discussion of continuing inservice training needs
and how these needs can be met.

D. Duration

Two hours
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II. REQUIRED MATERIALS' AND AIDS

A. Trainer Preparatory Reading

None

S. Trainee Preparatory_ Reading

None

C. Aids and Equipment

1. Self-assessment form in Trainees' Book

2. nodule evaluation form in Trainees' Book

III. SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

Topic Activity Minutes

Step 1 Explanation of Self Presentation 5
Assessment and I -ts

Rationale

Step 2 Completion of Self Individual 15

Assessment by Trainees Written.Work

Step 3 Explanation of Module Presentation
Evaluation and Its
Rationale

Step 4 Completion of Module Individual 30
Eyaluation by Trainees Written Work

Step 5 Review of Week's Activities Presentation 10

Dy Training Dfilditor

Step 6 Discussion of Week's Group Discussion 40
Activities by All

Step 7 Suggestions for Continuing Presentation 10

In-service Training

IV. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

None
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V. CONDUCT OF THE SESSION

Step 1 These steps can be left unstructured, as long as the
through trainers stay within time allocations. Remarks about
Step 6 the self-assessment and the module evaluations should

stress that the trainees themselves are not being
judged.

Step 7 Planning for follow-up training, should have beet an
integral part of planning the week of training
activities. Prgvision should have been made for
obtaining other fiaining resources for trainees to
use independently or in groups convened atsa later
time. Examples of training resources appropriate. for
follow-up training include thdse of communication
skills,, leadership skills, group dynamics, information
processing technology, developments in educational
research and development, etc.

The list of institutions providing such training
, resources is long and ever-changing. In compiling
-a list of resources that is current for the time
period in which this module is being used, it would
be well to contact: Far West Laboratory for Educational
Research and Development, San Franciscb; Northwest
Regional Laboratory, Portland; Center for Research
on the Utilization of Scientific Knowledge, Univ. of
Michigan, Ann Arbor; Research for Better Schools,
Pittsburgh.

Availability of follow-up training resource8 should
be discussed, as well as steps that the training
sponsors are willing to undertake to provide these
resources to trainees individually or in groups.

The content of 'these Step 7 remarks depends on the
arrangements that the training staff have been able
to make for follow-up training.


